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ABSTRACT 

 

The frequency, scope and perception of the use of English loanwords (ELWs) in the French 

language remains incompletely understood. This study examined the frequency and types of 

ELWs appearing in French written texts (FWTs) and advertisements (ads); and also explored the 

perceptions of natives of France toward this usage. To ascertain the frequency and types of 

ELWs, excerpts were randomly selected from two French dailies, le Figaro Quotidien and la 

Croix, and two French magazines, Les Inrocks and Paris Match from 2010 to 2015. For each 

year, a single issue was subsequently selected and reviewed using a systematic procedure which 

took into account the number of issues produced per year, and the approximate volume of each 

issue. A total of 30 natives of France resident in France and the United States participated in an 

attitude and perceptions’ survey composed of a structured questionnaire. Results of the study are 

consistent with previous evidence that nouns are the most affected category of lexical 

borrowings and that ELWs in French are adapted to reflect the morpho-phonological structure of 

the French language. The majority of the ELWs identified were well-established borrowings 

some of which do not seem to have French equivalents and hence may be seen as filling a 

linguistic lacunae in the French language. Hybrid and pseudo-Anglicisms, which are lexical 

creations as opposed to integral borrowings were also identified - majority of which consisted of 

compounds simply juxtaposed (N+N, ADJ+N) instead of the traditional compounding structure 

often used in French that requires a relational particle (N of N). Although there is some historical 

precedent for it, the greatly expanded use of simply juxtaposed compounds (especially N+N 
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binomials) is likely influenced by contact with the English. Les Inrocks had the highest 

prevalence of the use of ELWs, but there was not a significant pattern of increase observed. In 

terms of natives’ attitudes, both native groups consider the use of ELWs as due to laziness and as 

part of “trendy” language use with no threat to the French language. However, natives expressed 

concern about the need to protect French language from English influence. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Languages in contact 

Languages are said to be in contact when one or more languages are used in the same 

place at the same time by speakers of those different languages.1 Contact situations are varied. 

They may include the use of language in natural settings where people engage in face-to-face 

interactions or the use of languages in written discourses. The outcomes of language contact may 

include code-switching and borrowing, the exact characteristics of which may be shaped by the 

social setting and the circumstances surrounding the contact environment (Winford, 2003). 

These linguistic effects on the languages in contact are however not completely understood. In 

particular, there is limited understanding of the impact of French-English contact --arguably one 

of the most widespread forms of language contact--on either language (Picone, 1996).  Exploring 

the frequency and trends in the use of loanwords or borrowings (the two terms are used 

interchangeably here) may improve understanding of the linguistic impact of languages in 

contact. 

                                                           
1 In the simplest definition, language contact is the use of more than one language in the same place at the 

same time. Language contact does not require fluent bilingualism or multilingualism; but there is a need 

for some form of communication between speakers of different languages (Thomason, 2001). 
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 The present study is an attempt to characterize the frequency and nature of English 

loanwords (ELWs) in French written texts (FWTs) and advertisements (ads). To this effect, we 

systematically assessed the frequency, trends and types of ELWs appearing in publications of 

two French Magazines namely Les Inrockuptibles (Les Inrocks), and Paris Match, and two 

French daily newspapers namely Le Figaro Quotidien and La Croix, spanning the years 2010 

through 2015.  A second objective for this study was to explore the perception and attitudes of 

natives of France toward the use of ELWs in FWTs and in the spoken medium.  Hence, overall, 

the current study provides a basis to understand the intensity, trends and acceptability of ELWs 

in FWTs and ads among natives of France. Evidence from this study will add to the growing 

body of literature regarding the cross-linguistic impact of language contacts on different 

registers; in particular, the impact of ELWs on FWTs and ads.  

1.2 Historical exchange between French and English 

 Socio-historical exchanges between France and Britain have been more prominent than 

between any other countries in Europe. These exchanges include centuries of conquest and 

settlements, political alliances, cultural, scientific and commercial exchanges each of which  has 

been reflected especially in the lexicon of the two languages (Wise, 1997). The Norman 

Conquest made French the language of the ruling class in England for more than two centuries. 

The Figure 1.1 below indicates a high percentage of French borrowings into English during the 

thirteenth and the fourteenth century. 
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Figure 1. 1: The trend of French borrowing (Gallicisms) into English 

 

Source: Wise, 1997, 80, adapted from Gebhardt 197
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French borrowings constituted about 40% during this period and they affected all 

semantic fields except basic terms for the physical environment (such as wind, rain, sun, earth, 

sky), major body parts (such as head, hands, feet, belly) and some names of family relations 

(such as mother, father, brother, sister, son and daughter) (Wise, 1997, 81). The figure 1.2 below 

shows the opposing trend of Anglicisms into French. What is striking on the figure below is the 

significant borrowing observed by the mid-seventeenth century a period after the standardization 

and codification of French language. Wise (1997) asserts that assimilation of the English 

borrowings has been more problematic both on the psychological and linguistic levels (contrary 

French borrowings in English which have been assimilated at all levels).  

Figure 1. 2: The trend of Anglicisms into French 

 

Source: Wise, 1997, 80, adapted from Gebhardt 1975 and Trescases 1982 
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The change in the traditional trend of English being at the receiving end appear to have 

changed in the mid-nineteen century with Britain as a super power economically and 

technologically. A lot of English borrowings into French were related to textiles, fashion, sports, 

industry, commerce, science and technology and entertainment. English borrowings included 

words   such jersey, cardigan, blazer, weekend, lobby, jazz, film, star, pullover, pajamas, 

boycotter, gadget etc. (85). The flow of English borrowings gained another momentum around 

the 1930s and especially after World War II with the United States dominating the world stage 

economically and militarily. Wise (1997) argues that the development of mass means of 

communication correlated with the growth and expansion of the United States leading to the 

marketing of products, ideas and American lifestyle. This is exhibited in the lexical borrowings 

such as snackbar, hotdog, hamburger, bestseller, chips, bluejean, sweater, flash-back, marketing, 

joking, fan, gag, tee-shirt, bowling, clip, design, zoom etc.  According to Wise (1997), the 

number of English borrowings into French outnumbered that of French borrowings into English 

during this period for the first time in history. Hagège (1987) asserted that the appropriate term to 

use from that period is franricain instead of Étiemble’s (1964) term, franglais. (Hagège, 1987, 

cited in Wise, 1997, 85). English borrowings are said to have become more visible through 

advertising and mass media in recent years leading to severe interventions by language defenders 

in France to reduce English use in commercial settings.
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1.3 The linguistic culture in France 

In popular linguistic discourse, France is well-known for its long standing tradition of 

being linguistically protective of the French language. Since the Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts 

of 1539 imposed French language in all administrative documents pertaining to legal matters in 

order to favor political construction and unification of the country (Ruellot, 2011), several 

language organizations and policies have been created with the mission to promote the language  

and to protect it from foreign influence. Table 1.1 below lists some significant language bodies 

and laws regarding French language in France.
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Table 1. 1: Language legislations in France 

Date founded Institution/Law Purpose 

1539 Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts 

Impose French in all administrative 

documents that pertain to legal matters for 

political construction and unification of the 

country 

1635 L’Académie Française 
Protect French and guide its correct usage by 

creating and updating prescriptive dictionary 

1883 Alliance Française 
Preserve French after decline on international 

stage 

1966 
Haut Comité de la Langue Française 

(HCLF) 

For the defense and expansion of French 

language 

1970 
Commission Générale de 

terminologie et de néologie  

Coordinates activities of the terminology and 

neology commissions to develop the French 

language in 18minsterial departments 

1972 

Décret No. 72-19 relatif à 

l’enrichissement de la langue 

française 

Relative to the enrichment of the French 

language 

1975 Bas-Lauriol Law 

Regulate the use of foreign languages in 

official documents including commercial 

contexts 

1989 
Conseil supérieur de la langue 

française 

Present government proposals regarding 

usage, spread, promotion of French language; 

design policies on foreign and regional 

languages 

1989 
Délégation générale à la langue 

française et aux langages de France 

Associated with the Ministry of Culture and 

Communication to stimulate and direct the 

State’s language policy 

1994 
Toubon Law (extension of Bas 

Lauriol Law) 

The use of foreign language terms is banned 

unless there are no French equivalents: then 

translation must be provided 

 

Source: adapted from Martin, 1998; and Ruellot, 20
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The most prominent French body entertaining language issues, L’Académie Française, 

was founded as early as 1635 with the purpose of “purifying” and promoting le bon usage 

‘proper usage’  of the French language “as rendered by the Court and esteemed authors (Bourhis, 

1992, cited by Bakke, 2014, 2013, 37). Blackwood (2013) cites Estival and Pennycook’s (2011) 

assertion that the Academy restricts the use of foreign words including Anglicisms and adds that 

the Académie is unaccommodating to the use of loanwords in standard French. A careful study 

of these policies and their goals clearly indicates that the status of the French language is 

considered to be an affair of state. It also appears that the concept of le bon usage is carried on 

into the 21st century as Maurice Grévisse’s prescriptive grammar book, le Bon usage, first 

written in 1936, saw its 15th edition published in 2011(Blackwood, 2013). 

Not surprisingly, the rate with which media has evolved over the past decades has led to 

more efforts undertaken by French language officials to protect the French language from 

foreign influence, especially English, and to ensure that only the “standard” form of French is 

used (Blackwood, 2013). The significant law in the context of this study is the Toubon Law 

(1994) which expanded on the Bas-Lauriol Law (1975) to regulate the use of foreign languages 

in official documents, including those in commercial contexts. Foreign language terms may be 

used with their French translations if there are no French equivalents.  Article 2 affirms: 

The use of French is obligatory in the sale and operation of commercial goods, and all 

advertising (written, spoken or audiovisual) must also use the official language of France. 

French translations are not required for brand names but all other information must be 

provided in French. (Blackwood, 2013, 39) 

It is also worth noting that a commission (General Commission for Terminology and 

Neologisms) was set up to create new terms to replace foreign words that are introduced in the 

different domains of French society. The question of the effectiveness of this initiative remains 

another research area beyond the scope of this study. 
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In spite of these initiatives, the pervasiveness of the use of English especially in the 

domains of business, technology, international politics, media, and music has been well 

documented in recent years. In France, the studies of Martin (1998, 2008) and Ruellot (2011) 

have confirmed the increasing use of English terms in these domains. One of the explanations for 

this trend has been linked to the perceived notion of English as international language that 

evokes modernity, sophistication and openness to other cultures. However, the response to this 

trend has not always been a positive one. Flaitz’s (1998) study on the ideology of English in 

France indicates the attitudinal divide among especially the younger generation who show more 

positivity toward English use compared to government officials, academics and journalists, on 

the other hand, who fight to keep French language in its “pure” form. Nevertheless, journalistic 

writing may be characterized by a certain degree of both formality and informality because it 

stems from an economic enterprise whose main objective is to communicate to a specific 

audience. The section below provides an overview of journalistic writing used as the data source 

for this study. 

1.4 Journalistic writing corpus 

The outcomes of language contact have been mostly studied in conversational discourse 

among bilinguals. However, few studies have focused on journalistic writing as a site for 

language contact analysis. The current research uses two levels of language discourse – French 

written texts (mostly written news reports) and written ads. Since these forms, especially news 

articles, may be considered formal writing, there is an expectation for the texts to follow certain 

norms of writing.  For example, extensive use of ELWs may not be highly encouraged in formal 

French writings intended to inform French speakers. However, language evolves and certain 

linguistic outcomes on language contact cannot be avoided. Therefore, it is interesting to study 
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how the French lexicon is being transformed in journalistic writing, as French national 

journalists face the challenge of maintaining the expectations of academic writings, the realities 

of language evolution, and the need to achieve their commercial goal. As an editor of La Croix 

(one of the journals used in this study) indicated when interviewed for this project:   

Il faut bien évidemment lutter contre l'appauvrissement de la langue et l'intrusion de mots 

anglais, mais il faut accepter, aussi, que la langue évolue.  

(Of course, one has to fight against the impoverishment of the language and the intrusion 

of English words; but one also has to accept that language evolves). 

Journalist French writing such as magazines and newspapers represent an interesting linguistic 

divide. On the business end are the journalists and publishers whose primary intent is to adapt 

the contents of the publications in the format that attract customers the most, regardless of the 

cost to the integrity of the language. On the other side of the divide are the more conservative 

writers who prioritize the need to protect the French language. In short, journalistic writings in 

France provide an enriched database to study both the evolution and protection of the language, 

including growing government initiatives to maintain the integrity of the national language.   

1.5 Borrowing in casual contact 

Kaufman (1998) classifies contact situations under five different scales with different 

linguistic features that can be borrowed in specific context. On this scale, the majority of lexical 

borrowings are more common in casual contacts. Casual contacts refer to contexts where 

exposure to the donor language may result from travel, exploration, conquest, exposure to mass 

media, and foreign language instruction (Winford, 2003). France, as the contact situation for this 

study, falls within the casual contact setting when it comes to contact with English. Some of the 

natives’ of France may be bilinguals, but the community itself cannot be considered bilingual. 
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In a nutshell, English and French are in constant contact in recent times through media 

and the internet, the dominant domains that allow the infiltration of English into French 

communications.  This is especially true in the context of reporting and writings targeting multi-

national or bilingual consumers. Since journalistic writings are to some extent considered 

“standard”, it will be of interest to see how English still infiltrate the French lexicon, and how 

different natives of France react to this tendency. 

1.6 Purpose and rational 

The two main objectives of the current dissertation is to examine the frequency and 

nature of ELWs in FWTs and ads; and the attitudes and perceptions of natives of France toward 

this usage. The study contributes to the domain of contact linguistics as it builds on prior 

evidence from research on lexical borrowings. Although lexical borrowing in written media and 

ads have received much attention in recent times, this will be the first empirical attempt to 

undertake a comparative analysis of lexical borrowing in both written texts and ads. Both 

linguistic and sociolinguistic aspects of ELWs were investigated in an effort to identify the type 

and scope of borrowings used in these discourses. The corpus that was analyzed was also 

collected from data sources which are more representative of the different social domains of the 

study community – the four selected French national journals focus on written texts from the 

cultural (Les Inrocks, politically aligned on the Left); religious (La Croix, considered Right but 

Catholic Right, with ideals closer to Center than the other Right-leaning groups); general ( le 

Figaro Quotidien, Right Wing) and topics related to people and celebrity (Paris Match, Center).  
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In order to determine native French speakers’ attitudes toward ELWs and the motivations 

in relation to their use in FWTs and ads, the second component of this study, a cross-sectional 

survey, was designed to document opinions of natives of France toward ELWs in French.  

Investigating natives’ attitudes toward ELWs in FWTs and ads provides a basis to gauge the 

level of acceptance, among those surveyed in this study, toward English ELWs in FWTs. 

The current study was limited to lexical borrowings because it is by far the most common form 

of borrowing studied in “casual” contact environment such as France (Varga et al., 2011). 

Scholars in the field of contact linguistics describe borrowings in different terminologies, but 

borrowing has been traditionally identified primarily with lexical borrowing (as opposed to 

syntactic or phonological borrowing, for example) due to its level of commonality (Deroy, 1956 

in Gómez-Capuz, 1997). The term “loanwords” may also be used interchangeably to refer to 

borrowings that are established in the recipient language. “Anglicism” is another term used for 

borrowings that are specifically of English origin (or, in some cases, simply forged from English 

constituents).  Since the present study is focused on English lexical borrowings, the term 

Anglicism will be used most frequently. The terminologies used in this research will be further 

discussed in the next chapter (Chapter 2). 

1.7 Research questions 

The specific research questions for the current study include:  

1. How frequently do English Loanwords occur in French written texts and advertisements? 
 

 
2.  What is the nature of English Loanwords that occur in French written texts and 

advertisements? 
 
2a.What is the nature of English Loanwords that occur in French written texts?  

 

            2b.What is the nature of English Loanwords that occur in French Advertisements?  
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3. What are natives of France’s perceptions and attitudes toward the use of English 
Loanwords in French written texts and advertisements? 
 

4. Is there any difference in attitudes toward the use of English Loanwords in French written 
texts and advertisements between natives of France in the United States and those in 
France?  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

 The study of borrowings, as found in various contact situations, is a well-established area 

of research in linguistics. Yet the nature and impact of loanwords, as well as their level of 

acceptance among recipient language speakers remain controversial and incompletely 

understood. The focus of this chapter is an attempt to shed light on both the linguistic and 

specifically sociolinguistic aspects of loanwords as viewed by different studies. The discussion 

begins with some of the terminological concepts and issues on borrowing. 

2.2 Definitions and Issues 

Language contact is everywhere: there is no evidence that any languages have developed in total 

isolation from other languages (Thomason, 2001, 8). 

 

Borrowing is an outcome of language contact and it refers to the adoption of individual words or 

groups of vocabulary items from one language into another language. The terms borrowed words 

and loanwords are interchangeable (Hock, 1986; Trask, 1996 cited by Mohideen, 2009). 

Borrowings have been attested in both bilingual and multilingual situations (Bakomba, 1988; 

Kachru, 1982; 1987; Poplack, 1980); but also in predominantly monolingual societies such as 

France (Martin, 1998), Brazil (Friedrich, 2002), and Japan (Takashi, 1990). Thomason & 

Kauffman (1998) define borrowing as 

the incorporation of foreign features into a group’s native language by speakers of that language: 

the native language is maintained but is changed by addition of the incorporated  features (37).  
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Their definition appears to be restrictive to the extent that the idea of “incorporation" is 

intended to indicate that the foreign element is fully adopted in the natives’ language. In broader 

terms, borrowing is associated with all kinds of transfer or copying as a result of native speakers 

having recourse to features from other languages, or non-native speakers, such as acquirers,  

inserting certain elements of their language into the recipient language (Haspelmath, 2009). In 

this regard, specific instances of borrowing may or may not qualify as full-fledged elements of 

the recipient language.  As argued by Winford (2003), many so-called borrowings are not “the 

result of a direct or complete adoption of a foreign item” (42). Borrowing could therefore be 

considered as an uncompleted phenomenon. The term borrowed words is used interchangeably 

with the term loanwords; however, some researchers prefer to consider the latter as the term for 

the result and the former as the term for the process (Haugen, 1950).  Haugen’s (1950) definition 

for loanwords is reinforced in Haspelmath’s (2009) view wherein a loanword is a word that 

entered into the recipient language’s lexicon at a point in its history.  Loanword (and other 

related terminologies such as loan translation, semantic loan) are therefore seen as established, 

incorporated or adopted borrowings (Gómez, 2012).  

In the current study, the process to determine whether borrowings are considered as 

complete or incomplete will not be focused upon. But borrowings that have entered into the 

recipient language’s monolingual dictionary may be considered more established in the recipient 

language than others. Haspelmath (2009) argues that borrowed items may be seen as adopted or 

imposed depending on whether native speakers adopted the element or it was imposed by non-

native speakers. Since the current study also examines ads which are not necessarily created by 

native speakers, the definition for borrowing used for this study will not be limited to only 

borrowed items adopted by native speakers but also those introduced by non-native speakers.   
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Literally, the term borrowing suggests that the borrowed item will be returned at some 

point but of course in reality, the donor language doesn’t expect to receive the item back, so the 

term itself is essentially a metaphorical usage. However, Haspelmath (2009) asserts that this 

metaphor doesn’t lead to any misunderstanding.  In the interest of this dissertation, the terms 

English borrowing, borrowed words, loanwords and Anglicism (as stated in the previous chapter 

1) may be used interchangeably since they are all well established in the literature of contact 

linguistics. 

 Another term that will be considered in this study is neologism. Picone (1996) defines a 

neologism as “any new word, morpheme or locution and any new meaning for a preexistent 

word, morpheme or locution that appears in a language” (3). Hence in his explanation, an 

Anglicism is also a neologism, since it constitutes a new word or an extension of a preexisting 

word, morpheme or locution. However, new coinages can also be forged from French 

morphemes or lexemes but arranged according to probable English morpho-syntactic patterns. In 

such cases, if the output cannot be identified as a semantic calque of some parallel English 

expression, then according to Picone (1996) that output can be qualified as an Anglicism only at 

the structural level. The example tour-opérateur ‘tour operator’ is a case in point. Although the 

word has French constituents, it has maintained the linear order instead of using a relational 

particle which predominates the morpho-syntactic tendencies in French. The terms donor or 

source language will be used to indicate the language from which a word may be borrowed; in 

this study that language is English. The term recipient language will be used for the language 

that receives the borrowed word, which in this case is French.  
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2.3 Types of borrowing 

 Given the great deal of issues related to borrowing, different levels of classifying 

borrowings have been advanced.  The primary goal of this dissertation is to examine the nature 

of ELWs in FWTs and ads; therefore looking at the classification based on the linguistic level 

affected will be useful.  

Phonological and orthographical borrowing 

When a phoneme is introduced into French due to contact with English, phonological 

borrowing has occurred. For instance, majority of French speakers now use the velar nasal, [ŋ], 

(which was not part of the phonemic inventory in French) because it is associated with the 

pronunciation of –ing suffix found in in borrowed Anglicisms such as le parking. The 

orthographical or graphological borrowing entails the replication of English orthographical 

element or the designation of a new function to a preexisting element of the French writing 

system as a result of contact with English (Picone, 1996).  Gómez-Capuz (1997) states that 

phonological or orthographic borrowings are uncommon and they may be caused by individuals’ 

mistakes and also from mistakes or resources in advertising. This is an interesting point because, 

as will be seen in our analysis on borrowings in ads, orthographic borrowings may not be 

mistakes but may be used intentionally by ad writers to achieve certain purposes. For example, 

the imitative but nonstandard use of the English apostrophe has often been attested to be an 

orthographic device to add an exotic feeling to advertised products. It can also serve as a 

pronunciation aid. As in the example minijean’s, the apostrophe preceding<s> has not been 

added to show possession, as it does in English, but has - adopted a new role indicating that the 

pronunciation is nonstandard in French, namely [miniʤinz] rather than [miniʒɑ̃] (Picone, 1999, 

5).  Orthographical modifications identified in this study will be more fully presented later in 
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chapter 4. Another reason for such orthographic borrowings may be due to the context of the 

languages in contact. In Canadian French, the pressure of American English has been pointed out 

as the cause of graphic mistakes in French words. For example, the word bagage could be spelt 

as <baggage> and the word désir could be written as <désire>, both of which reflect the English 

orthography for these words (Darbelnet 1967, Meney 1994, cited by Gómez-Capuz, 1996, 85).    

Structural and semantic borrowing  

Structural borrowing involves the borrowing of morpho-syntactic patterns of the donor 

language into the structure of the recipient language. Semantic borrowing occurs when a 

preexisting word, morpheme or locution restricts, extends or shifts its meaning to adopt the 

meaning of a similar word in the donor language (Picone, 1992). Calques which may be single 

words or expressions represent an important component of both structural and semantic 

borrowings. Calques are created by directly translating the source element into the recipient 

language. In structural borrowings, a lot of examples represent compound words.  Picone (1992) 

asserts that the French word tour-opérateur is an exact calque of the English binomial version 

tour operator. Although it has French constituents; it has maintained the English syntactic order 

(with the head noun in the final position) instead of opting for the prevailing morpho-syntactic 

tendency in French that requires placement of a relational particle in between the juxtaposed 

nouns –*opérateur de tour and with the head in the initial position (114).  

Picone’s studies have revealed borrowed or newly formed compounds in French that 

show similarities to the structure in English in terms of binomial constructions that go beyond 

what formerly acceptable (appositions and the genitive of juxtaposition). Nevertheless, the 

analytical nature is still prevalent in French compound nouns, such that the head noun is 

typically in the initial position (Picone, 1992, 110). Due to the high percentage of compounds in 
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the corpus of this dissertation, the analytical structure of French compounds is an important base-

line for comparisons, but possible divergent syntactic constructions found will also be discussed. 

As an illustration for semantic borrowing, Picone (1992) uses the French word réaliser which 

originally means “to bring about or to concretize”; but due to contact with English language, the 

word extended its semantic field to include the meaning of “to realize or to become aware of” 

(4). As will be discussed, because these classifications would not be enough to categorize all the 

borrowings in this research, it will be important to consider other possible classifications that 

will be relevant in this study.  

Integral borrowing 

A borrowed new entity or concept in the recipient language may be considered integral if 

it is accompanied by “a new word, morpheme or locution of Anglophone confection” (Picone, 

1992, 4).  Examples include un scanner ‘a scanner’ and un week-end ‘a weekend’. Picone 

explains that these borrowings may be monosemous at the outset but meaning extension is 

possible over time.  The word tennis in French, for example, refers not only to a ‘game’ but has 

come to represent ‘tennis shoes’, ‘outfit’ and ‘court’. Integral borrowings can also be productive 

as exemplified in the following derivatives – film > filmer (a noun leading to a verb); and an 

adjective filmique (4). Integral borrowings form a significant part of the current study.  

Hybrid and Pseudo Anglicisms 

Hybrid and pseudo Anglicisms form other important borrowing categories in this study. 

Hybrid constructions involve the combination of elements from both the recipient and the donor 

language. The resultant pseudo Anglicism usually takes on a new meaning. A popular example 

of a hybrid is top-niveau meaning ‘top level’ or ‘top quality’ (5). In actual practice, Picone 

(1992) considers this type of borrowing to be a subtype of the pseudo-Anglicism category. The 
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latter usually refers to a new word forged in French with borrowed English elements. Such a 

pseudo-Anglicism is a neologism in French that imitates an integral borrowing from the source 

language. Since pseudo-Anglicisms combine only English constituents in novel creations, the 

meaning may not be easily understood by speakers of either French or English. An example is 

the word tennisman (tennis + man) to mean tennis player.  The suffix man seems to have become 

significantly productive in French, and examples in which they are used in the current corpus 

will be presented. The foregoing shows that when languages come in contact, even in an 

essentially monolingual country such as France, different linguistic forms may be borrowed. The 

section below discusses some of the lexical items that may or may not be more favorable to 

borrowing. 

2.4 Hierarchy of borrowing 

It is strongly argued that any element in a language can be borrowed. However, there are 

certain linguistic constraints that may condition the degree and the type of elements to be 

borrowed. Generally, content items that are classified as open-class (nouns, adjectives) may be 

borrowed easily compared to closed-class function items such as pronouns and conjunctions 

(Winford, 2003).  This table indicates the general hierarchy of borrowability as proposed by 

Mysken (1981) and presented by Winford (2003).  

Table 2. 1: Hierarchy of borrowing 

Nouns > adjectives > verbs > prepositions > co-ordinating conjunctions > quantifiers > 

determiners > free pronouns > clitic pronouns > subordinating conjunctions 

Source: Winford, 2003, 51 

This hierarchy is in agreement with the general constraints that favor lexical borrowing 

but limits the borrowability level of structural elements. According to Winford (2003), the open-

class nature of the first items (nouns, adjectives) disposes them to be more receptive to new 
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elements contrary to the closed-class borrowings such as pronouns and prepositions. The open-

class items also occur in environments where they can be easily isolated and hence are the most 

favored type to be borrowed (Winford, 2003).  This trend is supported in the corpus of this 

dissertation of which 90% of borrowed words are nouns. 

2.5 Integration of loanwords 

A borrowed word may or may not retain its original form in the recipient language; and 

the degree of integration may depend on various factors. In situations where contact is light or 

moderate, lexical borrowing tends to be assimilated phonologically and morphologically into the 

recipient language (Winford, 2003). According to Wise (1997), English words of romance origin 

may be pronounced in French to sound more like French as in contraception, inflation and 

déodorant (91). ELWs in Japanese may adapt Japanese pronunciation and CV syllable structure 

through epenthesis such as besuboru (from English baseball), and cluster simplification as in 

seta (from sweater) (Winford, 2003, 47). There are other cases where borrowed items may not be 

totally adapted into the recipient language. 

Some scholars have identified other aspects to consider in terms of loanword adaptations.  

In Haspelmath’s (2009) analysis, the degree of adaptation may depend on the age of the 

loanword, recipient language speakers’ knowledge of the donor language, and their attitudes. In 

situations where donor language is well-known, certain inflected forms may be borrowed from 

the donor language and the loanword may not be adapted in pronunciation (42). In Brown’s 

(2003) study, 70% of Brown’s Louisiana French corpus was composed of loanwords which were 

not phonologically integrated (Brown, 2003, 10, cited by Saugera, 2007).  Phonological 

integration is therefore not enough to determine a borrowed word in a very strong contact 

situation. Haspelmath (2009) reinforces this trend in his argument that when a large number of 
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loanwords are borrowed from a single donor language, there is less need for adaptation. How 

ELWs are integrated phonologically in the French lexicon forms an important component in the 

current study and will be analyzed.  

Morphologically, loanword adaptation can be complex depending on the languages in 

contact. The more complex cases may involve languages that have gender, number, and case 

markers. These features have been identified as strong indicators for more integrated borrowings. 

Saugera (2007) considers morphological integration (more than phonological) as a more 

transparent indictor that a borrowed word has become a member of the recipient language. 

Integration at this level involves both derivational and inflectional features.  In her example from 

Prince Edward Island French, English origin words that are part of the Island’s French are 

assigned French suffixes such as –age  in backage ‘baking’ and cannage ‘canning’ (Saugera, 

2007, 33). The use of this suffix is one of the most productive ways of creating new words in 

French. Thus a single borrowed form may generate subsequent word families through the use of 

this suffix. There are however few examples of this category in the present study as will be seen 

in our analysis. 

The case of gender and number is also an interesting aspect to consider regarding 

integrated borrowed words. It is an important component in this dissertation since French words 

are either masculine or feminine while English has inanimate genderless nouns. As a result, 

ELWs have to be assigned genders in order for them to be used in the French system. Winford 

(2003) discusses five factors that may determine the gender of English nouns as observed in the 

study of Poplack et al. (1988). They include sex of the referent when it is animate, phonological 

shape, semantic category, homophony and the shape of the suffix (Poplack et al. 1998, cited by 

Winford, 2003, 49). Among these factors only the sex of the referent was significant in Montreal 
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French (even though others may play certain roles). The current study will shed more light on 

some examples that challenge the above factors.  

2.6 Borrowing and code-switching 

Another issue that has been discussed in the context of integration is the distinction 

between borrowing and code-switching. In terms of terminology, both of these contact outcomes 

may also be classified under the general name, code-mixing. Borrowing is generally associated 

with words that are assimilated (Haugen, 1950) into the recipient’s morpho-syntactic system, and 

thus conform to the syntactic structure of the recipient language. Code-switching on the other 

hand, generally maintains the paradigmatic and syntactic markings of the source language 

(Clyne, 2003). Haspelmath (2009) argues however that the degree to which a word is felt to be 

part of the recipient’s language system is also an important indicator of an integrated borrowed 

word. The results of the current study provide some insights that may support these arguments; 

but it also presents certain challenges that make it difficult to determine the level of integration 

for ELWs in FWTs.  

Clyne (2003) considers borrowing to be limited to single words while code-switching 

could be both single and multiple-word configurations. The problem at this level is the attempt to 

determine whether single words occurring in the recipient language without syntactic or 

inflectional features should be classified as switches or as borrowings. In this light, Myers-

Scotton (1993) argues that a word is a code-switch at the outset but changes into a borrowing 

after its initial use. Thus the first time a word is used, it could be considered code-switching; but 

their subsequent uses would be borrowing. She suggests using frequency as the major criterion 

of distinction. In her explanation, a lexical item that occurs once in a corpus of “considerable” 

size in the recipient language would not be considered a borrowing. Since the corpus of this 
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dissertation is derived from deliberately written text which is reviewed at different levels and 

written in one dominant language (French), the notion of frequency as proposed was not 

considered a good measure to determine switches in this study which is not occurring in a natural 

setting.  

A single foreign word occurring once in a recipient corpus is labeled by some other 

scholars as either an instance of a code-switching, if it does not undergo native morpho-syntactic 

processing, or else a nonce-borrowing if it does undergo such processing but has little currency 

in the recipient language (Poplack, 1980). Foreign forms that undergo morpho-syntactic 

processing and occur repeatedly, regardless of the level of phonological assimilation, are 

considered to be established borrowings. The latter, if fairly widespread and not too recent, are 

generally attested in the recipient language’s dictionary. This distinction also poses a challenge 

for this study because the majority of ELWs occurred once in the current corpus (examples 

include le camping, un cocktail, le punk, etc.), but they are dictionary attested and seem to be 

well-integrated in the recipient language. Weinreich (1953) refers to dictionary attested 

borrowings as inherited loanwords. Thus English forms appearing once in the current corpus 

(which is rather small) cannot simply be considered to be code-switches without careful 

consideration. Even though using a dictionary to determine the level of integration regarding a 

borrowed word is significant, other factors are needed to identify integrated forms. Hence, using 

monolingual dictionary to attest the level of integration of ELWs formed an important 

component of this study but other factors including phonological, morphological, and speakers’ 

knowledge of some borrowed forms were equally considered relevant.  
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2.7 Flagging 

Flagging which includes putting words in parentheses, in quotation marks, in italics or 

translating a word, is regarded as an important indicator of non-integrated borrowed forms. 

Borrowings that are flagged may be viewed as unintegrated foreign elements and as such code-

switches. However, for the purpose of this study, flagged words were not necessarily considered 

code-switches because flagging may serve different functions in the current corpus. The corpus 

of this study as mentioned earlier was extracted from FWTs from national journals required to 

adhere to certain regulations regarding the incorporation of foreign elements. The Toubon Law 

(1994) which restricts the use of foreign words in commercial contexts is a case in point. In the 

course of this study, there was a short conversational exchange with an editor from La Croix 

journal who made the following comments (with translations by the author of this present study):    

1. En ce  qui concerne La Croix, le journal respecte bien la loi Toubon dans la mesure 

où les anglicismes sont « traqués » – il n’y en a pas tant que ça ! – et nous nous 

appliquons à traduire le cas échéant si cela nous semble nécessaire. Cela dit, 

l’évolution de la langue étant ce qu’elle est, certains mots (entrés dans les 

dictionnaires Larousse et Robert) sont utilisés, ils ne seraient d’ailleurs pas compris 

en français de France (exemple start-up pour jeune pousse. Pour l’anecdote, nous 

avons trouvé « jeune pousse » dans un article et nous avons « traduit » et mis entre 

parenthèses (start-up) pour aider à la compréhension; c’est le monde à l’envers !  

 

(With regard to La Croix, the journal respects well the Toubon Law in so far as 

Anglicisms are tracked, there aren’t all that many! And we do our best to translate if 

circumstances call for it and we consider it necessary. That said, the evolution of 

language being as it is, certain words (entered in Larousse and Robert dictionaries) 

are used, which by the way may not be understood in France French (for example 

jeune pousse for ‘start-up’). As a side note, we found “jeune pousse” in an article and 

we “translated” and put it in parenthesis (start-up) to help with comprehension; it is a 

world turned upside down! 
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2. Les lecteurs de notre journal qui se plaignent de l’utilisation de mots anglais ne sont 

pas forcément des « académiciens » mais des intellectuels, oui, attachés à un bon 

usage de la langue française. Ce sont les mêmes qui nous signalent des fautes 

d’accord ou des fautes d’orthographe. 

 

(The readers of our journal who complain about the use of English words are not 

necessarily “academicians” but intellectuals, yes, they are attached to good usage of 

the French language. These are the same people who draw our attention to errors in 

agreement or spelling errors.) 

3. «think tank » le mot n’est pas traduit parce qu’il est, depuis peu, passé dans le langage 

courant. Mais nous avons des lecteurs (plutôt âgés) qui n’apprécient pas et se 

plaignent à la rédaction. Dans le même article, l’expression « slow dating » qui elle 

est traduite car peu usitée. 

 

(« Think-tank » the word is not translated because it has recently entered into 

everyday language. But we have readers (rather old) who do not appreciate it and 

complain about its use in writing. In the same article, the expression « slow dating » 

which is less used is translated. 

 

What is important in these comments is the fact that the use of flagging may play 

different roles in the selected texts.  A word may be translated and put in parentheses in response 

to legal requirements (aimed at expunging or diminishing a perceived threat to the integrity of 

the recipient language) or as a comprehension aid to potential readers. It is also worth noting that 

the writer reserves the right to decide what to be translated. In other words, flagging a word or 

not in journalistic writing may be motivated by other subjective reasons. The last comment may 

support the view that flagging may be used to draw attention to speaker’s awareness of a foreign 

form. While this may be true, it cannot be concluded that flagging is used specifically for this 

purpose due to the other motivation factors. As a result, English borrowed words that were 

flagged were not eliminated from the list of borrowings but were analyzed based on how they 

reflect the linguistic features of the recipient language. That is, how they are morphologically or 

phonologically assimilated into the French lexicon, in addition to whether they are dictionary 

attested or not. 
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Another important aspect to mention is the difficulty in determining with certainty that a 

word is borrowed from a particular source language. Generally speaking, a word may be 

considered a loanword if the source word can be identified in the source language (Haspelmath, 

2009). Nevertheless, there are many instances where a source word may not be directly identified 

from the supposed donor language. For example, English may be considered as the source 

language for a recently borrowed word in French; the borrowed item might have been originally 

borrowed from Old French. Some examples identified in the present corpus include, une 

interview, un label, le jury, un bar and les sports. For the purpose of this dissertation, these items 

(with the exception of sports) were included as ELWs because the average French speaker would 

not recognize the words as coming from French. In addition, the contexts in which they were 

used showed some difference in form and meaning compared to their original meanings in Old 

French. The latter criterion is advanced by Picone (1996) in his delimitation of an Anglicism and 

was an important consideration for this study. Furthermore, the origins of some borrowings were 

identified in different varieties of English. Since the current study was not limited to borrowings 

from any specific English variety, words such as slogan (from Scottish English), tunnel (from 

British English) and Reggae (from Jamaican English) were equally considered. However, a word 

like audio was eliminated because it could not be determined with much certainty (from the 

Anglicism dictionary, or from context) whether it was from English or Latin. But the word 

album was included because the meaning and context (music, entertainment) in which it was 

used were more indicative of having had Anglophone influence.   

From a sociolinguistic perspective; borrowing is mostly identified with speech 

communities where a donor language is ‘casually’ accessible while code-switching is associated 

with bilingual or multilingual environments. Both phenomena may however occur in all contact 
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situations. English origin words in this study were considered borrowings for two basic reasons. 

First, the study focused on written texts (not in naturally occurring contact environment) and has 

received more scrutiny before their publication. Second, it is well established that France is a   

“monolingual” setting with one dominant language used in virtually every transaction. It is an 

environment considered as “casual” in terms of its access to English, and lexical borrowings are 

the most frequently borrowed forms identified in such contexts.  Thus English origin items 

identified in the written corpus were considered to be borrowings or loanwords.  

2.8 Frequency of loanwords 

Loanwords are not limited to spoken mediums; but also extend to reading materials such 

as newspapers and written advertisements (Luanga, 2010; Martin, 2002; Picone 1996).  The 

degrees with which loanwords appear in these discourses vary across studies. In Martin’s (2002) 

study on borrowings in French ads, it was argued that some French advertisements may use more 

English words than others when targeting a certain audience or market.  In the studies of Ruellot 

(2011) and Martin (2008), an increase use of ELWs in French written ads was recorded in 

technology and business related products. The increase of about 15.6% of French print ads 

containing English, during an eight-year period, was recorded in ads mostly focused on 

information technology and international business (Ruellot, 2011, 17). In terms of product 

categories, the use of English was recorded mostly in product ads targeting women, for items 

such as cosmetics, rather than in ads for products targeting men and young people. Even though 

French is considered an “unaccommodating language” due to the efforts of the French 

Intelligentsia to keep the language “pure”, English use continues to thrive in French texts. 

Ruellot (2011) asserts that copywriters capitalize on globalization and the growing familiarity 

with English among French speakers to use many ELWs in French. Despite the evidence of the 
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continuous use of English in FWTs, studies that consider frequency of borrowing have been 

limited in scope. Knowing how often and how consistently borrowings occur and the nature of 

the borrowings could give insight into the potential lexical transformations French would 

undergo in the face of continuous English influence.  As has already been indicated, identifying 

borrowings or their level of integration based on their degree of occurrence would not produce 

reliable results as far as borrowings in the current written texts are concerned. The main reason 

for this being that the written utterances are not spontaneous but are intentionally written and 

edited based on specific journalistic instructions. Hence, it was necessary to consider frequency 

at different levels depending on the objective and corpus under study.  Frequency for ELWs in 

the FWTs was estimated based on the total number of loanwords divided by the total word count 

for each of the journals; and for the ads, frequency was based on the number of ads that 

contained ELWs. This approach helped arrive at an estimation of the prevalence and trend of 

ELWs for each journal; and also determined the type of products that are mostly favored by the 

use of ELWs.  

2.9 Motivations for borrowing  

Cultural borrowing and core borrowings 

It is well-established that borrowing is a common tendency in language contact situations; 

but there exists no real consensus on the reasons for borrowing. Two basic reasons that seem to 

explain why borrowings occur are based on, respectively, need and prestige. The former asserts 

that lexical borrowings occur in languages to fill a linguistic gap. In other words, languages that 

do not have sufficient lexical options to convey information in specialized domains and to 

perform new linguistic functions; have to extend their profile to meet the new demands of 

society through borrowing. Weinreich (1953) contends borrowings are motivated by the “the 
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need to designate new things, persons, places and concepts” (cited by Winford, 2003, 37). 

Therefore these types of borrowings are called cultural borrowings. 

Advocates for the second factor, prestige, posit that a word may be borrowed from a 

language that has a more prestigious status - a prestigious language is more likely to serve as a 

contact language than other minority languages in terms of borrowing.  In today’s consumerist 

society, with continual advancement in science and technology, English has arguably gained an 

upper hand as the language of globalization. Thus a language such as English with 

internationally prestigious position is more likely to become a source of borrowing into other 

languages. Borrowings due to prestige may be called core borrowings. In most cases, there are 

equivalents of these borrowings in the recipient language. Much research has shown evidence of 

English cultural and core borrowings in in the lexicon of many languages, especially in media, 

advertised products, technology, sports, and in everyday communications (Bloomaert, 2010 cited 

in Kramsch, 2014; Luanga, 2012; Martin, 2002).  

 Motivations for English use in French 

With regard to borrowings from English into French, both factors seem to be operational. 

Lack of lexical items to designate new concepts in communicational technology has led to many 

ELWs in French such as tweeter ‘to send tweets’, liker ‘to like a link on Facebook’, poker ‘to 

send a poke on Facebook’, texter ‘to send an SMS’, bloguer ‘to use blog’, faire le buzz ‘to 

engage in what is talked about at the moment’, instagramer ‘to take a picture via Instagram’, 

webmaster ‘someone in charge of a web site’, chatter ‘to chat’ etc. There are French expressions 

that could perhaps be used instead of these English versions. For example, respectively, écrire un 

tweet, aimer, envoyer un “poke” sur Facebook, envoyer un SMS, utiliser un blog, faire/prendre 

une photo avec Instagram, ce dont tout le monde parle en ce moment, and dialoguer en ligne. As 
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can be observed, there are no actual words to express these borrowings succinctly in French; 

indeed, some of the expressions rendered in French still must resort to English terms. Hence, 

even though, technically speaking, there are possible ways to express some of these borrowings 

in French, the English equivalents used may still have been motivated by need. In other domains, 

certain English words may be adopted with more restricted meanings that give finer lexical 

distinctions. The French word un appareil-photo means ‘camera’ in English; but the word une 

caméra has also been borrowed. The latter however specifically refers to a ‘camera that takes 

moving pictures’. Thus une caméra has a restricted meaning compared to the original French 

word appareil-photo, and hence the word may be considered necessary. In yet other cases it is 

not always possible to clearly delineate the criteria of need as opposed to prestige, and both may 

be operating simultaneously as motivators. The still current use of software and especially the 

shortened version un soft instead of un logiciel, though the latter is also widely used, is one 

example. Likewise, borrowed coach and native entraîneur are both current, as are borrowed live 

and native en direct. Both prestige and need are operational in the current study. 

Haspelmath (2009) argues that every language has resources sufficient enough to create 

new words for new concepts, so the idea of borrowing by necessity is questionable. In 

Haspelmath’s examples taken from Brown (1999), he argues that there are many North 

American languages that create new words to replace loanwords for new concepts. Native words 

are created to replace borrowed forms such as rice, clock, and week (46) and the native words 

created that may appear cumbersome may also be simplified for easy usage. The examples 

presented above such as texter instead of envoyer un SMS, chat instead dialogue en ligne etc. 

may therefore be a question of convenience or efficiency. A similar pattern was observed in 

Guilford’s (1997) study which examined French young people’s knowledge and attitude toward 
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some English borrowed words and their French equivalents. It was observed that French 

speakers preferred certain English words such as playback rather than présonorisation, the 

French version. According to the author, speakers preferred some English terms because the 

French versions appeared too cumbersome.  

Another reason linked to ELWs in French is the nature of the two languages. The English 

language has been regarded as being more concise than French in terms of lexical creativity 

(Martin, 2002; Picone, 1996). It is argued that the conciseness of Anglicism for new inventions 

positions them to better survive in the host language (Wise, 1997). However, as will be analyzed 

later (Chapter 4), most French speakers in the current study do not consider English as more 

concise than French except in ad slogans. 

Geographical proximity and historical experiences between the contact languages have 

also been cited as motivational factors for borrowing. The histories of France and Britain have 

been seen as more intertwined than any European countries. Contact among these countries has 

been linked to centuries of conquest and settlements, political alliances and also through 

scientific and commercial exchanges. Wise (1997) describes how English has continuously 

influenced the French lexicon as each of these historical periods has left traces on ELWs in 

French. English influence on French lexicon has been in different semantic domains beginning 

the mid-nineteenth century and especially after World War II. But in recent years, the spread of 

English in France has been motivated by America’s commercial growth and communication 

technology.  The lack of uniformity in arriving at reasons for borrowing makes the current study 

important because it elicits the pertinent perceptions of speakers in France.   
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2.10 Sociolinguistic context and borrowing  

The sociolinguistic context in which borrowing occurs is a significant factor that may 

affect the type of borrowing to be employed. The increased access to global communication 

networks in today’s “global village” has led to the partial Anglicization of the lexicon of many 

languages. Nevertheless, Kramsch (2014) asserts that expressions such as “C’est trop,” “c’est 

tout meuch,” “c’est too much,” and “it’s too much” (301) all figure in French ways of speaking. 

Young French speakers use English elements in their discourse to feel “cool” and to identify 

themselves as part of the cosmopolitan society. Article 2 of France’s constitution states “la 

langue de la République est le français” (French is the language of the Republic). Historically, 

this “pure” French has been associated with the written form; but as will discussed further, the 

written form in today’s world, can still deviate from the norms of the standardized French 

language forms. 

In Brazil, expressions such as computer mouse, online, shopping mall, diet, and delivery 

are used instead of their Portuguese counterparts. A closer consideration of the borrowing 

examples just provided seems to reflect a culture influenced by the everyday lifestyle of the 

Anglophone society (Friedrich, 2002). The fact that most of these words are based on English; 

and the fact that in some cases they have their equivalents in the host language (especially the 

examples provided for France and Brazil) give a strong indication of the status English occupies 

as a contact language in the linguistic environments of most societies today. These studies 

however were limited and had scant focus on the socio-linguistic factors that affect the type of 

borrowing. The current research hopes to examine these factors in relation to the type of 

borrowing.   
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In the context of advertising, English, being a language of wider communication, has 

become a viable choice to portray the image of prestige, sophistication, competence, innovation 

and also elegance (Martin, 2002, Picone 1996, Piller, 2003; Ruellot, 2011). In the studies of 

Martin (1988; 2002) and Ruellot (2011), the large majority of ELWs used in French advertising 

copies are the type of borrowings that relate to these positive advertising images. The ads 

portraying the dynamism of business practices contain borrowings such as business, efficiency, 

top, design, quality, organization, management, leadership, boss, marketing and manager. The 

commonly used adverb in colloquial discourse very was also used with other cognates as in very 

irrésistible, very élégante in the ads on fashion and cosmetics to portray sophistication and 

elegance. Clearly more evidence is needed to investigate how the French language is being 

transformed as journalists and ad writers, increasingly aware of the impact English can have on 

non-Anglophone French citizens, make use of borrowings to address those French speakers.    

2.11 ELWs in FWTs and ads 

 It is evident that English is being incorporated into the French language in different 

domains, with a particularly large influence in the sectors of business and technology. (Where 

appropriate, the ELWs in the sample texts are bolded.)  
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Figure 2. 1: ELWs in Ads (source: http://www.michelrolland.fr/apres-vente/) 
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Figure 2. 2: ELWs in Ads (source: L’Express, April, 30, 2014) 

 

The choice of borrowings in these ads indicates that the issue of intelligibility is an 

important factor in advertising since the primary goal of advertisers is for their ads to have 

impact on the potential consumer. One of the techniques they use to achieve this goal is to 

employ words that readers are more likely to be familiar with. In the two ads presented; the 

integral borrowings economy (Fig. 2.1) and bye bye (Fig.2.2) might have been used by 

copywriters with the assumption that the targeted French audience is familiar with these 
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Anglicisms and would therefore not create any hindrance to intelligibility. Since these 

borrowings have their equivalents in French (respectively économie and au revoir), their use, 

which is certainly not necessary, may be linked to the idea of creating an image of modernity, 

efficiency or sophistication as has been associated with the use of English. This image may 

equally be reinforced by the use of the English brand names, descriptives and slogans: smart, 

smart fortwo electric and Open your mind (Fig. 2.2).  

 In terms of how the Anglicisms are positioned, it can be observed that after the brand 

name Smart and the English slogan, both located at the top right corner, and then the expression 

Bye Bye in the heading on the left (Fig. 2.2), there is no more English until the end of the third 

paragraph. The fact that there is no more English until later is quite strategic. English is inserted 

in the French ad to serve as attention-getter (Ruellot, 2011). To underscore this, larger or 

medium print size are used with Bye Bye (Fig. 2.2) and Economy (Fig. 2.1). English is positioned 

to be the clear focal point of the visual while serving its communicative function of emphasizing 

the positive image (modernity, etc.) of the product. It could be argued that English is used with 

the brand name (which readers would recognize even if they do not understand the slogan), the 

slogan and the heading in order to create an alluring environment. The English that appears later 

in the descriptive text, however, is not serving as an attention-getter; it is added for readers who 

may be interested in getting more detailed information before buying the product.  

Another aspect worth mentioning is the fact that the English words seem to be floating in 

isolation; Bye Bye is just above the French word pompiste and the product (Fig. 2.2). These 

positions equally make the English words more visible and reinforce the attention-getter role 

they play in the ads. The use of colors also represents an important part of the ad’s visual. It is 

evident that the electric car ad in Fig 2.2 appeals to people who want to save money; but the use 
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of the green color also represents environmentalist ideals with the goal of creating a society that 

is ecologically sustainable. By extension, using this electric drive helps you save money and also 

protects the environment from harmful effects such as pollution. The presentation of these ads 

clearly portrays the artistic nature of French advertising. As Martin (1988) argues, advertising in 

French is considered an art and part of its beauty is the choreographed quality of the ad’s design 

demonstrated by the use of colors, images and texts which are carefully juxtaposed to produce 

the most attractive effect possible.  

Regarding translations in these ads, the Toubon law (1994) states that English in ad 

copies must be accompanied by French translations, except English that is trademarked, usually 

in association with company names, logos, and signature lines. Nevertheless, copywriters’ 

choices of translations may vary in accuracy. The French translation for living electric is given as 

vivre électrique (Fig. 2.2), which is no less awkward in French than in English, in both cases 

amounting to the conversion, by virtue of position alone, of an adjective to an adverb. Other 

forms of Anglicisms may be indirectly associated with the structures FORFAITS ECONOMY 

‘economy package/plan/rate’ and Volkswagon Service in Fig. 2.1. Both could be considered to be 

structural calques influenced by English to the extent that they dispense with the more usual 

prepositional definition of relationship between juxtaposed nouns.  

Réalisé sans trucage ‘realized without cheating/tricks’ seems to maintain the original 

French meaning of ‘concretizing’, ‘making something real’ or ‘achieving something’, even 

though the semantic shift to ‘become aware of’, presumably under the influence of English, is 

frequently attested elsewhere (Picone, 1996). The slogan Open your mind is rendered as une 

autre idée de la vie. The French native would perceive the phrase Open your mind more literally 

as ‘ouvrez’ or ‘élargissez votre esprit’. Regardless, the expression would be perceived positively 
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especially because of the environment (an ad message about a new electric car) in which it is 

used, and the copywriter is free to use a loose translation that reinforces the intended brand 

image and captures the overall flavor of the slogan.  

 Anglicisms have also been assimilated in the domains of fashion, as exemplified in the 

phrases: “les plus beaux looks de Sofia Coppola”; “du noir, des paillettes et des vestes 

parfaitement taillées; ce sont les maîtres mots du dressing de Sofia Coppola”; and “le made in 

France” (Paris Match 15th & 16th May, 2014). The word look combined with other elements has 

been considered to be a high profile Anglicism in French (Picone, 1996). Picone (1996) argues 

that it is not uncommon for integral borrowings to experience semantic extensions and, as used 

in this example and context, the meaning of looks extends to the design and new collections of 

fabrics used by Sofia Coppola.  

Other domains that have experienced borrowings are in the fields of hip-hop music, street 

games and sports (Martin, 1998), as exemplified in the use of these English words: coach, street 

workout (with French equivalent provided in the article gym de rue), pull & push (French 

equivalent provided tirer et pousser), freestyle (Paris Match May 7, 2014). The French versions 

for street workout and pull & push were provided in the article but not for coach and freestyle. 

This could mean that the targeted readers are expected to be familiar with the words coach and 

freestyle – which reinforces the extent to which these words (instead of their French equivalents) 

have been assimilated among the targeted audience. The use of freestyle without any attempt to 

give its French translation could, however, mean that there is no right way in French to represent 

it. The word could therefore have been used to fill a lexical gap.  In the case of the words that 

have been paired with their translations, the apparent assumption of the copywriter is that a 

significant portion of the intended readership does not yet know these words. 
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Now consider the following examples: 

(1) Hamon bat le record du “sans maître” (May 6, 2014) 

(2) Hollande a visité des start-up françaises aux États-Unis (February 12, 2014) 

Record in (1) is an integral borrowing but it is used in the context bat le record to represent a 

semantic calque on the English expression beat the record. In (2) start-up refers to newly created 

French tech companies in the United States.  In addition to the prestige factor, its use might have 

also been influenced by the fact that such business corporations began in the industrialized 

Anglophone world. 

2.12 Attitudes toward ELWs 

The perceived attitudes related to ELWs vary across languages and audiences. Many 

studies have documented that products advertised in English evoke positive images such as 

sophistication, efficiency, superiority and modernity (Lounga, 2010; Martin, 2002; Masavisut & 

Seri, 1986; Ruellot, 2011); but opposing reactions have been observed in other geographical 

contexts. According to Kachru (1986), the different reactions towards English words in 

advertisements arise from the role English plays in the given community. In certain 

environments, English is playing a dislocational role where it is gradually replacing and 

transforming the host language (Harris, 2010; Kachru, 1986). English used in advertising in such 

environments has therefore been seen as being detrimental to native culture and invasive. 

Another factor that may influence attitudes towards borrowings depends on the host language 

speakers. Speakers from the sociolinguistic environments that have had more exposure to 

English through education and globalization may appear to be more open towards English 

borrowing. In Takashi’s (1990) study about attitude toward foreign borrowings in Japanese 

advertising texts, it was argued that Japanese speakers over 60 years old who experienced World 
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War II may have negative attitudes toward anything western (especially American) because they 

were educated in a strict nationalist environment and had no opportunity to learn English or be 

exposed to the Western world in a more positive way. Those from the post-war generation, 

especially teenagers who have some knowledge of English and desire to be part of cosmopolitan 

society, are however more accepting toward American culture and English. Gómez (2012) also 

asserts that both Panama and Colombia have both been influenced by English, but English is 

much more noticeable in Panama than in Colombia due to the lengthy control that the United 

States exercised over Panama. By extension, one might expect more positive attitudes towards 

English in Panama but this was not the case in her study. Gómez’s study was however quite 

limited, using only bloggers and journalists who would not necessarily reflect the attitude of the 

general populace. In a country like France where the notion of language purism has strong 

historical roots, the elite are interested in preserving the “pure” form of the French language; and 

speakers who have strong attachment to their language often see foreign borrowings, especially 

from their English “rival”, as invasive. Considering the mostly positive motive behind 

copywriters’ use of English in French ads, and given the conflict of views, on the part of various 

pundits and critics, regarding the rising frequency of Anglicisms as either a potential threat or an 

enrichment of the French language, it would be interesting to know how advertisers’ intentions 

regarding the use of English are perceived and interpreted by speakers. Consideration in this 

study of the attitudinal variations and concerns of speakers in connection with the use of English 

words in French may further serve as a basis in exploring the possible relationship between 

speakers’ identities and their attachment to their native language.  

In advertising, attitude may also depend on the product used with the ELWs borrowed. As 

Takashi (1990) argues, even the younger Japanese generations who are more open to borrowing 
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may not necessarily react positively to ELWs used to advertise Japanese products because they 

have become aware of the refined quality of Japanese products. This trend is also exhibited in 

Bhatia’s (1987) study where Sanskrit, Hindi and Persian are favored over English in advertising 

traditional items considered to be of high quality and reliable. However, Martin (2002; 1988) 

asserts in her study that there has been much enthusiasm among French speakers towards 

anything American since the 1980s and 1990s. French speakers are fond of American culture, so 

mentioning popular cities like New York, Washington, San Francisco, etc. in French 

advertisements is more likely to entice them. In conclusion, sociolinguistic factors undeniably 

affect the type of borrowing in various communicative contexts (both in normal communication 

and in advertising); but there exist mixed reactions based on an array of attitudes toward 

borrowings. The continuous use of English in various communicative situations has received 

both positive and negative reactions. More studies such as the following that will specifically 

evaluate host language speakers’ attitudes in relation to borrowing in the current globalized 

world are therefore needed. 

2.13 Enregisterment of ELWs a “voice” in French advertising  

 The notion of enregisterment, to use Agha’s (2003) term, has traditionally been 

associated with dialects or registers when they become socially recognized forms and 

differentiable within a language. In Johnstone’s (2009) definition, “a linguistic form is 

enregistered once it comes to be interpreted and evaluated with reference to an ideological 

scheme” (160). The presence of English in French advertising especially in the domain of 

science and technology has long been an index of sophistication, efficiency and high quality as a 

result of American and British (in the aftermath of the Industrial Revolution) superiority in the 

production of scientific, industrial and technologically related products (Martin, 1998). In the 
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face of the growing familiarity with English due to globalization and continuous technological 

advancements in recent years, advertising creators continue to capitalize on using English as an 

attention-getter and as a vector of positive impressions in French advertising to sell different 

types of products to different audiences (Ruellot, 2011). The incorporation of ELWs thus seems 

to have created a certain “voice” in French advertising that often helps sell products to speakers 

who may not even understand or use the language. The notion of enregisterment thus seems to be 

an interesting aspect to explore in this current study. Possible questions that may be considered 

are: how are ELWs exploited to make them enregistered in public imagination? How is this 

“voice’’ represented among natives? If indeed such an advertising ‘’voice’’ of English exists, 

how is it being represented?  

2.14 Theoretical framework 

In terms of theoretical framework, the sociolinguistic approach was adopted as the 

appropriate orientation for this research thrust. A sociolinguistic approach to language analysis 

encompasses a broad range of concepts related to how language is used in society and how to 

account for linguistic variation. The different domains may include language contact issues such 

as borrowing which is the object of this study. Language borrowing is considered a product of a 

language contact situation which can be studied in any normal and communicative setting 

including the areas of discursive interactions in print materials (Gómez, 2012). Thomason and 

Kaufman (1988) engaged in the study of language contact using the sociolinguistic approach 

based on this assumption: It is the sociolinguistic history of speakers that determines the 

linguistic outcomes of language contact and not the structures of the speakers’ language (cited by 

Gómez, 2012, 36). Thus linguistic variables cannot be studied in the absence of the social 

profiles of the speakers concerned. The latter is one focus of this study, namely the exploration 
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of how sociolinguistic factors may correlate with the type of borrowings employed and how 

these factors may affect speakers’ evaluation or attitude toward the borrowings. Variables that 

may correlate with linguistic attitudes directly or indirectly include age, gender, language ability, 

language background, social class, occupation, socio-cultural environment and identity (Baker, 

1992; Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2003; Labov, 1972; Trudgill, 1983). Language, identity and 

attitudes appear to be intertwined.  There seems to be little controversy about the importance of 

language to the establishment of identity. Norton (2000), defines identity as “how a person 

understands his or her relationship to the world, how that relationship is constructed across time 

and space, and how the person understands possibilities for the future” (5). Personal and social 

factors may therefore influence attitude. In this regard, Bourdieu’s (1982. 1984) concept of 

habitus is operational.  

In his conceptualization,  habitus are a set of dispositions or perceived cultural 

assumptions of a given society developed over a long period of time that are passed on from one 

generation to another. The agents of transmissions may include family members, teachers, 

government authorities and agencies and media. These dispositions become “enregistered” that is 

“processes through which a linguistic repertoire becomes differentiable within a language as a 

socially recognized register of forms” (Agha, 2007, 190) which forms part of the community’s 

cultural heritage and are acquired by individuals from early childhood. These formed 

dispositions make the individual have a sense of belonging to the society within which these 

values are formed. Consequently, their future behaviors, opinions and attitudes toward the 

different facets of society are influenced by these acquired dispositions.  

By illustration, France is claimed to be a purist country due to its long tradition of language laws 

and academic institutions (especially l’Académie Franc̨aise) aimed at protecting the “standard” 
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French language and promoting its good use, le bon usage. The ideology of “standard” has long 

been part of the history of French language since the 17th and 18th centuries where French 

became standardized and tied to the written form. “Good usage” in French was based on two 

principles: The first principle requires puréte (purity) in lexical matters, le mot just (the exact 

word) and netteté (clarity) in syntax; the second principle demands that all elements in the 

sentence express grammatical relationship without ambiguity. “Ce qui n’est pas clair n’est pas le 

franc̨ais: ce qui n’est pas clair c’est encore anglais, italien, grec et Latin” (‘What is not clear is 

not French: what is not clear is still English, Italian, Greek and Latin’) (Lodge, 2013, 184). 

 These linguistic ideals were propagated through the writings of authors, grammarians like 

Vaugeras, and academic institutions. The language became a symbol of “Frenchness”, national 

identity and unification during the 1789 revolution, and other regional dialects and spoken forms 

were perceived as a threat (Battye, 2000).  In the 20th century, the work of Étiemble (1964), 

Parler vous-franglais? became famous for its attack on foreign words and especially Anglicisms 

seen as downgrading the French language. The concept of “standard” French and “le bon usage” 

appear to be pervasive in French society today as government agencies continue to revise 

language laws to specifically limit the use of foreign features especially in writing (Toubon Law, 

1994); government institutions such as Commission Général de terminologie et de néologie, 

continue to support the creation of new terminologies to replace borrowed forms, and 

prescriptive grammars such as Le Grevisse, first published in 1946, now has its 15th edition. 

The notion of purism is so wide spread “il est classique de faire l’attitude purist un trait 

typiquement franc̨ais” (It is classic to make purist attitude a trait typically French) (Paveau & 

Rosier, 2008 cited in Walsh, 423).  
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 It could be argued that natives who prides themselves in these linguistic values assigned 

to French language and are committed to them would naturally and unconsciously react 

negatively toward any features such as borrowing that have the potential to endanger the notion 

of  purity, clarity, and good usage of the French language. Bourdieu would argue that these 

cultural attitudes inherited from society condition the way the individuals think, behave and 

perceive things and it would be difficult for change to happen.  

However, habitus is not permanent but subject to variations across time and space. A society’s 

habitus is different from the Individuals’ habitus developed not only based on the values received 

from the society but also based on their personal life experiences. For example, the habitus of an 

individual may be impacted under conditions and environments which may be unfavorable to 

their acquired dispositions.   As a result, an individual’s habitus emerges from a dialogue 

between the social and the personal history of the individual both of which conditions his 

attitudes and perceptions. Since individuals are socialized differently, their acquired skills, 

knowledge and all other forms of “valued resources” (the cultural capital, another concept by 

Bourdieu) may differ from one individual to another. Thus purists’ views in France represented 

by the French “Intelligentsia” cannot be extended to all natives in France let alone to those 

residing in the United States. 

The ever-growing pervasiveness of English accompanying globalization the “intensified flow of 

capital, goods, people, images and discourses around the globe, driven by technological 

innovations mainly in the field of media and information and communication technology, and 

resulting in new patterns of global activity, community organization and culture” (Blommaert, 

2010, 13; Kramsch, 2014, 296) arguably accounts for the prevalent use of English in mass media 

and in every-day communications even in communities where English is not widely spoken like 
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France. Younger generation exposed to English language and American popular culture and who 

consider English as a “capital” in today’s globalized society are more likely to be positive toward 

the use of English in French and hence may have habitus different from what was acquired from 

the perceived ‘purist’ French society. Thus the political context may also have a significant 

impact on the habitus of an individual. Omoniyi and White (2006) contend that the question of 

identity, national worth, and international standing in today’s globalizing world could be the 

political reason behind France’s attempt to protect the French language from the perceived threat 

posed by English.  If so, there may be a strong tendency to assume that the attitudes and 

perceptions of natives of France toward their language may be influenced to some extent by 

societal norms especially if these norms forms part of the natives cultural values that identify 

them. The current study will contribute in teasing out whether the rhetoric about France’s purist 

attitude truly reflects protectionist sentiment. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Design 

 

This study was designed to characterize the use of English Loan Words (ELWs) in 

selected French magazines and newspapers. The study has three main components namely; a) a 

systematic review of ELWs appearing in written texts; b) a systematic review of ELWs 

appearing in written ads; and c) a survey designed to assess the perceptions of natives of France, 

living either  in France or the United States, on the use of ELWs in French communications. 

written texts  and ads. Collectively, these three components were designed to assess current 

understanding of the role of ELWs among French speakers and users of FWTs. The section 

describes the procedures used in the selection of journals (newspapers, magazines), the 

definitions of French ads, FWTs and ELWs, sampling procedures for reviewing pages of 

selected journals, survey methodology, and data analytic procedures.   

3.2 Description of Study Components 

Systematic review of ELWs appearing in French written text 

This involved the assessment of the type and frequency of ELWs appearing in four nationally 

circulated journals, including two daily newspapers (namely Le Figaro and La Croix) and two 
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weekly magazines (namely Les Inrocks and Paris Match). The details of the systematic review 

procedures are presented below (Figure 3.1). 

Systematic review of ELWs appearing in Ads 

This involved the assessment of the type and frequency of ELWs appearing in ad copies found in 

the four nationally circulated journals including two daily newspapers (namely Le Figaro and La 

Croix) and two weekly magazines (namely Les Inrocks and Paris Match).  

Survey of natives’ (of France) perceptions regarding the use of ELWs in FWTs 

In this component of the study, a survey was designed to ascertain the perceptions of natives of 

France about the use of ELWs in FWTs and spoken medium. French-natives residing in either a) 

France or b) the United States were included in the survey in an attempt to understand whether 

perceptions and acceptance (or objections) regarding ELWs may be linked to natives’ 

experiences with regard to place of residence,  exposure to Anglophone culture and language, or 

attachment to the first language. Details of the survey procedures are presented below: 

Systematic sampling approach for selecting edition of journals to be reviewed 

Inclusion criteria: Newspapers and magazines were considered for inclusion in this review if the 

following conditions were met. 

1. Grant both online and offline access: 

 Journal was available both in electronic and hard-copy format. Such journals are 

expected to have wider reach of audience including the older and probably more 

technologically challenged, as well as the young, who may be more likely to use internet 

sources. 
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2. Allowed the options to download and analyze.  

Because of the nature of this study, we only included journals which granted permission to 

download and analyze data as specified in the study protocol. 

3.3 Description of the four national journals reviewed 

Among several journals considered for this study, four were ultimately retained: Paris Match, La 

Croix, Le Figaro Quotidien and Les Inrocks.  

Collectively, these four journals provided a representative sample of texts and ads which were 

very diverse in scope with respect to the target audience, cultural focus, and genre.  The text 

samples from these journals provided a more multi-dimensional basis for lexical analysis, an 

approach which has not been of much focused in sociolinguistics research.  The specific 

descriptions for the four journals are presented below: 

1. Le Figaro Quotidien: This is a national daily newspaper first published in 1826. It is the 

oldest French daily and generally focuses on local and international news on politics, 

economy, science and technology. In terms of political alignment, Le Figaro is politically 

considered center-right (conservative). 

2. La Croix: This is a denominationally sponsored newspaper which focuses more on faith, 

spirituality and religious news, especially in relation to the Catholic Church.  La Croix is 

considered right (Catholic). 

3. Les Inrocks: This is a weekly magazine. It can be best categorized as a French cultural 

magazine. The journal is mostly interested in issues concerning cinema and music.  

4. Paris Match: This is the second weekly magazine with news items that center on people 

and celebrities. This magazine has no overt political affiliation but viewed as center. 
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The selected media represented diverse domains including, general, cultural (especially in 

relation to music and cinema), religious, and people and celebrity information. 

Selection of Issues/Editions for each Journal: 

After preliminary review of the publication history of each journal, it was decided to 

focus on issues or editions published between the years 2010 through 2015 inclusive. This was 

the range for which all four journals met the inclusion criteria, especially the availability of 

online access. Within this six-year span, three calendar years were randomly designated for the 

purpose of selecting issues or editions for review. This was done by randomly selecting three 

issues from the six-year sequence 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. In the event that 

publications were not available for a particular year selected, the randomization procedure was 

repeated to select a year for which publications existed.  

For each journal, one issue per year was randomly selected for review and subsequent 

abstraction of ELWs. Here too, a systematic sampling approach was used, taking into 

considering the total number of issues available for the particular journal for any given year. For 

instance, the publication years 2011, 2013 and 2015 were selected for the journal Les Inrocks. In 

the publication year 2011, 48 issues were published, from which issue number 29 was randomly 

selected. Ten pages were then selected at random from this particular issue for the purposes of 

reviewing and characterizing ELWs. This procedure was repeated for the two remaining 

publication years selected for this journal. The same procedure was applied to each of the other 

three journals to select 10 pages per each of the three publication years for the purpose of 

characterizing ELWs. The flow chart below (Fig. 3.1) shows the journal selecting and sampling 

procedures.  
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Figure 3. 1: Flow chart of the procedure for selecting journals 

French journals providing online and offline access

Journals granting access to permission to analyze content for the purpose 
of reviewing loanwords

Four journals selected for review of ELWs

Three publication years selected for each journal

3 issues selected from each publication year for each daily newspaper and 

1 issue from each publication year for each magazine

10 pages selected from each issue for review 

Each page reviewed by two independent reviewers to extract ELWs in ads 

and texts
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3.4 Data Reviewers 

Review of the journals and abstraction of ELWs offered as a one-month internship for 

volunteer Intermediate French students (level 200 and above) who were all Americans. They 

included 20 students. Each student had about 2 or 3 journal issue to review. The assigned number 

of issues depended on students’ availability and willingness. The total number of issues was 24, 

but each issue was counted twice and coded as review number 1A and 1B, 2A and 2B, etc. This 

method ensured that each assigned page was reviewed at least twice by two different students. 

The agencies for the selected French journals use a secured format which protects their digital 

versions. Thus using any form of software to electronically sample English loan words and do 

word counts was impossible.  An inherent weakness in the manual review procedure 

implemented, to glean the tokens is the possibility of not detecting some less-obvious Anglicisms 

To ameliorate this limitation,  two students performed independent reviews of the same material, 

and where necessary, a third independent review was done to resolve discrepancies.  

All reviewers were trained using standard operating procedure (SOP). This training 

component included several modules designed for all the reviewers to practice how to abstract 

and record the ELWs, using pages from the eligible journals, but which were not selected for the 

actual data review. Demonstration was given using some of the journals. The protocol also 

included guidelines and specific instructions relevant to each journal. The students who worked 

on Paris Match, Le Figaro and Les Inrocks were assigned login user names and password and 

provided step by step instructions about how to assess the journal. The reviewers were oriented 

to immediately address all emerging issue related to the review process to the study investigator. 

In addition to the SOP,  all reviewers were given electronic  data abstractions templated,  built 

with Microsoft Excel  application, with which to record all ELWs .Categorizing loanwords was 
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another important aspect. Since some of the issues (especially from Le Figaro Quotidien) were 

classified using categories such as culture, international, France, economy, etc. Numbers (1, 2, 

3…) were assigned to these categories and students had to enter the category number. In cases 

where no category was provided, students were instructed to provide a category name based on 

the subject matter of the page. However, this categorization was later ignored because other 

journals did not have these same categories, defeating any attempt at making reasonable 

comparisons.  In addition, the selected pages were mostly composed of news article that reflected 

the focus of the journals. For example, selected pages in Le Figaro were more international and 

France-focused while those from La Croix more often pertained to religious news. Thus it was 

logical to analyze borrowings based on the source journal. Generally, the researcher assigned 

journal types to students based on their interests. Some students requested certain magazines; 

others were open to any issues.  However, the level of French knowledge was also considered. 

Journals that had more content and those that required students to provide category labels were 

mostly assigned to more advanced students, including some at the 300 level of instruction.  

3.5 A standard operating procedure for abstracting ELWs from selected journals. 

Reviewers were given the following instructions to ensure that extraction of ELWs was 

done in a standardized manner.  

General Instructions for Reviewing Texts in Magazines and Newspapers: 

 

 Read over only the texts on the assigned pages.  

 Pages from magazines selected for the purpose of review of texts generally do not contain 

ads. Any ads or words appearing in ads on pages assigned for text review should be 

ignored. 
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 Pages from newspapers selected for the purpose of reviewing texts may contain ads. Any 

ads (or their associated words) appearing on pages assigned for the purpose of reviewing 

texts in selected newspapers should be ignored. 

 Ads found on sections designated in the services category should not be included in the 

extraction procedure.  

 Record in the spreadsheet template any candidate-Anglicism (anything remotely related 

to English) appearing on assigned pages. Examples may include English words, 

expressions, acronyms, abbreviations, etc.  

 Page numbers must be entered to accompany every candidate Anglicism found. 

 Record the category or genre designation and the number. For example when working on 

Le Figaro, put #1 when the page is designated France, put #4 for Culture, etc.). Genre or 

category types are indicated on the top of each page. 

 If no category name is written on the assigned pages, select “Other” on the numbered 

category list and provide a category name based on the subject matter. When two pages 

are merged together (for example, in the form of a fold-out page) the size of the page will 

be considered the same as to two regular-sized pages for the journal in question. In such 

cases, consider only the part of the page that corresponds to the assigned page number 

given. Such fold-out pages are common in the magazines (Paris Match, Les Inrocks) but 

are not common in the daily newspapers (La Croix and Le Figaro). 

 If a given page number is absent in the publication, follow the step by step guide 

accompanying each specific journal. This will help in accessing the assigned pages. Pay 

close attention to make sure that Anglicism candidates are being extracted from the right 

pages.  
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 Estimate and record the total number of words per page as indicated below. 

3.6 Estimating the total number of words per page  

The final activity you have to do for each page is to count all the words. In order to better 

estimate the total number of words for each of your pages, please count each column or 

section separately. For each column or section, count the total number of words on the first 

line and multiply by the number of lines in the column or section in question. This method 

will work for texts in columns and sections with the same font size and with similar sentence 

length (but it will not work for texts with inserted images). For columns that appear to have 

different lengths and also different font sizes, you would need to count words manually (they 

are usually very few words). Counting means here that you must count every single element 

(including all articles and prepositions whether or not they are contracted: le, la, d’, l’, à, du, 

de la, etc.). However, do not include figures, numbers, and any information on ads. 

Remember you are doing only 10 assigned pages from each of your given journal issues. 

Hence if you are assigned three journal issues, you will have 30 different page numbers. 

These page numbers have been randomly selected and should be strictly followed.  Thus you 

may have a list of numbers such as 20, 30, 2, 1, 5 etc. Please know that you are free to 

contact the researcher with any further concerns or questions throughout the review process.  

3.7 Data recording using pre-developed template (Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet) 

The spreadsheet for candidate Anglicisms that will be provided for you has columns that 

include the following: journal name, date, review number, Anglicism type (word, expression, 

abbreviation, and acronym), space for indicating a short sentence or phrase in which the 

Anglicism candidate was found, category number, and a column for additional information. 

For the latter column, please report any peculiar information associated with the particular 
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candidate Anglicism. Some example of questions to consider are as follows: is the Anglicism 

candidate set off in quotation marks, “le look”, is the word in italics un challenge; is the word 

in larger or smaller font than the regular size for the rest of the text; is it in any particular 

color; is it the main title or a subtitle; is it accompanied by a French translation; etc. It is 

important that you complete the spreadsheet with all the necessary information entered. 

Please review the assigned pages gradually to ensure that you do not miss anything. Proceed 

as follows: mark down your first assigned page number, read over the whole page and 

complete the page with all the information you find; then move on to the next assigned page 

number.   

On your spreadsheet, make sure that what you enter on each row correlates with the 

particular candidate Anglicism found. For example on the first row of your spreadsheet, you 

would have the journal name, journal date, your review number, the page number , the 

Anglicism candidate, a short phrase or sentence in which the Anglicism candidate was found, 

any appropriate additional information, the category number and the total word count for the 

page. Pay attention to the format of the date when selecting your journal issue date. The date 

is written in French format: the day is followed by the month, with the year in last place. If 

you not find any Anglicism candidates on a page, enter “none”, and complete the row with 

the remaining information. In case you find anything else that appears interesting or strange 

to you, please create a column on your spreadsheet and put in the peculiar information.  

[end of instructions] 
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3.8 Review of ads 

The ad copies found in the selected journal issues were also reviewed for ELWs. Review 

was limited to the first 23 pages of each of the previously selected issues. Since 23 was the least 

number of pages among all the issues, the first 23 pages were selected to ensure that the same 

number of pages were reviewed for all the journal issues.  All ad types were considered, 

including full page or small ads. Visuals that accompanied ads were studied when necessary. 

Overall 37, ads were reviewed for La Croix, 84 for Le Figaro, 30 for Paris Match and 22 for Les 

Inrocks. Specifically, in 2010, 2012, and 2014, there were 14, 15, and 8 ads respectively for La 

Croix. For Le Figaro, there were 33, 31, 20 ads reviewed for the 2011, 2013, 2015 respectively. 

For Paris Match, 10 ads each for 2011, 2013, and 2015 were reviewed, and for Les Inrocks, 6, 7, 

and 9 ads were reviewed for the years 2011, 2013 and 2015 respectively.  

3.9 Survey  

In order to ascertain perceptions and attitudes of Native French speakers regarding the 

use of ELWs in FWTs and ads, a questionnaire was developed using Qualtrics and was 

administered electronically to participants. The questionnaire consisted of open and closed 

questions; as well as a set of Likert scale type of questions in French. In order to easily code and 

analyze data, most questions were closed; but open questions were also considered to give 

respondents the possibility to freely add their opinions whenever necessary, For the Likert scale, 

respondents were provided with different statements and were asked to rate their level of 

agreement based on the following scale: strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, or strongly 

disagree. In this study, responses are scored from 1-5, 5 representing strongly agree and 1 

representing strongly disagree. The first part of the questionnaire consisted of collecting 

demographic information, the second part was devised to examine the motivations and perceived 
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usefulness for the use of ELWs and the final part was designed to investigate natives’ attitudes 

towards their language and its speakers.  

3.10 Participants 

Participants consisted of a random sampling of about 30 natives of French: a total of 15 

natives of France living in France and a total of 15 natives of France resident in the United 

States.  There were no exclusion criteria with respect to age, gender and profession of 

respondents ensuring that perceptions were sought from speakers of different background. 

Participants were invited through Facebook and through personal contacts to participate in the 

survey. The Survey was made available for a period of about two months to give more time for 

volunteers to respond. The Survey invitation message and links are provided below:  

Bonjour Je suis étudiante de doctorat dans le programme de français à l’université 

d’Alabama, aux États-Unis. Je mène une étude sur la nature des emprunts à l’anglais 

employés dans les textes écrits, dans les publicités françaises et les attitudes des Français 

envers cette tendance. Je recherche des volontaires pour répondre à un sondage d’environ 

25 minutes. Si vous êtes natif(ve) de France et voulez bien participer, cliquez sur l’un des 

liens ci-dessous pour compléter le questionnaire. 

 

(Hello, I am a doctoral student in the French program at the University of Alabama in the 

United States. I am conducting a study on the nature of English borrowings used in French 

written texts and ads, as well as the attitudes of natives of France toward such usage. I am 

looking for volunteers to respond to a survey of about 25 minutes. If you are a native of 

France and want to participate, click on one of the links below to complete the questionnaire) 

  

Si vous habitez en France, cliquez ici (If you live in France click here…): 

https://universityofalabama.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_4PL8zIyhf5YeXit 

Si vous habitez aux Etats-Unis cliquez ici (If you live in the United States click here…): 

https://universityofalabama.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_d1gHwPzskFrcpQF 

 

Merci infiniment! (Many thanks!) 

 

[end of message] 

 

https://universityofalabama.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_4PL8zIyhf5YeXit
https://universityofalabama.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_d1gHwPzskFrcpQF
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The table below summarizes the background information of participants.  

Table 3. 1: Background information for native participants in France and in the USA 

 France USA 

Age group Men Women Men Women 

Under 25 3 2 0 0 

Between 25-45 8 9 0 7 

Between 45-65 1 7 2 1 

Over 65 1 0 0 0 

Total 13 18 2 8 

Total respondents 31  10  

 

3.11 Data Analyses 

All data were imported into Microsoft Excel or STATA 12 (Stata Corp, Texas) and analyzed. 

Definitions 

ELW (English loanwords) 

 These refer to loaned or borrowed English words that appear in either a French ad or text. 

These may include English words that appear in the main body of a page in the journals’ 

reviews, English words appearing in the titles, or footnotes. 

FWT (French written texts) 

 For the purpose of the study, it was assumed that all sentences and phrases appearing in 

the selected magazines and newspapers are intended to be communicated in French. 

Hence a French text was defined as a word, sentence or phrase containing at least one 

French word. 
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French ad 

 A picture, image or drawing used to create awareness about a product, service or events. 

These may include ads regarding the sales of a product or ads used in making 

announcements about an event. 

Anglicism  

 Any English element appearing in the text of any given page of magazine, newspaper or 

ad.  

Estimating frequency of English Loanwords 

Frequency was defined as the number of ELWs appearing in the FWTs per each journal 

compared to the total words reviewed. For each year, frequency was estimated by averaging the 

counts from the four journals. A table has been provided to show the prevalence of ELWs 

loanwords in the selected texts.  

Estimating frequency of ELWs in ads 

Frequency of ELWs in ads was defined on two levels. In order to determine the product that used 

more ELWs, frequency was based on the total number of ads reviewed per the number of ads 

that contained ELWs. To determine the frequency and trend  ELWs-containing ads acrros the 

journals,  frequency was defined at the  the total  number of ads that contained ELWs relative to 

the total number of ads reviewed per each journal. A graph of the frequency for each year 

reviewed has been provided to depict the prevalence and the trend over time. 

Descriptive analyses of the types of ELWs 

ELWs were divided into two parts. The first group was focused on ELWs defined as “regular” 

for the purpose of our analysis, while the second group was defined as “brand”. The latter 

includes proper nouns such as brand names, album titles, musical bands, and company names. 
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For the purpose of the present study, focus was placed more on the “regular” nouns. 

Nevertheless, both the “regular” and “brand” ELWs were considered and presented.  For the 

“regular” group, ELWs were categorized based on type: integral borrowings, pseudo-

Anglicisms, hybrid Anglicisms, calques, acronyms; and based on parts of speech. Tables are 

provided to present results.  

Inclusion criteria for ‘regular’ ELWs 

There have been several criteria proposed to identify ELWs as shown in the review of 

literature (Chapter 2).  For the purpose of this study, the following criteria were used to 

determine ELWs.  Morphological integration was the fundamental determinant. These 

morphological rules indicate that ELWs are in compliance with native morphology. We 

considered single and compound words whether inflected or not because inflection was not a 

definite indication of a loanword as explained in the literature review (Chapter 2). Also, it is 

argued that the use of flagging indicates that borrowings are not adapted into the recipient 

language lexicon and as such are code-switches. Flagging was however not considered sufficient 

criteria for designating code-switches in this study because certain ELWs identified in the 

current corpus were flagged but also showed some morphological and orthographic adaptations 

of the recipient language, French. These loanwords could be considered as contemporary ELWs 

or neologisms. Examples include les followers, le ladies spécial, l’already-made and un clap de 

fin. Moreover, flagging may be used for other purposes in the FWTs rather than simply 

identifying code-switches. For these reasons, flagged Anglicisms were also considered as ELWs. 

3.12 Dictionary usage 

Borrowed words may adopt features of the recipient language; the morpho-syntactic 

features of the ELWs were analyzed in order to examine how they were assimilated into the 
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French language in the context of their usage. For this purpose, various references were 

consulted: an academic monolingual French dictionary, namely an online version of Le Petit 

Robert (2011), an Anglicism dictionary, Le Dictionnaire des Anglicisms (1984), and the 

monolingual online Oxford English Dictionary (2016). The selected dictionaries helped clarify 

the source of the ELWs, their meanings, the dates of their first attestations in the French 

language, and their orthographical and phonological features. These elements were important in 

analyzing the nature of the ELWs both in the written texts and ads. 

3.13 Analysis of ELWs in ads 

The same criteria used to analyze ELWs in FWTs were used to analyze ELWs in ads. ELWs 

were categorized and analyzed based on type: integral borrowings, pseudo-Anglicisms, hybrid 

Anglicisms, calques, acronyms; and based on parts of speech. ELWs were also defined with 

respect to product categories (and targeted audience) in order to determine products that may be 

more favorable to the use of certain types of ELWs. The position and size of the ELWs in the ad 

copy was also considered. First, ELWs were examined to see if they were used or found in a 

slogan, the headline, the body of the copy or were found on the product. Second, the size of print 

and the visuals used for the ELWs were examined when necessary. The size was measured based 

on the size of the ad text – whether the font size of the ELWs were smaller or larger than the 

normal font size used for the ad text. Examining the position, print size and other background 

visuals represents an important consideration to determine the role ELWs may play in the 

advertised product. Contrary to the ELWs in the written texts, the analysis of ads considered both 

“regular” and “brand” ELWs. The final part of the ad analysis included some of the images 

associated with the advertised products containing ELWs by natives of France. Tables and 

graphs were used to present results.  
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3.14 Analyses of survey data from perceptions questions 

The results of the final two research questions were analyzed under five sub areas. 

Results of these sections were presented and discussed in an attempt to characterize the positive 

or negative attitudes that natives of France may have toward the use of ELWs in French language 

(written texts, ads and in oral communication). Results are analyzed comparatively to examine 

possible attitudinal similarities or differences between native French speakers in France and in 

the United States.  For this analysis, age, gender, profession, educational background and 

geographical location were important variables taken into consideration. Graphs and tables are 

used to present results in the following sections:   

Part 1: Motivations behind the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

In the survey, respondents were asked to use a scale of “5 à 0” (5 to 0), where 5 = the most 

important reason and where 0 = not a reason, in order to answer the question as to why English 

words are used in French written texts and ads. 

Selon vous, pourquoi est-ce que l’on utilise des mots anglais dans les textes écrits français (les 

actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et journaux français)? 

 

(In your opinion, why are English words used in French written texts [news articles and 

published ads in French magazines and newspapers]?) 

 

Subjects were provided with possible reasons documented from literature and were also given 

the opportunity to add other reasons they may have. Possible reasons were to be rated based on a 

scale mentioned above.  

Part 2: The usefulness of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

The next inquiry area was for respondents to indicate the usefulness they associate with English 

words used in FWTs and ads.  The level of usefulness was based on a scale of 5 possible ratings: 

extremely useful, moderately useful, neutral, not useful and completely useless.  
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Indiquez selon vous le degré d’utilité que vous associez à l’utilisation d’anglais dans les textes 

écrits français (les actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux 

français). 

 

(Please indicate according to you the degree of usefulness with which you associate to English 

loanwords in French written texts [news articles and ads published in magazines and 

newspapers].) 

 

Part 3: Should ELWs be used in FWTs and ads? 

The third question area was to find out if natives of France think English words should be used in 

FWTs. 

Selon vous est-ce que les mots anglais devraient être utilisés dans les textes écrits français (les 

actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux français)? 

 

(In your opinion should English loanwords be used in French written texts [news stories and ads 

published in magazines and newspapers]?) 

 

For this question, respondents were asked to indicate either “Oui” (Yes) or “Non” (No) with 

regard to the suggested reasons and were provided with a possibility to add more reasons.  

Part 4: What language variety should be used in FWTs and ads?  

For this question, from a list of options, the respondents were asked to choose the variety they 

believe should be used in FWTs and ads.  

Selon vous quelle langue (ou langues) devrai(n)t être utilisée(s) dans les textes écrits français 

(les actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux français ? 

 

(In your opinion, what language [or languages] should be used in French written texts [news 

articles, and ads published in the magazines and newspapers]?) 

 

Part 5: Assertions concerning the French language 

In order to understand and interpret natives’ attitudes in a broader perspective, parts 5 and 6 

contained questions composed to ascertain respondents’ perceptions toward natives of France 

who use English words when speaking French and also attitudes regarding some general 
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assertions about the French and English languages. Responses are scored based on a scale of 5 to 

1 with 5 representing “strongly agree’’ and 1 representing “strongly disagree”.  

Below are the statements:  

Veuillez indiquer à quel point vous êtes d'accord (ou pas) avec ces déclarations. Les Français 

qui mélangent anglais et français quand ils parlent français sont : 

 

(Please indicate the degree with which you agree or disagree to the following statements. The 

natives of France who mix English when speaking French are :) 

 

Options include: young, modern, globally minded, more educated, and snobbish 

Veuillez indiquer à quel point vous êtes d'accord (ou pas) avec ces déclarations: 

(Please indicate your level of agreement to the following statements :) 

Table 3. 2: General assertions on French language and culture 

Assertions, as elicited in French English translation 

L’on devrait essayer de protéger le français 

contre l’influence anglaise. 

French should be protected from English 

influence. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

écrits français déforme la langue française. 

The use of English words in FWTs deforms 

French language. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

écrits français montre que le français est en 

danger de perdre son statut politique 

international. 

The use of English words in FWTs shows that 

French is in danger of losing its international 

political status. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

français endommage l'identité culturelle des 

français. 

The use of English words in FWTs endangers 

the cultural identity of French. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

écrits français est devenue une nouvelle forme 

d'argot. 

The use of English words in FWTs has 

become a form of slang. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

français montre que les États-Unis et 

l'Angleterre veulent imposer leurs cultures sur 

la France. 

The use of English words in FWTs show that 

the United States and England want to impose 

their cultures on France. 
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L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

écrits français montre que la France perd sa 

liberté d'expression. 

The use of English words in FWTs shows that 

France is losing its freedom of expression. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

écrits français est devenue une nécessité.  

The use of English words in FWTs has 

become a necessity. 

L'utilisation des mots anglais dans des textes 

français est une forme de paresse. 

The use of English words in FWTs is a result 

of laziness. 

 

3.15 Reliability and validity 

When a research is able to produce the same results each time it is conducted; and if results can 

be considered true and absolute; it could be said that the research is reliable and the research 

procedure is valid (Bakke, 2004, Johnstone, 2000). Nevertheless, since there is no standard 

means to measure the concepts of truth and absoluteness, research that includes attitudes and 

perceptions such the current one is always challenged with the issue of reliability and validity. 

Hence, reliability and validity can only be achieved when estimated based on the focus of the 

particular study in question. 

Review procedure for ELWs 

The primary objective of the current study was to examine the ELWs used in FWTs. Several 

aspects of the study designs makes this a well-designed study. 

Students volunteers accepted to participate in the review were highly rated by their instructors in 

terms of their level of knowledge in French. 

Student reviewers undertook the review process as an internship which increased their level of 

motivation in terms of receiving training and respecting review guidelines. 

Students were trained and provided with a detailed and specific standard operation procedure to 

review journal issues. One of the important instructions given to students was to enlist any word 
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that was remotely related to English. Even though some less obvious borrowing types such as 

structural borrowings might have been missed, the fact that the students were native speakers of 

English contributed in obtaining a larger data of ELWs that was used as a baseline by the 

researcher. 

Since the available electronic journals included in this study limited the potential to use query 

tools, using multiple independent reviewers for eac h issue (instead of just the researcher), 

increased the validity and the reliability of the word count. When the average of the word count 

differed by 10%, the researcher or a third independent reviewer was considered.  

Finally, the researcher reviewed the selected issues and the list of all identified ELWs to avoid 

any possible discrepancies in especially spelling, grammar, and syntax. As mentioned in the 

methodology (under dictionaries usage), three dictionaries relevant to the current study were 

used to confirm the status (new comer or old) of the ELWs, its meaning and origin. The 

researcher analyzed separately any borrowing that did not fit the category of ELWs considered in 

the current study. About 90% of the borrowing pattern found in this results represent nouns 

which tend to be what one would see in previous research. To this effect, the research procedure 

and the results for this study could be considered reliable and valid.  

Questionnaire 

The second objective for this study investigated the attitudes and perceptions of natives of 

France. It is less arguable that ensuring reliability and validity is more challenging for research of 

this nature due to difficulty in measuring attitudes (Garett et al., 2003, Oppenheim, 1992). 

However, there are many procedures that can be used to improve such study and increase 

validity and reliability. One of the important areas to improve is design of the questionnaire. 

Among the three main research methods (societal treatment approach, Indirect approach, direct 
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approach) used to instigate language attitudes (Garrett et al, 2003), the direct method was 

considered the most appropriate for this study because it uses some of the common methods for 

language attitude studies such as questionnaire.  

For this study, both open and closed questions were used. One advantage for using closed 

questions was to obtain specific responses posed for this study. Even though, open questions 

usually yield responses that may be difficult to code and analyze, they were still included 

because they provided more flexibility for respondents to express their opinions which mostly 

provide more valid insights of their attitudes. The design of the questionnaire for this study was 

inspired by three of most classic studies done on language attitude by Flaitz (1988), Walker 

(1998), and Oakes (2001). Some of the items used in the later studies were considered relevant to 

this study due to the insightful results they yielded. Questions were however adjusted to suit the 

objectives of the current study. In order to keep respondents interested and encourage them to 

provide well-thought-out responses, variety of questions were provided in different forms.  

One of the common and perhaps the most useful rating scale on attitudes used in 

developing the study’s questionnaire was the Likert scale. Respondents were able to rate their 

level of agreement or disagreement on issues such as their perceptions about the motivations for 

using ELWs in FWTs and ADs, their level of agreement towards certain commonly cited 

language ideologies, their attitudes toward Natives of France who mix English and French 

increase respondents interest which focused on English borrowing in French and the natives’ 

attitudes. Options were provided for respondents to select a neutral position and also ignore 

possible questions they may find sensitive in order for them to provide genuine responses to 

questions asked. One of the disadvantages for using Likert scale in this study was the difficulty 

in analyzing respondents who select neutral in their response. In such cases, there was a need to 
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rely on other responses or additional comments to be able to probe into their possible 

perceptions. Garett et al’s (2003) notion of social-desirability bias where respondents have the 

tendency to provide appropriate response in order not to be judged negatively has always been an 

issue with research on attitudes especially when interviews are used (Bakke, 2004, Garett et al, 

2003).  

The influence of this concept could be said to have been limited in this study since only 

questionnaires were used, and respondents were anonymous. Jonestone (2006) and Bakke (2004) 

argues that reliability can be improved when many respondents are asked the same questions. In 

this study, about 30 respondents residing in France and in the United States were provided with 

the same questionnaire developed in their native language, French. Results indicated more than 

50% negative response toward ELWs in FWTs and ADs for the majority of the natives who 

responded. The goal for this section of the study was to determine natives’ attitudes based on 

variety of questions with the intention of gauging their level of acceptance and perceptions on 

English borrowings. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1 Frequency of ELWs  

Research Question 1: How frequently do ELWs occur in FWTs? 

Table 4. 1: Prevalence of ELWs in selected French journals (2010 – 2015)  

YEAR Total words counted Total Number of  

Loanwords 

Estimated number of 

loanwords per page* 

Le Figaro Quotidien 

2011 45,026 92 3 

2013 45,568 102 3 

2015 44,402 62 2 

    

Paris Match 

2011 4,240 7 2 

2013 6,470 6 1 

2015 4,512 7 2 

    

Les Inrocks 

2011 6,374 28 5 

2013 6,405 18 3 

2015 3,643 27 8 

    

La Croix 

2010 34,605 69 2 

2012 25,351 30 2 

2014 38,061 42 2 

    

*Assuming approximately 1000 words per page. 

Table 4.1 shows the total word count for each journal and the frequency of ELWs found.  

A total number of 10 and 30 pages yearly were reviewed for each of the magazines (Les Inrocks 

and Paris Match) and Daily Newspapers (Le Figaro and La Croix) respectively.  Consequently, 
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the total word counts were highest for the Newspapers (ranging from 25,351 to 45,568 per year) 

and lowest for the magazines (ranging from 3643 to 6470).To account for the difference in the 

total word count, ELWs were expressed in relation to the total world count. Although we   

reviewed a total of 10 pages, the total number of words counted differed across the four. On 

average, we observed about 2 words per 1000 words reviewed which translates into 

approximately 2 ELWs per page. We found no evidence of trend in any particular direction 

regarding the frequency of ELWs overtime across the four journals.  

4.2 Analysis of ELWs found in the selected FWTs  

 

 Research question 2a: What is the nature of ELWs that occur in FWTs?  

 

As showed in the Table 4.1 above, a total of approximately 264, 657 words counted from 

the four selected journals accounted for about 490 ELWs and about 17 expressions (Appendix 

B). The latter expressions were however not analyzed since the focus of the study was mainly on 

ELWs. The documented words were mostly categorized into parts of speech and type of 

Anglicism. For parts of speech, the ELWs were categorized as simple nouns (nouns), compound 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositional phrases and adverbs. For type of Anglicism, since 

majority of the ELWs in the just mentioned categories (of parts of speech) were identified as 

integral borrowings, the ELWs that showed other word formation process were classified as 

calques, hybrids and pseudo Anglicism. Even though the ELWs under the latter categories were 

either compound or simple nouns. The remaining ELWs were grouped under brand names and 

acronyms. The nouns categorized as “brand” included both brand names for products; but also 

some company names whose status as trademarked could not be verified. The brand category 

consisted of simple, compound, and acronym nouns. In order to illustrate the morpho-syntactic 

features of the ELWs and their impact on French language, much focus was placed on the some 
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selected ELWs in Appendix D. They constitute about 316 ELWs which are mostly common 

nouns, adjectives, verbs and some acronyms. The selected ELWs do not include brand names, 

movie titles, albums, musical groups, or proper names that designate specific bodies or entities. 

Nevertheless, in order to have a general understanding of the nature of ELWs that occurred in the 

selected FWTs, it is important to give an overview of the other ELWs types that occurred in the 

selected FWTs.  

Although, nouns represented the majority, the ELWs were not limited to specific 

semantic domain or field. The different semantic domains for the ELWs in this study included 

information technology, entertainment, and business. The ELWs in these fields consisted of 

brand and company names predominantly in communications and information technology. 

Examples are Apple, iWatch, iphone, iTV, Oracle, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Skype, 

Pinterest, MediaVest, Starcom and Netflix.These ELWs are mostly trademarked and using their 

original forms in the FWTs just as in their source language isnot unexpected. Other ELWs 

included CM-CIC Securities, Wall Street, Human Right Watch, NASA, FBI, ALL Blacks, British 

Airways, CNN, CBS News, sentinel flavor tabs, the Wire, Business Angels, British Petroleum, 

Babyliss for Men, le Talk Orange, l’US Open, Redbull, Redcats, L’Anglo Irish bank, and 

Amnesty International. As can be observed, some of the just cited examples represent brand 

names, company or product names; but also organizations, entertainment programs and some 

business entities. These borrowings are either simple, compound or acronym nouns. Similar to 

brand names, any attempt to render these entities in French would not be semantically feasible 

because they designate specific entities or referents.  

The FWTs corpus also contained a significant number of ELWs or phrases that constitute 

album names, movie titles, musical bands or groups, and artists’ names. Below are some 
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examples: Madness, Baggy Trousers, Baby Blues, Bad Boy, Flying down to Rio, Flight, Blue-

Note, Pulp Fiction, White Bird, The tree of Life, Boy Next Door, Harper’s Bazaar, Without a 

Net, I am Every Woman, All We Are, and Swimming Pool. These borrowings were used as in the 

source language. Movie titles were mostly put in quotation marks or italics. It is not surprising 

that these borrowings do not show much morpho-syntactic changes in terms of how they 

occurred because usually these categories of borrowings are inherently the same in most contact 

situations. It is possible for movie titles to be translated in the recipient language; but examples 

in this corpus maintained their original names. 

Other ELWs types identified in the current corpus were examples of acronyms such as 

ADSL (Adventure Line Productions), CIA, FBI, NASA, NASDAQ (National Association of 

Securities Dealers Automated Quotations), BP (British Petroleum), GM (General Motors) and 

CNN. These are acronyms that designate specific wellknown government and business entities. It 

could be argued that the meanings of these acronyms are transparent to the intended readers.  

4.3 Analysis of selected ELWs in Appendix D 

The ELWs examined here are found in Appendix C. They were organized chronologically 

based on the first letter of the main word (instead of the determinants). These ELWs were 

categorized as integral borrowings which were sub-classified as nouns (simple nouns) (170), 

compound nouns (110), adjectives (10), verbs (5), and an adverb (1).  The other categories 

included pseudo-Anglicisms (4), hybrid Anglicisms (2), calques (4) and acronyms (and an 

abbreviation) (10). The table below indicates their frequency and distribution.  

Table 4. 2: Frequency and distribution of borrowing by type 

ELW TYPE FREQUENCY (%) 

Integral borrowings (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs) 296 (93.6) 

Pseudo 4 (1.2) 
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Hybrid 2 (0.6) 

Calque 4 (1.2) 

Acronyms 10 (3.1) 

 

The overwhelming majority of the ELWs observed were integral borrowings (94%) followed by 

acronyms (3%). We observed an equal representation of pseudo- (1%), and calque-type (1%) of 

ELWs followed by a hybrid-type (1%) of ELWs. 

4.4 Distribution of integral borrowings 

The ELWs considered as integral borrowings were further distributed based on parts of speech 

and results are indicated below.  

Table 4. 3: Frequency and distribution of Integral borrowings by part of speech 

 Integral borrowing Frequency (%) 

Simple nouns 170 (57.4) 

Compound nouns 110 (37.1) 

Adjectives 10 (3.3) 

Others (verbs X 5; adverbs X 1) 6 (2) 

 

4.5 Analysis of results regarding the nature of ELWs 

Majority of the ELWs were integral borrowings that are well-established in the French 

Language. Most of them were dictionary attested and/or may be classified as in frequent use. 

Examples in this category include le leader, un challenge, le week-end, l’e-mail, le fast-food, un 

coach, le budget, un think-tank, le ready-made, le stress, le lobby, un record, un sketch, un score 

and les raids.  The ELWs were distributed among many semantic fields including business or 

marketing, entertainment, communication, health and beauty; but there were many ELWs that 

cannot be strictly classified under one semantic field. On the whole, the ELWs showed similar 

semantic connotation with respect to their source language and as such were considered integral 

borrowings. Within the integral borrowings, nouns represented the largest category. They 
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constituted 95 % of all the selected ELWs. This results supports previous studies that nouns are 

the most borrowed linguistic items. The noun category is followed by adjectives with 3%, and 

other categories (verbs, and adverb) with 2%.  

ELWs that were not dictionary attested (even though some of the compound nouns may 

have some parts of the word attested) were sometimes flagged (put in quotation or italics). They 

included le personal appearance, les followers, le wonderboy, l’already-made, le cloud 

computing, selfies, le showrooming, sa wrap dress; cash-game, l ’opening-ceremony, le spread, 

son streetwear, downsizing, and un mood board.  The ELWs were italicized or put in quotation 

marks probably because they are new comer borrowings into French or due to their level of 

unfamiliarity among the intended audience. Considering the restrictions placed on the use of 

foreign elements in commercial documents in France, flagging may also have been used in 

response to the Toubon Law (1994) requirements regardless of whether some of the ELWs are 

familiar among the intended audience or not. Flagging may also have been used in an attempt to 

satisfy potential readers who may find these ELWs unacceptable in FWTs.  To reinforce the 

latter argument, there were some ELWs that were flagged even though they are dictionary 

attested or in frequent use. Examples included : du best-seller, le buzz, des drones, des fans, free-

jazz, un joint-venture, management, un sweatshirt, un t-shirt, twitter, and poker. Other examples 

such as snapchat, le cliffhanger, le song-writer, des scrubbers, un serial-killer, le quantitative 

easing, losers, and napsack were not dictionary attested but they were not identified with any 

type of flagging either. Hence, it is probable that these ELWs are expected to be understood by 

the intended readers. In a nut shell, as previously argued, flagging may be used to indicate that 

the ELWs have not yet joined the native language’s lexicon or are not well-known among native 

speakers. That means they are candidates for code-switches; but again, since ELWs could be in 
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frequent use even though unattested in in dictionaries, there is no clear cut means to separate the 

ELWs from possible code-switches in the current corpus. Consequently, these ELWs were 

considered as borrowings and not code-switches. Contrary to previous studies where ELWs are 

mostly frequent in the domains of business and technology, the ELWs just presented are not 

limited to one specific domain.  

With regard to other types of ELWs, there were some ELWs that may be considered 

hybrid or pseudo-Anglicisms. These ELWs are mostly compound nouns based on two existing 

English elements (pseudo) or elements from both the source language, English, and the recipient 

language, French, (hybrid). The lexical elements used in the creation of pseudo-Anglicisms 

found in the current data are man, baby and express. These English elements are combined with 

others to form examples such as rugbymen (<rugby, man), baby-foot (<baby, foot), Afroman 

(<afro, man), and bio express (bio, express). These compounds in French seem to mimic the 

models commonly use in English - N + N or Adj + N.  In the example with baby-foot below:  

Ce soir, les Inrocks organisent un tournoi de baby-foot dans un bar de IXe arrondissement, 

baby is used as a diminutive adjective added to foot to mean a “reduced table-top version of 

soccer”.  It is argued that when baby is used as a diminutive, the order of modification is 

inversed to become more of the commonly used English structure – right-headed regressive 

order of modification (instead of the left-headed progressive order of modification expected in 

French). However, similar structureshave been observed with the the  equivalent French 

adjective petit and other pseudo-classical counterparts such as mini-, micro-, archi- néo- etc. 

(Picone 1996, 37). Picone refers to these forms as neo-classical Anglicisms because there is 

historical evidence of these forms in French (although limited) and it is probable that this 

syntactic structure (right-headed regressive order of modification) has resurfaced with the 
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continuous influx of ELWs and the pressure for more compact (synthetic forms) in many modern 

domains today.  In another example baby is used in the phrase “baby Federer”,  as a nickname 

for Grigor Dimitrov, a professional tennis ball player, due to the striking similarities between 

him and another famous tennis ball professional, Roger Federer. The use of baby is again 

identifiable with the regressive modification pattern. Pseudo-Anglicisms may not necessarily be 

transparent to speakers of French or English; but their continuous and frequent use in French 

may indicate that these borrowings have become acceptable and transparent to the recipient 

language (French) speakers (Picone, 1996).  

Hybrid Anglicisms are not many in the current FWTs data (but a significant number 

appeared in the ad data). The ELWs that could be probably be considered hybrids include 1) la 

messagerie express “express voice mail”, 2) le marriage gay “gay mariage”, 3) double CD 

”double CD” and 4) design classique “classic design”. In example 1), the word express appears 

to have gained a distinct status with time as it doesn’t seem to follow the regressive order of 

modification observed with the pseudo-Anglicism example baby-foot. Express was used as a 

reduced form for express train (Rey-Debove & Gagnon, 1984) ; but  its status changed to 

become an adjective whose usage conforms to the left-headed progressive modification model in 

French (Picone, 1996). It is argued that the orthography express later replaced the French version 

exprès to avoid confusion.Express is highly assimilated in French language that 

comprehensibility is not an issue whenever it is used with other elements. It is also an English 

lexical item that can be postposed as we see in the example. The example 2) le marriage gay is a 

very common compound structure which is also simply juxtaposed as in the previous examples. 

The anticipated French structure would perhaps be le mariage de gay with the use of a relational 

particle de. In example 3), double is used as an adjective that follows the regressive order instead 
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of the progressive model; but example 4) obeys the French progressive model where the 

adjective classique is placed after the noun “design”. As argued, it is plausible that the these 

justapositional compound structures N + N and ADJ + N are being readapted from less frequent 

structures that existed in French but which are becoming frequent due to the English influence 

and pressure for more synthetic forms in various modern domains such as in journals and ADs 

(Picone, 1996). One reason that supports this claim is the fact that these forms combine elements 

from both languages; a structure which cannot not simply be traced back to the source language. 

ELWs which could be  analyzed at some level  as calques  included 1) des performances 

“performances”, 2) le garage “garage”, 3) ceinture biblique “Bible Belt”, 4) le personal 

appearance “personal appearance”, and 5) un parfait gentle-man “ a perfect gentleman” .  

Example 1) is may be considered as a semantic calque on the English word “performance“ in the 

sense of staging or presenting an entertainment. “Performance “ was borrowed from the English 

word “perform” in 1839 which was originally borrowed from Old French word parformer 

(compare with modern parfaire) meaning “to realize”, “bring to pass”, “achieve”(Le Petit 

Robert, 2011).  According to Le Petit Robert (2011), the meaning of the word “performance” has 

since been expanded in other domains as exemplified in the examples below:  

“Le travail a été exécuté en moins de temps qu'il n'était prévu, c'est une belle 

performance!” 

 

(The work has been completed with the least time than was expected, what a beautiful 

performance) 

 

“Les performances d'une usine, ou d'un produit” 

(The performance of an industry or a product) 
 

Thus “performance” as used in the corpus “des performances des artistes” seem to have 

been used with a restricted meaning of stage performance. The second example le garage as in “ 
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dans le garage familial” is a calque on the English word “garage rock” which makes reference to 

common garages that were used for rehearsals. “Garage or rock garage” was a musical genre in 

the 60s which was considered simple with a poor recording quality (Le Petit Robert, 2011). In 

example 3, the calque obeys the French structure with a post-posed adjective biblique in 

“centure biblique” but it is a semantic calque on the English word “Bible Belt” which refers to 

the southeastern and southcentral regions of the US. The examples 4, le personal appearance 

could be considered as structural and semantic calque based on the English “personal 

appearance”. Most often, calques give foreign impressions and cultural references with images 

that are not the same in the recipient language (Rey-Debove & Gagnon, 1984). Using French 

version ‘’une apparence personnelle’’ in the example below appears less meaningful and less 

culturally appealing than the meaning in the source language. 

“Stéphanie Roger transpose une méthode très américaine, le personal appearance." 

(Stephanie Roger transposes a very American style, the “personal appearance”) 

 

Example 5, un parfait gentle-man cannot be considered a true calque, because the pre-posed 

placement of the adjective parfait in French is quite common; but the expression "perfect 

gentleman" exists in English and may be the reason behind its’ use in this corpus. If so, it would 

only be a collocational calque and would not be a structural calque. Note, however, the 

hyphenated spelling which is inhabitual for English. 

“Les e-mails aussi peuvent transformer un parfait gentle-man en gougnafier”. 

(Emails can transform a perfect gentleman into a boor) 

 

In fact, “gentleman” is a very old borrowing in French perhaps around mid-twelfth century and 

was probably modeled on Old French gentilhomme “a man of noble birth or race”. The English 

word “gentleman” itself was later borrowed into French around the eighteenth century but with a 
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more loose meaning (any man with personalities such as kindness, sincerity, and honesty). From 

the twentieth century, “gentleman” is used politely to refer to any man in general. A better 

equivalent in French for the English “gentleman” would be un monsieur (Rey-Debove; Gagnon, 

1984)    

Analysis of compound nouns in Appendix D 

Apart from compound nouns that were analyzed as examples of hybrid, pseudo and 

calques-Anglicisms; a significant amount of other compound nouns (110) occurred in our 

corpus. They were classified as integral borrowings with about (37) % as showed in Table 4.3 

above. Their distribution and frequency are presented in the table 4.4 below.  

Table 4. 4: Distribution of compound nouns in appendix D. 

Frequency of Compound Types Total 

N + N  66 

Adj  + N  31 

N + V 16 

Prep + N  5 

Prep + V 5 

Adj + V  2 

adv + V  1 

Adv + N 1 

N + Prep + N  1 

Adj + N/Adj +N  1 

 

The FWTs corpus show compounds composed of different parts of speech with compound 

structures N+N and ADJ +N representing the majority. As earlier mentioned with hybrids and 

pseudo-Anglicisms, generally, the structures expected based on the analytic nature of French 

language is a compound structure that requires a relational particle as in N of N instead of a 
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simple juxtaposition of N+N commonly used in English. The only example that seems to follow 

the traditional structure N of N in French is un clap (clapperboard) de fin, “an ending” 

“Un clap de fin sur une carrière de sportive qui l’aura vue remporter le Graal, à savoir le 

titre olympique sur 400 m nage libre, à Londres à l’été 2012”. 

(An end to a sports career which will have won her the Grail, namely the Olympic title in 

the 400m freestyle in London in summer 2012)  

 

On the one hand, it could be argued that the use of this N+N structure as presented is due 

to contact with English since most of the ELWs are integral borrowings from English. As can be 

observed in the Table 4.4 above, there is a low frequency of the compound form N+PREP+N 

which may be due to its uncommon presence in English. In addition, many compounds found in 

the corpus seem to be from various semantic domains; but the ELWs types also indicate forms 

whose usage seem to be culturally motivated. Examples include compounds  like le buzz media, 

un shell-shock, le showrooming, un smoking-gun, smartphone, sa smartwatch , street art, 

webmaster, sa wrap dress, un trench-coat, un sweat-shirt, les starting-blocks, high-tech, off-

road, and un start-up.   

The main domains represented are communication technology, business, and fashion 

which are highly influenced by Anglophone culture. Hence a plausible indication of English 

influence on the compound structures can be posited. These compound types are consistent with 

studies on other languages that have experienced similar Anglophone influence. On the other 

hand, other factors as advanced by Picone (1996) may be applicable. Picone argues that 

historical precedents in French restricted the use of N+N compounds, but many of these former 

limitations on N+N compounding have been reduced due to the pressure for more synthetic 

terminologies in many domains in the modern context, along with the influence of English. 
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Consequently, the use of N+N structure has greatly increased, the reason for which majority of 

these compounds are found in this data and especially in ad as well be seen later.  

There was one case where a compound word was reduced. The first time the word 

appeared, the whole compound word le holding company was used; but in the subsequent section 

of the text, it was reduced to le holding. The head of the compound is erased but the modifier is 

preserved. This phenomenon seems to be a common tendency where attested compounds of 

present participle and a noun are commonly reduced to only the participle. Although this 

observation cannot be concluded with just one example, it is worth noting. 

4.6 Assimilation of ELWs in FWTs    

ELWs may or may not retain their original forms in the recipient language; and the 

degree of integration may depend on the original form of the borrowed word. Traditionally, rules 

in the recipient language determine how a borrowed word may be used. 

While the majority of the ELWs are consistent with their original meaning English, they also 

show considerable amount of morphological features that may characterize their level of 

assimilation in the recipient language. Generally, morphological and phonological elements are 

considered to be solid indicators that a foreign item is assimilated. This is the main criteria used 

in this study to argue that most of the ELWs in our study are assimilated or established 

borrowings in the French language. Before describing how the ELWs are assimilated, it will be 

important to reiterate the procedure used for this analysis. 

The first stage consisted of searching the ELWs in a prominent academic French 

monolingual dictionary Le Petit Robert (2011). The entry dates and source were examined with 

the intention of identifying ELWs that are dictionary attested in the French language. It is true 

that ELWs that are dictionary attested may not necessarily be familiar to speakers of the recipient 
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language community; but it indicates a certain significant level of assimilation of the ELWs in 

the French language. Le Dictionnaire des Anglicismes (Rey-Debove & Gagnon, 1984) was 

sometimes used to confirm the origin of certain ELWs in French. On Appendix C, the entry dates 

are provided for the attested ELWs in this corpus.  

The second stage consisted of examining the morphological properties of the ELWs to 

determine if they are similar or if they deviate from the linguistic patterns of the French language 

used in France. The majority of nouns in this corpus are adapted to parallel the native 

morphological rules. French nouns are considered either feminine or masculine and as seen in 

Appendix C, most of the ELWs are assigned the default masculine unless there are other factors 

such as the presence of feminine suffixes or indication of feminine natural gender, then feminine 

gender will be assigned. In some cases, feminine gender was assigned by analogy with the 

gender of possible French equivalents. For example, the following compound nouns such as sa 

smartwatch, sa wrap dress, une rock star, la Fashion Week, une livebox are assigned gender 

based on the second element in the multiword group whose French counterparts take feminine 

gender. The latter trend also reflects the general rule of assigning gender to these categories of 

compound nouns in French.   

4.7 Phonological and orthographical assimilation 

ELWs found in the corpus included words that refer to agents and hence contained the 

English agentive suffix. Phonologically, the English agentive suffix –“er” may be rendered in 

French either as /ɛʁ/ or /œʁ/ probably due to the influence of the French suffix –eur or to imitate 

the English pronunciation. Examples in this corpus include un gangster, un manager, un loser, 

New Yorker, un trader, un boxer, un reporter, and un webmaster.  Since the focus on this study 

was on written texts, it was impossible to determine how these words were pronounced. 
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However, the French monolingual dictionary, Le Petit Robert 2011, and the Rey-Debove and 

Gagnon’s (1984) dictionary of Anglicisms were consulted to determine if the pronunciations of 

these ELWs have been influenced by English. The example which appears to use more English 

pronunciation is gangster. In both dictionaries, -“er” is transcribed as /ɛʁ/. The example manager 

retains both pronunciations in the two dictionaries, but the word boxer is written with /ɛʁ/ in the 

Anglicism dictionary while /œʁ/ is used in Le Petit Robert. It is possible that the Petit Robert 

indicates a more recent pronunciation since it is an updated dictionary. Another reason could also 

be that being a renowned academic dictionary, it is probably showing a more prescribed way of 

how it should be phonetically realized. Similar reason could be given for the words loser and 

trader which were found only in Petit Robert with the pronunciation /œʁ/.  The ELWs 

webmaster was not found in either dictionaries but master was used in Petit Robert with both 

pronunciations. New Yorker was not found in any of the two dictionaries but since it designates a 

specific individual living in an American city, it is probable that it would use the pronunciation 

more influenced by English /ɛʁ/. This might not necessarily be applied to the word reporter 

“news reporter”/which was not found in any of the dictionaries. Pronunciation could therefore be 

varied in the latter case. In a nutshell, it is probable that some French speakers may be using the 

American retroflex /ɻ/ especially for the pronunciation of more recent ELWs (that originate from 

American English). 

Another pattern may be related to the pronunciation corresponding to the orthography 

/j/in examples such as jazz, joker, jury, and joint-venture. Wise (1997) argues that earlier English 

borrowings in French like jersey and jockey were pronounced with the French fricative /ʒ/; but 

twentieth century borrowings such as job or jet were pronounced more with the English affricate 

/dʒ/ (92). Wise’s assertions are confirmed in both dictionaries where earlier borrowings jersey 
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and jockey were transcribed with the French fricative /ʒ/; but the more recent words indicate 

different pronunciation patterns. For example, in the Anglicism dictionary (Rey-Debove & 

Gagnon, 1984), only job used the English affricate /dʒ/. The word jet is provided with the two 

possible pronunciations - that is both the French fricative /ʒ/ and the English affricate /dʒ/. In the 

Petit Robert however, both job and jet are transcribed with /ʒ/. Although using IPA transcriptions 

in dictionaries may not reflect the exact pronunciation of speakers, it provides a better 

approximation that indicates certain phonetic tendencies.  

With the examples identified in this study, only the word jazz is transcribed with the 

English affricate /dʒ/ in the Anglicism dictionary. Other examples such as joker, jury, and joint-

venture use the French fricative /ʒ/. The word joker uses the two pronunciations in the Petit 

Robert, but it is interesting to note that while the words jazz and joint-venture are transcribed 

with the English affricate /dʒ/, the words jury and jet use the French fricative /ʒ/. One 

explanation for the latter example could be that the words jury and jet use the French fricative in 

their pronunciation because they were originally borrowed from French. In fact, the word jet is 

not listed as an Anglicism in the Petit Robert. “Jury” was borrowed from old French word jurée 

“a promise”, “vow” or “inquiry”. Thus using the French fricative in these words comes with no 

surprise. However, the same explanation cannot be applied with French pronunciation used for 

the word job in Petit Robert. The latter word pronunciation may use the English affricate /dʒ/ 

which does not occur in the variety of French used in France (although it occurs in Quebec 

French). 

The corpus also included ELWs such as le body-shaving, des bowling, le camping, 

downsizing, son dressing, le forcing, le casting, coaching which represent borrowings or new 

formations with –ing suffix produced with the velar nasal /ŋ/. The latter phoneme as well as the 
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affricates /dʒ/ and /tʃ/ are now considered marginal because they have become widely used in 

French language (Wise, 1997).  

With the ELW club, Warnant (1968) asserts that the word has two forms due to its semantic 

extension. While the orthographic form /klyb/ refers to a political or literary association, the form 

/klœb/ designates sporting clubs (cited by Wise, 1997, 92). The examples below found in our 

corpus seem to indicate possible pronunciations of both forms: 

“Les sandwichs Super Club et New Yorker” Sandwich Super Club and New Yorker) 

“Les clubs de football” (football clubs) 

Most of the ELWs identified in this corpus have retained their original spelling, but a 

small group of them appeared in different orthographical forms that may be different from their 

original versions. Some of these examples were identified in the newspapers and magazines 

corpus and also from questionnaire corpus provided by native speakers. They include un e-mail 

and email, le burn-out and le burn out, le week-end and le weekend, brain storming and 

brainstorming, hipster and hipster, ladies spécial and ladies special. The motivations behind 

such variations may perhaps be due to normal assimilation process related to orthography when 

an ELW is not yet considered fully established. However, examples such as e-mail and week-end 

are fully established forms in French language, another possible explanation could be advanced. 

One explanation could be that writers and native speakers are not certain of the right spelling of 

these words in the donor language and hence use whichever option they assume to be right at the 

time of use.  The final example however, shows that borrowed forms can also be adapted to 

receive a more native-like spelling. Ladies spécial, receives the acute accent which makes it 

sound more nativised.   
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4.8 Morphological assimilation 

Gender assignment 

ELWs in the corpus appear to receive French grammatical gender easily. The default 

masculine gender is assigned to nouns that do not show feminine suffix forms; and the feminine 

gender is given to forms considered feminine by virtue of their borrowed romance suffix such as 

–ion une addiction; or by inherent feminine gender of the word as in sa smartwatch (where the 

second element of the compound “watch” is feminine in French une montre). However, there are 

cases where such rules may not be respected as in the example une interview and le personal 

appearance.  The word interview doesn’t show any morpho-phonological indication for being a 

feminine word but the feminine gender may have been used in analogy with the Old French 

feminine word une entrevue “meeting of people”.  

The ELW le personal appearance assigned with masculine gender cannot be explained 

based on the above rule. By virtue of its French equivalent apparence ending with the feminine 

suffix – ence, the word should be assigned a feminine gender (la). It could also be argued that the 

borrowing was selected for its related meaning to “appearance” as in “physical aspect” which is l 

’aspect physique in French, in which case the masculine gender is justified un aspect (a 

masculine noun). In conclusion, it appears ELWs involve “complex patterns of lexical change 

because in all cases borrowed items are manipulated to conform to the structural and semantic 

roles of the recipient language” (Winford, 2003, 50). This study confirms the possible 

complexity that gender assignments may entail. The study also serves as a basis for future studies 

with larger corpus that could perhaps help shed more light on other possible factors that would 

explain gender assignments in French. 
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Pluralization of ELW 

Generally, plurals are formed mostly by simply adding –s. This rule applies in both 

French and English and as such might not be a good determinant of ELWs been integrated into 

French. The example des bowling however leads to some hesitations. The omission of –s may be 

due to its phonetically silent status in French. Thus whether it is written or not French native 

speakers don’t pronounce it or the writer assumes their readers may still understand the message 

based on other elements in the context such as the plural determinant des. Its’ omission could 

also be related to the fact that the singular form bowling is the commonly used form in English 

and hence it impacts its orthography in French.  

Plurality with adjectives that appear in this corpus are also not subject to the same 

inflectional behavior as in native French.  Adjectives in French generally agree in number and in 

gender; but they can remain uninflected as well.  Examples of nouns and adjectives that can 

appear without plural affixes include invariable musical notes, numbers, certain colors and 

compounds such as des va-et-vient (Grevisse, 1997, cited in Saugera, 2011). The trend in the 

data reinforces Picone’s (1996) assertions about possible variants regarding plural markings for 

ELWs. The Journal Officiel, French government’s official record dedicated to the maintenance 

of French language quality tries to level irregularities in order to make borrowings better reflect 

native morphology. Proposed suggestions include applying French inflections on ELW plural 

forms if the original plural marker is not –s; not assigning inflections to ELWs ending in s, x, z; 

and changing compound words into simplexes (Saugera, 2007). With the exception of des 

bowling which is not inflected in this corpus, all plural ELWs seem to follow this rule. For 

example sexy and proxy as in “…des luxueux et sexy” and “des servers “proxy”do not take any 

plural markers. 
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Grevisse’s grammar, Le Bon usage (1997), indicates that some words ending with two 

consonants can have plural markings that are different. These forms may take –es, -s or Ø 

(“null”) endings. The plural for the words selfy or selfie, and sandwich are given in our corpus as 

selfies and sandwichs. Both words could be due to the general rule of forming plurals in either 

French or English; and the plural form sandwiches (attested in French) could have also been 

possible.  The simplified rule of pluralizing compound nouns is to inflect both parts of a word 

group if they consist of nouns or adjectives as in the following examples: Des pieds plats “flat 

feet”; des choux-fleurs “califlowers”, des coffres-forts “safe-deposit box”.  

However, when nouns are combined with other parts of speech such as verbs, adverbs, or 

prepositions, the latter parts of speech remain invariable. Consider the following examples 

below: 

a. de flash-balls 

b. les product managers 

c. Les starting-blocks  

d. Les top-sponsors 

e. Des serveurs “proxy” 

The absence of inflection on top and starting in c) and d) seem to follow the rule; but 

examples a) de flash-balls b) les product managers and e) des serveurs proxy are compounds of 

nouns and adjectives that require inflections on both elements. One interpretation for the 

adjective “proxy” may be because it is ending in y as earlier stated and hence can appear with or 

without the plural marker. The examples in a) and b) seem to follow more the pluralization 

structure in English where only the latter compound item may be assigned the plural marker. 

Other ELWs found in the corpus appeared only in singular forms. They include le hip-pop, le 

free-jazz, le rock, reggae, le ping-pong, and le Far West. The ELWs in this category do not take 

plural forms perhaps because they are used to represent single referents, or are non-countable 
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nouns. The examples in Appendix C also contained acronyms such as SMS, VIP, LOL, PC, CD, 

DVD, OMG, 3D, DJ and an abbreviation, le web. These forms are common and frequent in the 

field of communication, technology, and entertainment. Even though, some of these words were 

flagged in the current corpus, it could be argued that the meanings of these Acronyms are 

transparent to the intended readers. In addition, acronyms do not usually accept plural markings 

in French.   

Verb inflections 

The ELWs that constitute verbs in the present corpus seem to reflect the rules of the 

French verbal inflections especially the present tense form of the er verb group, the infinitive, the 

imperative and past participle rules. The verbs receive native inflections in analogy with first 

group ‘er’ verbs in French. They include the infinitives tester and zoomer.  Zoome occurs in the 

corpus in imperative form ending with –e, the second person singular imperative form for er 

verbs. The use of past participle form “36 hommes sont testés”, “tested on 36 men” was also 

identified with inflection as expected in French when the auxiliary verb ȇtre “to be” is used in 

past tense. Other studies have however identified cases where borrowed verbs may not take 

inflections. For example in Louisiana French, the verb drive doesn’t receive past tense inflection 

“il a drive” “he drove” compared to “il a travaillé “, he worked”. Picone (1997) considers verbs 

without overt morphological rule as code-switches because they indicate that they have not yet 

joined the native system. However, Saugera (2007) asserts that verbs without native French 

inflections are not unexpected and it cannot be an indicator of code switches. In her studies on 

written email corpus, she observed that absence of French inflections on all tenses (except in 

imperfect) seem to follow an established system which is not unique in Cajun French.  She adds 

that in the French dialect of verlan (a form of slang introduced by young speakers in the suburbs 
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of Paris, Marseille, and other big cities in France); verbs also show lack of inflection. The 

phenomenon of inflection seems to be thus purely orthographical since it is not evident in spoken 

mode. It could also be argued that the various morphological treatments may be limited to ELWs 

in specific contexts. According to Grevisse (1997), -er verb group is the most regular and 

frequent verb forms. There were not many –er verbs identified in this corpus to make this 

conclusion, but these forms are attested in other French and English contact situations such as in 

Quebec, New-Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, French written emails and Louisiana French 

(Saugera, 2007). It is however still questionable that inflections may be absent in a formally 

written and edited texts as the FWTs used in the current corpus. 

 Integration of Adjectives 

The few examples in which adjectives were used are as follow: 

a. Le private equity  

b. Le personal appearance 

c. Le quantitative easing 

d. Des serveurs «proxy » 

e. Son chic casual streetwear 

 

The pattern observed in these examples seem to deviate from the structure of most French 

adjectives. The adjectives used to qualify the nouns in a), b), and c) are adjectives that would 

have been postposed in French if their French equivalents were used.  The example d) respects 

the native rule in terms of position for most adjectives. Since the ELWs “a-c” may be considered 

direct or integral borrowings from English, their structure may seem to be better explained in 

terms of English influence. The structure seems to follow the English regressive modification 

model. The example e) seems interesting because of the integral borrowing casual streetwear 

leading to the double pre-posed adjective un chic casual streetwear “a nice casual streetwear”. 

However, the structure is not uncommon in French. The French adjective chic is used in other 
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expressions: un chic type “un nice or good guy”, une chic fille “a beautiful/classy girl”, un chic 

film “a nice movie”, une chic robe de marié “a nice wedding gown” etc. 

 Other adjectives that were found in the corpus are adjectives that end in – y such as sexy, 

groovy, flashy, gay (but also cool, chic, and hippie).  Based on French morphological rule, ELWs 

ending in –y may be pluralized as –ies or –ys or may remain invariable as earlier argued.  

According to Petit Robert (2011); sexy may or may not take a plural marker. As seen in our 

corpus, “…des luxueux et sexy”, sexy appears in a plural context; but it remains invariable.  

Flashy and gay are both attested in Petit Robert but flashy only appears as invariable while gay 

remains variable as in the following examples: 

 “Coiffures voyantes, écharpes fluorescentes et touches de rose flashy” “showy hairstyle, 

fluorescent scarves and flashy pink touch” 

“Des bars gays; des revues gays”, “gay bars; gay journals” (Petit Robert, 2011)   

The adjective groovy was not dictionary attested; and its plurality cannot be definitely 

determined. With the exception of sexy, the adjectives ending in –y occurred only in singular 

forms in the corpus and hence their plurality could not be confirmed. However, it is probable that 

they would follow the rules regarding adjectives as presented earlier. The other adjectives 

identified chic, cool, hippie are dictionary attested. They also appear to be adjectives that are in 

frequent use among young French natives. Chic is usually invariable but cool may take a plural 

marker as in “il a des parents cools “he has nice parents”.  The plural form of Hippie was also 

attested in Petit Robert (2011) but in a noun form.  

The past participle adjective “made in” is used twice in the corpus without any adaptation.  

The fact that this form is already inflected in English with past particle marker may explain why 

no additional inflection is perhaps added. It is also attested in Petit Robert (2011) as having 

become part of the French lexicon. 
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4.9 Analysis of French words selected by reviewers as ELWs  

This final part of the analysis on ELWs in FWTs presents some unusual loanwords 

identified in the current corpus as ELWs by student reviewers. The selected loanwords are 

presented in a table below with their dates and origins. 

Table 4. 5: French words selected as ELWs 

Selected ELW* by students Origin and date 

costume  18th century,  < French (< Italian) 

regard  Middle English (< Old French regarder to watch) 

encore  Early 18th  < French 

dialogue  Middle English < Old French dialoge 

sage  Middle English < French 

triage  Early 18th  < French; medical sense 1930s 

unique  Early 17th < French 

chef  Early 19th  < French, literary head 

foyer  Late 18th < French 

boutique  Late 18th < French 

ensemble  Mid 18th < French 

résumé  Late middle English < Old French résumer 

critique  Mid 17th < French 

patronage  Late Middle English < Old French 

nuances  Late 18th  < French 

plateau  late 18 from old French platel 

ballet  Mid 17th <French < Italian balletto diminutive of ballo, a dance 

genre  
Early 19th  <French, literally a kind < Old French gendre 

(modern genre) 

barbecue  Spanish barbacoa < Arawak barbacoa 'wooden frame on posts' 

Petit 
Late Middle English < Old French, same pronunciation with 

petty 

frontière  
Late Middle English < Old French  

Frontière  

 

The Table 4.5 above constitutes some examples students added to their list as ELWs. As 

can be observed, these examples are all French words that have been borrowed into English at 
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some point in the history of the English language. Different factors may have led students to 

select these words as Anglicisms. One interpretation is that the origins of these words may have 

been unknown to students. Moreover, some of these words have been assimilated into the 

English lexicon and they are used quite frequently. Examples may include résumé, boutique, 

genre, ballet, and nuances. When students were asked to comment on these selections, one 

student made a comment about frontière “I've always heard it in movies, like the western 

frontier”. The students might have selected this word based on the English word frontier (which 

was borrowed from French); but might not have recognized or placed much importance on the 

orthographical difference. Another student commented on petit as “we use it in English to say 

small”. But the word may be used in English to mean small because of its semantic and phonetic 

similarities with perhaps the English equivalent petty. This analysis was not the focus of the 

current study but it is an interesting trend that could be further examined. Doing a diachronic 

study of this nature could give insights into how borrowings gets assimilated over time and to 

predict how they can transform the lexicon of the recipient language in the future.   

4.10 ELWs in ads 

Research question 2b: What is the nature of ELWs that occur in French written ads? 

A total of 173 ads were examined among which 70 (40.5%) were ads that contained at least one 

ELW. The ELWs were categorized as simple nouns (simple), compound nouns (representing 

integral borrowings), hybrid and acronyms. More than 50% of the ELWs found in the ad corpus 

were compounds. Hybrid nouns also constitute a significant number especially compared to the 

ELWs found in the FWTs. The higher prevalence of compounds and hybrids may indicate that 

these structures probably have some useful features that motivate their use in the advertising 
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language for marketing purposes. Details will be later presented and analyzed. The distribution 

and frequency of the ELWs in Ads can be observed in the chart below. 

Figure 4. 1: Types and frequency of ELW in ads 

 

  

Analysis of ELWs used in ads 

The ELWs used in ads (Appendix D) seem to be borrowings that targeted consumers are most 

likely to be familiar with. The Table 4.6 below indicates some of the examples in this corpus. 

Most of the ELWs used here are dictionary attested or are commonly used by natives from 

France. It could be argued that ad copy writers most likely use this technique because they may 

not cause any comprehension problems since they have become part of the French lexicon.  
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Table 4. 6: Examples of Established borrowings in ads 

ELWs Dictionary attested –entry dates 

design 1965 

Cute cut  

email 1994 

shopping 1804 

parking 1926 

cool 1970 

WC 1887 

Internet 1995 

En streaming 1998 

Les stocks 1656 

Internet 1995 

Wifi, iPhone 2001 

Une Livebox  

Hotspots  

 

Similarly, since the 1990s, globalized consumerists practices led by Anglophone nations 

especially the United States, have increased the continuous presence of common business terms 

used in daily transactions. They include ELWs such as executive briefings, business, 

management, recruitment, business team, managers, electronic trading, goods and stocks. These 

ELWs are likely to appear in any business environment whether it is within a French-speaking 

country or not. The use of these ELWs would probably continue with the increase growth of 

information technology and the growing familiarity with English.  

Distribution of ELWs in product categories 

The total 70(out of 173) ads that contained English were categorized into different 19 

different product categories. The most frequent product category was automobile related 

products (21); followed by products related to entertainment (9); and financial services (6). The 
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remaining 34 ads were identified in various domains. The table below shows the number and 

percentage distribution of advertised product categories. 

Table 4. 7: Number and % of advertised products using English 

High category # Product category 
No of ads in 

category 

% of total sample 

(70) 

1 Automobile 21 29.1 

2 Entertainment (music, audition, movie) 9 12.5 

3 Business, financial services 6 8.3 

4 
Jewelry, watches  (2 specifically for 

women, 1 for men) 
5 7 

5 furniture 5 7 

6 Invitation -subscription, talk 3 4.1 

7 Fashion/clothing 3 4.1 

8 Tourism, travel 2 2.8 

9 telecommunications 2 2.8 

10 Magazines, subscription 2 2.8 

11 Men Clothing 2 2.8 

12 Women fashion, clothing 2 2.8 

14 Home supplies, Housing 2 2.8 

15 Women’s cosmetics 2 2.8 

16 Cosmetics-Men’s perfume, 1 1.4 

17 Food, alcoholic beverages 1 1.4 

18 Health, women medication 1 1.4 

19 Cosmetics (unisex) 1 1.4 

Totals   70 100% 

 

The results indicated in the Table 4.7 above support previous research in terms of the product 

type that use English. Ad products that are highly influenced by English are technological 

(mostly automobile) and business related products.  More attention will be paid to the ELWs in 

automobile related products since they represent the most favored products with ELWs. But for 
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the purpose of this study, some of the interesting characteristics of the ELWs in the other ads will 

also be presented.   

ELWs in automobile products  

A closer look at the current advertising data reveals that the overwhelming ELWs are borrowings 

that describe specific technological features or benefits provided by the advertised products. 

Table 4. 8: ELWs in automobile ads 

ELW Types 

Bluetooth compound 

Airbags compound 

MP3 compound 

Lecteur CD (CD player) hybrid 

air conditionné (air conditioning) hybrid  

Cool Leather compound 

LED acronym 

City Safety compound 

Cross Country compound 

les système Start and Stop (Start and Stop system)  hybrid 

EcoBoost compound 

Park Assist compound 

 

Moreover, almost all these ELWs were located in the descriptive text portion (otherwise 

called ‘body copy’) of the ad. The ELWs were in fine print but mostly smaller than the font size 

of the information in the headlines or slogans. As argued in Martin (1998), borrowings in body 

copy are usually not intended to function as attention-getters. The body copy is used to provide 

detailed information for the advertised product and service. Hence the use of ELWs in body copy 

may serve different functions. Two interpretations could be drawn here:  1. the position of ELWs 

in the ad body copy show that the ELWs are not playing the role of attention getter; but probably 

filling a linguistic lacunae in the French language in the automobile field.   
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2. The frequent use of ELWs in these automobile products and services demonstrates the 

superior status of English language and Anglophone world as more technologically advanced. 

This is more evidenced in the fact that most of the car related ads were not from any American or 

English companies. Even the few French automobile companies in our corpus– Peugeot, 

Renault, and Citroën advertised their products using ELWs such as concept Car, Black Pack, 

and brand names like TWINGO, CLIO CAMPUS. Examples such as air conditionné “air 

conditioning” and airbags have French equivalents la Climatisation or la clime and coussins de 

securité respectively; but only the English versions were used in these ads.   

With the exception of the ELWs indicated as hybrid, the ELWs used in ads were mostly 

integral borrowings identical to how it is used in the source language. A more careful study of 

the ELWs shows that it may be impossible to translate these ELWs into French. Toubon Law 

(1994) requires foreign words to be translated unless protected by copyright.  However, majority 

of the words are not translated. It could be argued that these ELWs are used as their original 

forms because they have been used so frequently in French that they always go unnoticed. The 

ELW airbag seems to appear in majority of car related ads as a standard safety feature. However, 

in Ruellot’s (2007) study, airbag’s translation coussins de sécurité, appeared only three times 

over an eight-year period study. She argues therefore that the few times the translation was used 

was certainly to fulfil Toubon Law’s requirement. In the nineteen automobile ads analyzed in 

this study, airbag appeared once but without translation.  

ELWs in product names  

The second area where English is used most in automobile related ads are in product names, 

models, logos, or in advertising slogans. 
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Table 4. 9: ELWs in product names and slogans 

ELW or phrases Type 

EFFICIENTDYNAMICS Compound 

LEXUS HYBRID DRIVE Compound 

CLIO  CAMPUS compound 

TWINGO (Tango and swing) Hybrid (Spanish and English) 

Way of life*  (Un style de vie) Slogan 

NEW THINKING. NEW POSSIBILITIES* “Nouvelles 

idees, nouvelles possibilities” 

Slogan 

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIE   Calque (structural and semantic) 

BlueEFFICIENCY compound 

Think BlueTM slogan 

BlueMotion Technology compound 

la technologie FullHybrid* (FullHybrid - totalement 

hybride) 

Hybrid 

*Borrowings provided with their translations 

 

The ELWs presented in the above Table 4.9 are related to the product or model names that do 

not require translations because they are protected by copyright. They are therefore used as in 

their source language. Slogans are however required to be translated.  

The question of intelligibility may be an important factor in the use of ELWs identified in 

the automobile ads. The ad information found in the body copy are meant for the potential 

consumer to see before considering purchasing the product. The ELWs that are sometimes 

translated in the body copy may thus be for comprehension purposes. Nevertheless, it doesn’t 

seem like the presence of the few translations were motivated by intelligibility concerns because 

the information is mostly in small print that are often barely legible to read.  In this regard, it is 

plausible that most ELWs or slogans that are accompanied by their translations are meant to 

satisfy the requirements of the law. The article 2 of France’s Toubon Law (1974) requires that 

“all slogans and advertising messages registered with trademarks must appear in French (Nelms-
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Reyes, 1996 cited by Martin, 1998, 230). A study of the translations provided in the slogans, 

seem to give more of English feel than French since it is an exact calque of the English in terms 

of meaning and structure.. Thus the defining factor of these translations seems more to adhere to 

the law. It is also important to mention that that these French translations appear in the body 

copy in small print which are less likely to attract potential consumers’ attention. When English 

appears in product or company names and especially in slogans; they are usually used as 

attention-getters. This is evidenced in the print size (upper case) of the ELWs in Table 4.9. They 

are usually in larger (compared to the body copy) or in stylistic print with colorful background 

visuals that immediately draw consumers attention. The presence of English seems to 

continuously convey strong impression that evokes positive images such as uniqueness, 

sophistication and efficient. These images are reinforced by background visuals such as colors. 

Volkswagen’s ad with terms like BlueMotion Technology, BlueEFFICIENCY and Think blueTM 

are presented with blue color designs of flashy blue sky. Based on general attributes of a blue 

color, it is probably used as reminiscent of practicability, happiness, sustainability, serenity, 

stability, truthfulness and efficiency. The positive images evoked by English use will be further 

discussed. 

4.11 Compound nouns appearing in ads 

The goal of an ad is to make a product stand out among others. Compared to the ELWs in 

FWTs, many compounds occurred in the ad copies. Their high prevalence seems to indicate that 

they play an effective role in the ad language for marketing purposes. A careful consideration of 

the compounds seems to show that they constitute a more concise and effective way to convey 

any short or long message to potential audience. The common structure is the N+N or ADJ+N 

models as seen in the ELWs in the FWTs. The simply juxtaposed compound structures contain 
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ELWs used as adjectives which probably help to create a shock factor about the advertised for 

consumers to easily identify. The use of hybrid nouns perhaps reinforces the attention getting 

factor. Combining ELWs with French elements such as in air conditionné “air conditioning” 

seems to give a local feel to the car product thereby attracting the attention of potential local 

French consumers. The hybrid appears to be an effective way to communicate to both 

international and local consumers. 

The example CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIE could be considered a collocational calque on the 

English word creative technology. In terms of word order, the adjective precedes the noun which 

is not impossible in French but it seems to follow the English regressive modification structure 

as discussed earlier. The traditional structure expected in French would be la technologie 

créative where the adjective follows the noun; but the order is inversed. Technologie is 

maintained with a French spelling and the word is put in upper case where accent is not required 

in French.  

ELWs in cosmetics and entertainment ads 

The domains of entertainment and cosmetics have also been representative in terms of 

ELWs. In Martin’s (1998) study of more than 4,000 French print and TV commercial ads, 

entertainment and beauty related products (cosmetics, jewelry) were among the product 

categories frequently advertised with English. In her analysis, ELWs were used for attention-

getting purposes in that they usually appeared on products, product labels, and in product names 

(especially for Cosmetics, and jewelry); and they were highlighted and enlarged. To support her 

observations, ad writers interviewed in her studies confirmed that using English on cosmetic 

labels for example was a mark of reliability and effectiveness for consumers. 
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The trend in the present study seems to follow the same direction with ELWs in beauty 

related products identified in product names such  as REVITALIFT ( by L'Oréal); PURPLE 

(Pomellato, women jewel); Masters (Gucci), Chronomaster Open (Zenith watch) and Nouvelle 

Ebel Classic Sport (Ebel watch). Similarly, in entertainment related ads, ELWs and phrases 

mostly appeared in album titles or record labels as in Taste It (album by Jake Bugg, British 

Artist), DEʌD CʌN DʌNCE (Australian Musical project), FACTOR, SUB, POP, WARP (UK & 

British record labels). These borrowings were identified either in larger font sizes or in stylistic 

print and they were either in headlines or sub-headlines. Thus, it would be undeniably serving as 

attention getters. The prevalence use of ELWs in entertainment especially in music comes with 

no surprise given the impact American and British artists have had on the world’s music. Other 

ELWs identified that were not titles or record labels include on tour, en streaming, now and 

open-mic (the latter derived from open microphone). These borrowings may not be uncommon in 

environments that has been influenced by American and English pop culture.  

4.12 Ads and targeted audience 

When advertised products specifically targeting  women and men (cosmetics, beauty, 

health) were compared, the trend supports previous studies that ELWs appear to be more 

extensively used in ads for women (9) than ads intended for men(4). This results could however 

be due to the fact that on the whole, the study corpus was small with very few ads targeting men 

and hence such result is expected. The small corpus also makes it hard to draw conclusions on 

ELWs in the domain of information technology where ELWs have continuously increased in the 

past years (Ruellot, 2011).  

4.13 Assimilation of ELWs in ads 

Morpho-syntactically, most of the ELWs used in the ads seem to respect the rules of the recipient 

language just as was observed with the ELWs in the FWTs.  
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1. Testez-nous avec la carte E-CLUB!  

2. Le MenRedux-complexTM - résulat moyen obtenu sur 36 hommes testés.  

3. Destockage 

4. Connextion aux USB  

5. Radar de recul 

6. Abonnez-vous à la Croix, en quelques clics! 

7. Les systèmes Start and Stop 

8. Nos concept cars sont exceptionnels. 

 

In the above examples, the ELWs tester was derived from the English word “to test”. The 

borrowed verb seem to follow the conjugation of regular “er” verb group in French. In example 

one, the second person plural imperative form is used - testez-nous. The past participle of the 

word also agrees in number and gender as in example 2 – testés. In the same example, the 

product name MenRedux-complexTM although trademarked is still assigned a masculine gender as 

required in French language. The word Destockage in example 3 is attested in Petit Robert 

(2011) in the 19th century. Most likely, the word was created based on the word formation 

process in French. -Age considered one of the productive suffixes in French was probably added 

to déstocker to create the noun destockage, a common word formation process in French. In 

example 4, even though the acronym USB is in plural context, it is maintained in its singular 

form as a rule that applies to English borrowed acronyms in French. Similar to the ELWs in the 

FWTs, few compounds use the traditional structure of noun + preposition+ noun.  The example 

5 is the only one identified with the latter structure. An interesting trend can also be observed in 

the examples 6 to 8 regarding plurality. The ELWs which qualify the plural nouns are expected 

to be in plural as their determinants; but the words système and concept in examples 7 and 8 are 

in their singular forms.  
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This trend was identified with some borrowings in the FWTs where not all plural nouns 

might take plural markings. A possible explanation as argued earlier may be related to the 

unpronounced nature of latent consonants in French. Thus phonetically, their presence is not 

necessary. It can also be observed that the nouns start and stop also do not take the plural marker 

compared to cars (even though des starts is attested in Rey-Debove & Gannon dictionary, 1984). 

One explanation could be due to the function the ELWs play in the message conveyed in the ad. 

In the Anglophone mindset and the automobile industry, start and stop may function as one 

system of service offered by the advertised car product. The same could be applied to the term 

concept which refers to a prototype car with the main function of showcasing new technology. In 

other words, there may be many cars but they are all used to serve one concept; a possible reason 

why cars are in plural but concept remains in singular. Finally, these examples reflect compound 

structures in English, and English only assigns plural markers to the second element. Thus since 

these examples are ELWs, their structures may have been influenced by the rules in English. 

4.14 Image of ELWs in ads 

The ad data in this study doesn’t constitute a large corpus to make any conclusions but it 

shows interesting trend that is worth discussing. The most prominent product category identified 

with much English items is related to automobile. A survey of literature on the use of English in 

advertising has shown a similar trend in other languages with English used prominently with 

automobile, financial, and entertainment (music) related products. The most discussed 

motivation has been focused on the association of English as evoking foreign cultures (especially 

the United States) whose technological advancement is worldly recognized.   

The impact of English in ads, its ideological positioning and how it relates to the attitudes of 

potential consumers, would be better evaluated in light of the appraisal theory. Within this 
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framework, an individual’s evaluations or appraisals of a situation will cause an emotional 

response based on those appraisals. Readers can be positioned to favor or disfavor a particular 

viewpoint based on how attitudinal positions are conveyed.   

American dominance on the world stage as militarily and economically powerful after 

World War II coinciding with its growth and expansion in communication technology has led to 

the spread of English and American culture as prestigious (Wise, 1997). Based on the perceived 

technological achievement of the American society, English has become an attitudinal token (in 

the terminology of appraisal theory) that has the potential to trigger positive reactions among its 

readers. American imagery and English borrowings have been prominent features of French ads 

because the mere presence of English in ads associates the product with positive images such as   

modernity, quality engineering,  international appeal etc. (Martin, 1998). 

This trend seems to be supported in the current study through diverse techniques 

employed by ad writer. The mechanisms they use include accentuating the ELWs - using larger 

font size, upper cases, stylistic writings, positioning them in headlines and when possible putting 

their translations in small font size less obvious to readers. Another important concept of 

appraisal theory that appears operative is the notion of ‘attitudinal inscription’. The latter concept 

entails “the use of locutions which carry an attitudinal value which is largely fixed and stable 

across a wide range of contexts” (White, 2006, 39). As observed in the current data, lexical items 

such as Efficiency, CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIE “Creative technology”, Dynamic Assist, 

EcoBoost, Techonogie totalement hybride “Full Hybrid technology”, BlueMotion etc. were used 

with automobile related ads. These attitudinal inscriptions have consistent positive values across 

wide range of contexts and hence can position a reader to favor these products as efficient, high 

quality and technologically advanced.  
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 The corpus of the present study included analyzing some of the common images that are 

associated with English in terms of advertised products with ELWs words. Table 4. 10 below 

provides the images that natives from France associate with products advertised with English 

words. 

Table 4. 10: Images associated with products advertised with ELWs 

Images Local products Foreign/imported products 

fashionable “trendy” 0  12  

modern 3  6  

prestigious 0  4  

sophisticated 0 4  

open to other cultures 4 4 

contrary to French culture 4 1 

antipatriotic 3 1 

better quality 2 2 

inferior quality 2 1 

useless 2 0 

ridiculous* 1 0 

invading 1 1 

 

 

The figures in the above table clearly shows that foreign or imported products advertised 

in English are associated and ranked higher as trendy, modern, prestigious, and sophisticated. 

Even local products advertised with English are ranked significantly as modern. Most of these 

images are what one tends to see in literature. Products advertised with English have been linked 

with positive concepts such as technological advancement, innovation, quality and efficiency 

(Martin 1998; 2008, Ruellot 2007, Takashi 1997). In  billboard advertisements in the DR Congo, 

while multinational companies advertise their products with their brand names in order to 

maintain their international identity of quality and sophistication; local shop owners imitate 

foreign brand names to portray themselves as sophisticated, and modern (Kasanga, 2010). 
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However, in this study, the most prominent image associated with foreign products advertised 

with English is branché “trendy” as shown in the table above. This seems to indicate that among 

natives of France, the  less arguable global function of English as international language resonate 

more than the frequently cited image of quality, efficiency  and sophistication. Interestingly 

being fashionable was also rated as the number one reason behind the use of English in FWTs 

and Ads.   

 It is claimed that speakers who have had more exposure to English language and culture may 

appear more favorable toward the use of English borrowing; but the claim seems to be contact 

and product specific. Products advertised with English in certain environments have been viewed 

as anti-native culture and invasive (Kachru, 1986). Takashi (1990) argues that even the younger 

Japanese generations who are more open to borrowing may not necessarily react positively to 

English borrowings used to advertise Japanese products. This is because they have become 

aware of the refined quality of Japanese products. This trend is also exhibited in Bhatia’s (1987) 

study where Sanskrit, Hindi and Persian were favored over English in advertising traditional 

items considered to be of high quality and more reliable. These attitudes seem to support the 

appraisal theory. Local products have long been evaluated as high quality and more reliable in 

the just mentioned environments. Consequently, the reactions of its readers appear to reflect 

these evaluations where anything local is more reliable and of high quality. Hence products 

associated with the native languages are assigned those qualities.  

In the findings of the current study, there seem to be evidence that supports this claim: 

some of the natives of France consider local products advertised with English as antipatriotic, 

contrary to French culture, useless, invasive and ridiculous. In the history of France, French 

language has played the role of being a symbol of unity, “Frenchness”, and patriotism. This role 
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of French as symbol for national identity seem to have become enregistered in the “collective 

consciousness” of the French natives (Knox, 2015, 98). Natives’ assessments of the local 

products advertised with some English (instead of only French) appear to reflect these historical 

appraisals on the French language.  Furthermore, the use of the negative attitudinal inscriptions 

for products advertised with some English words could partly resulting from the habitus of the 

French society through which natives have learned to associate French language to native 

culture, native identity and patriotism. Thus natives would view any process that has the 

potential to harm these acquired values as negative without much reflection on any possible 

advantages. 

Notwithstanding the negative images associated with advertised products with English 

words, English in French print ads appear to be continuously used more likely as a vector of 

positive impression. This could be due to the nation that habitus is not immune to change and 

that life experiences can influence the individual’s habitus as earlier argued. Martin (1998) and 

Ruellot’s (2007) studies confirm the increase in the use of English in French print advertising. In 

her (Martin) interview analysis on reasons why copywriters use English in French ads, especially 

since government laws restrict such uses; she explains how copywriters are willing to risk being 

penalized as long as English serves the purpose for their advertising. The status of English is less 

arguably an “international language” and using English with products seem to be a common 

expected phenomenon as it is reflective of the global trends of the prevalence of English in 

different contact situations. As discussed in Kramsch’s (2014) study, young natives from France 

prefer to use English when speaking French to show that they are with the “flow” of the 

cosmopolitan world. Chesley (2010) describes in her study that Anglicisms are far more likely to 

occur in French newspapers than non-English borrowings due perhaps to the fact that journalists 
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work significantly with international news which come originally in English. The use of English 

in ads seems to be practical since it makes it possible to address both global and local consumers. 

As to whether consumers buy products because they appear with English merit a separate study. 

The current trend in this findings indicate that the continuous use of English in advertising may 

be an effective tool used by ad copy writers to influence potential consumers. 

ELWs ‘enregistered’ as a “voice” in ads? 

Due to the continuous use of English documented in non-English speaking environments, 

natives from France were required to answer few related questions in the questionnaire used in 

this study. This attempt was made to determine whether the use of ELWs in the French FWTs 

and ads evokes any particular index in the minds of the natives of France. Results were 

calculated based on a Likert scale ranging from 5 to 1, where 5 means always and 1 means never. 

At what frequency would you rate the level with which you see ELWs in FWTs and ads?  

Table 4. 11: Frequency of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

 

The high frequency rate with which ELWs appear in FWTs and ads seems well established 

among natives who rate frequency level as “often”. Furthermore, natives do not seem to be 

surprised with such results. Response to a subsequent question: 

    Are you surprised about the frequency rate you just indicated?  

Frequency 

Number of respondents 

Natives from FRANCE in France 

FWT                            Ads 

Number of respondents 

Natives from France living in USA 

FWT                           Ads 

   always 1 (5) 1 (5) 3 (15) 2 (10) 

   often 13 (52) 17 (68) 2 (8) 5 (20) 

   sometimes 10 (30) 6 (18) 3 (9) 1 (3) 

   rarely 1 (2) 0 (0) 1 (2) 1 (2) 

   never 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Mean 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9 
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92% and 78% of natives in France and in US respectively indicated that they were not surprised 

at the frequency rate. Some of the reasons stated by natives are provided below:  

Table 4. 12: Reasons why the use of ELWs in FWTs and ADs is not surprising 

 

The recurring reasons in the above comments seem to indicate that the use of ELWs has 

become identifiable with new technology, fashion, and international and within these contexts, 

Reasons why the use of ELWs is not 

surprising by Natives of France 
English translation 

Pas surprise parce que l'anglais est la langue 

internationale et que certains domaines (les 

nouvelles technologies par exemple) sont très 

anglophones. 

Not surprised because English is the 

international language and because certain 

domains (new technology for example) are very 

Anglophone. 

C'est une langue internationale et comprise par 

le plus grand nombre. 
It is the international language and it is the most 

commonly understood. 

Les emprunts à la langue anglaise ont toujours 

été présents en France, ils ont augmenté après 

la seconde guerre mondiale et explosé avec 

l'arrivée de l'informatique et d'Internet. 

English borrowings have always been present in 

France, they increased after WWII and exploded 

with the information technology and Internet. 

Avec la globalisation, l'anglais est devenu la 

langue la plus partagée. En plus, en France, 

elle est perçue comme une langue "cool" :-) 

With globalization, English has become the most 

“shared” language, and it is considered “cool” in 

France. 

Cela fait partie du langage courant. It is part of everyday language. 

l'anglais devient la langue "à la mode" et de 

nombreux anglicismes sont aujourd'hui utilisés 

quotidiennement 

English is becoming the language of “fashion” 

and a lot of Anglicisms are used daily. 

L'anglais est en quelque sorte devenu une 

langue "universelle". 

English has sort become a “universal” language. 

C'est une tendance naturelle portée par la 

globalisation, et d’autre part la plupart des 

choses que je lis sont en relation avec les 

technologies et/ou leur impact. 

It’s a natural tendency brought about by 

globalization and moreover, most of the things 

that I read are related to technology and/or its’ 

impact.  

Il est devenu tellement courant d'avoir recours 

à des mots en anglais que cela ne me surprend 

pas beaucoup. 

It has become so common to resort to English 

words that it is not so surprising. 

Je comprends que l’anglais c’est la langue 

internationale et que beaucoup de mots anglais 

sont utilisés globalement. 

I understand that English is the International 

language and that a lot of English words are used 

globally 

Il s’agit d’un constat auquel je suis habitué. It is an observation that I am used to, 
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natives show no surprises. For the most part, the use of ELWs are evaluated positively. The 

positive images associated with the use of ELWs were reinforced by the attributes natives 

associated with local and foreign products that use ELWs in their ads (Table 4.11). They 

included fashionable, modern, prestigious and sophisticated. These attributes were assigned 

mostly for foreign products advertised with ELWs; but local products that use ELWs in its ads 

were also considered modern. 

  The notion of positive “voice” enregistered with the use of ELWs as argued previously, 

can be related to attitudes as expressed with the Appraisal theory. The theory divides positive 

and negative attitudes into “affect”, “judgement” and “appreciation” (White, 2006, 26). “Affect” 

entails emotional reactions caused by our appraisal of or toward a given situation. “Judgement” 

involves an assessment of human behavior based on an allusion to conventionalized norms; and 

within the concept of “Appreciation”, a social value is assigned to objects, texts etc.  These 

evaluations can be expressed through different mechanisms. The examples 1 to 6 below shows 

the reactions by natives of France toward the frequent use of ELWs in FWTs and Ads.  

 

1. l'habitude de voir des mots anglais s'immiscer dans la langue française (surtout dans les 

journaux) (the habit seeing English words meddle dans French language (especially in 

journals). 

2. L'anglais est une langue qui prédomine dans les médias et qui fait rêver bien des 

locuteurs francophones (English is a language that predominates media and which 

“enchants” French speakers well). 

3. Cela fait hip de mélanger l'anglais au francais (It is “trendy” to mix English in French). 
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4. Le contact de l'anglais avec le franc̨ais est au quotidien. Je me demande si les mots 

anglais ne sont pas utilisés pour reparaître snob (French and English are in constant 

contact. I wonder if English words are not used out of snobbery).  

5. J'avais déjà remarqué ce phénomène omniprésent dans la publicité, notamment dans les 

slogans des grandes compagnies française. De même, dans la presse écrite, même si cela 

est un peu moins fréquent et systématique (I had already noticed this omnipresent 

phenomenon in ad, especially in the slogans of big French companies. Similar trend 

occurs in written media even if it less frequent and systematic). 

6. Avec la globalisation, l'anglais est devenue la langue la plus partagée. En plus, en France, 

elle est perçue comme une langue "cool" :-) (With globalization, English has become the 

most “shared” language and it is considered a “cool” language in France). 

 

As can be observed, the emotions seem to have been explicitly articulated through attitudinal 

inscriptions highlighted in the examples.  These locutions (and emoticon) used in examples 2, 3 

and 6 seem to carry positive values that are consistent across many contexts. It could be argued 

that these social values indicate the natives’ appreciation toward the presence of ELWs in FWTs 

and ADs.  In examples 1, 4, 5, the lexical items chosen explicitly inscribe negative values that 

the natives assigned to the use of ELWs in FWTs and Ads.  The latter examples also carry 

negative judgements that are generally assigned not only to the language but also to its’ speakers.   

4.15 Comparative study of ELWs in ads among selected journals 

Table 4. 13: Percentage and distribution of ELWs in the four national journals 

Journal Type Total no of ads Ads with English Percentage 

Les Inrockuptibles 22 15 68.1% 

Paris Match 30 19 63.3% 

Le Figaro 84 28 33.3% 

La Croix 37 8 22.0% 
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On the whole, ads were more likely to appear with English in magazines than in 

Newspapers. The reason could be attributed to the fact that magazines generally seek to entertain 

and are more liberal with respect to the writing styles and editorial scrutiny. The percentages for 

the Magazines Les Inrocks and Paris match in the above Table are cases in point. Les Inrocks is 

a cultural magazine which discusses different cultural issues but mostly focuses on music. The 

domain of music and entertainment has been highly influenced by American pop culture and it 

may explain why it has the highest percentage of products advertised with ELWs. Even though 

ELWs are more prominent in the magazines, the trend over time shows some differences 

between the magazines and also for all the journals. The distribution of ads with ELWs in the 

Magazines and Newspapers and their trend between 2010 and 2015 are shown in the chart 

below. 

Figure 4. 2: Frequency and trend in the appearance of English containing ads in French 

journals 

 

 

As can be observed in the above chart, the left panel shows the distribution of French ads 

containing ELWs in the selected French Journals.  A high prevalence of the English containing 
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ads in the magazines as opposed to the newspapers can be observed. The right panel shows the 

trend over time of English containing ads in the two magazines.  What’s interesting is the clear 

contrast in the trend between the two magazines. While prevalence increase over time in Paris 

Match, we see a decline over time in Les Inrocks. The contrast between the trends could be 

explained in the fact that majority (10) of the advertised products in  Paris Match were 

automobile related while those in Les Inrocks were centered on entertainment with only three 

automobile related ads. This trend supports the argument that English is mostly used in Ads 

related to automobile. 

When all the journals were put together to determine the trend of the use of ELWs over 

time, there seemed to be a decline in the use of ELWs in ads appearing in all the selected 

journals. One explanation for such decline may be attributed to events in recent years especially 

in 2014 with series of awareness programs that commemorated the 20th anniversary of the 

Toubon Law (1994). In 2015, there were also some occasions set aside to celebrate French 

language reinforcing its “good usage”. These events might have perhaps led to the reinforcement 

of the law and might have created more awareness on the restrictions of the law on the use of 

foreign borrowings in French language. However, no conclusions can be drawn based these 

external factors. The journals is also a marketing business and trend could be due to some 

unknown internal factors. The chart below shows the trend just discussed. 
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Figure 4. 3: General trend in the appearance of ELWs in ads over time  

 

 

4.16 Attitudes and perceptions of natives of France 

Research questions 3 and 4 

1. What are natives of France’s perceptions and attitudes toward the use of ELWs in FWTs 

and Ads? 

4. Is there any difference in attitudes toward the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads between 

natives from France living in France and those living in the United States?  

 

Results for these research questions are divided into five parts. Each section presents results and 

discussions for the two native groups (natives from France living in France and natives living in 

the United States) who participated in the study. 
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Part 1: Why do you think English words are used in FWTSs and ads?   

Table 4. 14: Motivations for the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

 

FRANCE USA 

 FWTs ADS FWTs ADS 

 

N 
Mean 

Score 
N 

Mean 

Score 
N 

Mean 

Score 
N Mean Score 

Because English is 

international 

language 

18  3.2  17  3.94  9  2.9  9  3.1  

Because one wants 

to address  

a younger 

population 

18  3  17  3.76  9  3.3  9  3.9  

Because very often 

these words are 

understood by 

everyone 

19  2.9  18  3.3  9  2.9  9  2.9  

Because we are not 

dealing with a 

“formal” text  

18  2.33  16  2.5  9  1.8  9  2.3  

Because very often 

these words don’t 

have French 

equivalents 

19  2.31  18  2.22  9  2.8  9  2.6  

Because one wants 

to address local 

and international 

populations 

19  1.42  18  1.61  9  1.3  9  2.4  

Because English is 

more precise than 

French 

18  1.05  17 7  0.70  9   1.2  9  1.1  
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Responses were rated from 1 to 5 for all the motivational factors with 5 representing 

strongly agree, 4 agree, 3neutral, 2 disagree and 1 strongly disagree. The closer the average is to 

5, the more respondents agree to that reason as contributing to the use of ELWs in FWTs and 

ads. N represents the number of respondents. The averages in Table 4. 14 indicate that natives in 

France rated all the reasons for the use of ELWs in FWTs between neutral (3) to strongly 

disagree (1).  This indicates that the respondents generally do not agree that these reasons are the 

main motivations behind the use of ELWs in FWTs. Nevertheless, the averages 3.2, 3, and 2.9 

show that respondents have a rather neutral view of the first three motivational factors. The 

averages for the natives living in the United States show a similar trend. They range between 3.3 

and 1.2 an indication that overall they disagree to these perceived reasons as the cause of ELWs 

in FWTs.  

But similarly, the averages 3.3, 2.9 and 2.9 indicate a neutral view of the first three 

reasons as motivating factors. All respondents were rather undecided or disagree to the reasons 

as the motivations behind the use of ELWs in FWTs. For the use of ELWs in ads, there was a 

tendency toward agreement among natives in France regarding the first two reasons. The reasons 

are rated 3.94 and 3.76 respectively. A similar trend was recorded among natives living in the 

US; but the average toward agreement (3.9) is identified only with the first listed reason. Even 

though, the averages for ads are around 4 for the first reason, both native groups selected 

different reasons, with the average of the first reason for natives in France slightly higher (3.94) 

than the average (3.9) for the first reason for natives living in the US. Thus among all the 

reasons, natives mostly agree that ELWs are used in ads because English is an international 

language. This trend seem to underscore the “power” of English and hence the use of English as 

probably due to prestige instead of need. 
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Part 2: Indicate the degree of usefulness with which you associate the use of ELWs in 

FWTs and ads. 

Results are presented in the table based on the scale of 1 to 5 with 5 representing extremely 

useful, 4 moderately useful, 3 neutral, 2 not useful, and 1 completely useless.  

Table 4. 15: Degree of usefulness of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

 

         The averages in Table 4. 15 are very similar; they are all around 3 which indicates that 

respondents have a rather neutral view of the usefulness of ELWs in FWTs and ads. Even though 

the averages are mostly around 3, the average for FWTs is slightly higher for natives in the US 

(2.9) than that of FWTs (2.64) for natives in France. Thus natives in the US are closer to 

moderately useful with regard to the use of ELWs in FWTs. The average for ads is rated lowest 

(2.42) by the natives in France than those in the US. The degree of usefulness of ELWs in ads 

thus seem to be  moving toward not useful among natives in France which is quite interesting 

because it seems inconsistent with the previous comments about how English could be necessary 

in ads.   

When respondents were asked whether the degree of usefulness they rated would change 

based on the text in question, the majority (68%) of the natives living in France commented No 

Rating 

Number of respondents 

FRANCE 

FWT                    Ads 

Number of respondents 

US 

FWT                    Ads 

   Extremely useful 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

   Moderately useful 7 (28) 6 (24) 3 (12) 2 (8) 

   Neutral 8 (24) 5 (12) 5 (15) 5 (15) 

   Not useful 9 (18) 5 (10) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

   Completely useless 4 (4) 5 (5) 2 (2) 3 (3) 

Mean 2.64 2.42 2.9 2.6 
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which is quite intriguing because one might probably expect a different reaction based on the 

type of text. Some of the few reasons provided are listed below. 

Table 4. 16 : Reasons why natives’ (in France) attitudes toward ELWs may or may not change 

based on type of text 

Respondents who said No Respondents who said Yes 

1. In my opinion, English is used mostly as an easy 

way out. 

1. I agree it is necessary in marketing. 

2. A great number of French speakers don’t speak 

English or speak a little, I find it useless to use 

English in news articles or ads written or oral 

especially when a French translation is proposed 

beneath the English word. 

2. Very often English is used as a result of fashion, 

it refers more to images than ideas. 

3. I think one can sometimes find very good French 

translations especially in ads. 

3. Ads are increasingly international, using English 

with ads seems more logical than in newspapers 

written in our language. 

 

Part 3: Should English words be used in FWTs and ads? 

Figure 4. 4: Why ELWs should be used in FWTs by natives in France 
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The numbered reasons are explained below: 

1. Sometimes there are no French word equivalents 

2. English is International language 

3. Most French speakers understand French  

4. The use of English words in French shows that French speakers have double identity 

5. The use of English words in French texts has become a new form of slang 

6. The use of English words in French is part of a “trendy” language 

7. Other 

Table 4. 17: Percentage distribution of reasons why ELWs should be used in FWTs and ads 

Reasons 
% Yes 

FRANCE 
 Reasons 

% Yes   

USA 

The use of English words 

is part of the “trendy” 

language 

88 

Sometimes there is no  French 

word equivalents 100 

Sometimes there is no  

French word equivalents  
81.3 

The use of English words is part 

of the “trendy” language 
71.4 

The use of English words 

in French has become a 

new form of slang 

81.3 

The use of English words in 

French has become a new form of 

slang 

37.5 

English is international 

language  
56.3 

English is international language 
25 

Most French people 

understand English 
13.3 

Most French people understand 

English 
12.5 

The use of English in 

French indicates that the 

French people have 

double identity 

0 

The use of English in French 

indicates that the French people 

have double identity 
12.5 

 

In general, the results in Table 4.17 show that more than 80% of natives think the first 

three reasons could justify why ELWs should be used in FWTs and ads. In other words, it could 

be assumed that natives may show positive attitudes toward ELWs when used for the purposes 

listed in the reasons. It can also be observed that about 50% of natives in France believe that 
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ELWs should be used in FWTs and ads because “English is international language” while only 

25% of natives living in the US agree to that reason. 

  

Part 4: what language variety should be used in FWT and ads? 

Table 4. 18: Percentage distribution of language variety to use 

Language variety to use 
France # of 

respondents 
% 

USA # of 

respondents 
% 

French only 4 24 0 0 

French with a very limited 

number of English words 

7 41 5 56 

French and a moderate 

number of English words 

6 35 2 22 

French with an unlimited 

number of English words 

0 0   

Other 0 0 2 22 

Totals 17 100 9 100 

 

The results in the table above indicate a significant difference among the native groups. The 

language variety that was supported by more than 50% of respondents is the “use of French with 

a very limited number of English words” and it was by natives living in the US.  Neither of the 

language varieties were accepted by 50% of respondents in France. Although majority (41%) of 

respondents in France prefer the use of French with a very limited number of English words”; a 

significant number (35%) also prefer the use of “French with a moderate number of English 

words” compared to the number for natives living in the US (22%). It is interesting that only 

24% of natives in France would prefer the use of only French.  

Part 5:  Attitudes towards ELWs expressed in terms of attitudes toward natives who use 

some English when speaking French (a); and toward general assertions on French 

language and culture (b). Results are presented in the table based on the scale of 1 to 5 with 5 

representing strongly agree, 4 agree, 3 neutral, 2 disagree and 1 strongly disagree.   
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(a) Attitudes toward natives of France who incorporate some English words when  speaking 

French   

Table 4. 19: Natives of France who use some English words when speaking French are: 

 

The average indicates that natives in France agree that natives who use English words when 

speaking French are  “Young” and “snob” while  those in the US agree that these natives are 

“Young, global minded and modern” . The only category that is common to these native groups 

is “young”. Thus both natives group agree that the natives of France who use English words 

when speaking French are young. It is thus expected that younger people would be positive 

toward ELWs; but as we will see in the analysis on the sociolinguistic factors this might not 

necessarily be the case. It is also evident that both groups rated “snob” and “global minded” 

above average.  

(b) Attitudes towards ELWs expressed in terms of attitudes toward general assertions on French 

language and culture.  
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Table 4. 20: General assertions on French language in relation to English and level of 

agreement among natives 

 

Overall, Table 4.20 indicates that respondents in France mostly agree to the following: a) 

the use of English words in FWTs and ads is due to laziness; b) the use of English words in 

French written texts has become a new form of slang; c) French language should be protected 

from English influence. On the contrary, ratings of respondents living in the US range from 

“neutral” to “disagree”. Natives in the US either “disagree” to these assertions or are 

“undecided” - an indication that they may probably disagree to all the assertions. However, the 

fact that both groups rated the first 4 assertions as either average or above average seem to 

indicate some sort of positive concern toward the use of ELWs and the need to protect French. 
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4.17 Sociolinguistic factors and attitudes  

Apart from the sociolinguistic analysis based on the geographical location of natives; 

other variables such age, gender, level of English knowledge and level of exposure to 

Anglophone culture were considered for their possible impact on natives’ attitudes and 

perceptions. Among participants in France, 58% were women and 42% men. 40% have not lived 

in a country where English is the main language. All participants indicated they have at least an 

intermediate level in English. The ages of the majority of these participants ranged mostly from 

33 to 52. Hence predominantly adults. Almost all participants have had a university degree 

(except one with professional certificate in engineering). Apart from 5 students (between ages 

between 21 and 22), participants were in professions that could be considered white collar jobs –

accountants, professors, archivists etc.  

 Among native participants living in the US, 80% were women and 20% were men with 

ages only ranging from 31 to 52. All of the participants in the US were at least bilingual of 

French and English - all considered themselves as having advanced or superior level in English. 

Each of them had been in the States for at least 6months (1 participant) and at most 20 years 

(1participant).All participants were professors except 2 who were doctoral students. As can be 

seen from the background information; participants are not quite representative of the French 

society in terms of age group, social class or gender. Nevertheless, conclusions drawn could be 

applied to this group that may be considered as educated elite. 

Among the participants, there were only 5 participants under age 25 and in most cases 

only 3 among them responded to all questions. Thus no generalizations could be drawn based on 

their responses.. In their responses to the usefulness of ELWs in FTWs and ads, ratings were 

equally distributed between moderately useful to totally useless; each of the respondents selected 
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one different category. When asked to indicate their opinions toward the different assertions, 2 

respondents out of the 3 who responded did not agree that the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

means that English has become a necessity. They agreed rather to the following: the use of 

English words has become a form of slang; English words are used due to laziness; and French 

has to be protected from English influence. In other words, their opinions were not different from 

those of the other age groups of the natives in France. Regarding which language variety should 

be used, they chose either “French exclusively or French with a very limited English Words”. 

Their responses in the latter even seemed more protective than the adults groups (but again 

conclusions cannot be drawn based on only 3 respondents).  They believe ELWs should be used 

when there are no French equivalents or as a slang which is not different from other respondents’ 

opinions. Nevertheless, in the comments below, the younger participants seemed to recognize the 

important status of English and its usefulness: 

Table 4. 21: The status of English and its usefulness by young natives’ of France 

Reasons given English translation 

1. L'anglais est en quelque sorte devenu une 

langue "universelle" 

In a way, English has become an 

«international »  language 

2. Je comprends que l’anglais c’est la langue 

internationale et que beaucoup de mots 

anglais sont utilisés globalement. 

I understand that English is the international 

language and that a lot of words are used 

globally 

3. Je trouve que certains mots anglais sont 

nécessaires dans des textes français pour 

transmettre un message, surtout les textes 

concernant des aspects internationaux. 

I think  certain English words are necessary in 

French texts to transmit a message especially 

with regard to international  issues 

4. Parler anglais est une nécessité de nos jours 

pour trouver un emploi. 

Speaking English is a necessity to find a job 

these days 

5. Oui, la capacité de parler l’anglais montre 

un certain niveau d’éducation parmi les 

français  

Yes, the capacity of speaking English shows a 

certain level of education among the French 

people 

6. Les jeunes français parlent de plus en plus 

anglais (du moins ils le comprennent). Je 

trouve qu'en tant que citoyen du XXIème 

siècle, c'est très important de parler anglais  

Young French people are speaking English 

more and more (at least they understand). I 

think that as a citizen of the 21st century, it is 

important to speak English. 
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One assumption based on the above comments could be that this group of natives may be 

positive toward the use of ELWs due to the importance they assign to knowing English. 

However, these comments seem to indicate that they desire to respond to a demand or 

requirement that cannot be avoided- that is knowing how to speak English to get certain 

advantages and also be identified as a citizen of the 21st century. But their attitudes toward 

knowing a second language, which is English, cannot be transferred to their attitudes toward 

the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads. In fact, this younger group appeared even more protective of 

their language and culture; and their comments seem negative toward the use ELWs as shown 

below: 

 Toutes les langues empruntent des mots, cela est naturel et il serait complètement insensé 

et impossible de vouloir arrêter cela. Au contraire, notre langue s'enrichit des autres 

langues et des autres cultures en faisant cela. Quand le français emprunte à une langue 

locale (ex: Breton, occitan, alsacien...) je trouve cela encore plus beau car ces langues 

sont le reflet de la région, de l'identité locale. Le problème arrive quand une seule langue 

(anglais) est utilisée pour emprunter des mots. 

 

(All languages borrow words; this is natural and it would be completely senseless and 

impossible to want to stop it. On the contrary, our language is enriched by other 

languages and other cultures by doing this. When French borrows from a local language 

(ex. Breton, Occitan, Alsatian ...) I find it even more beautiful because these languages 

are a reflection of the region, local identity. The problem comes when only one language 

(English) is used as a source of word borrowing.
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 Certains mots techniques n'existent qu'en anglais et sont utilisés dans certains domaines 

(économie, nouvelles technologies...). Dans ce cas, le mot anglais peut être utile, tant 

qu'un néologisme en français ne l'a pas encore remplacé. Par contre, c'est tout à fait 

inutile d'utiliser des mots anglais (voire des phrases entières!) dans les publicités, alors 

que les équivalents existent en français. 

 

(Some technical words exist only in English and are used in certain domains (economy, 

new technologies ...).In this case, the English word can be useful, as long as a neologism 

in French has not yet replaced it. On the other hand, it is totally unnecessary to use 

English words (or even whole sentences!) in ads, when equivalents exist in French 

 

 Quand un journal traite d'un sujet lié à un pays anglophone, l'emploi de termes anglais est 

justifié (idem si on utilise des mots italiens pour parler de l'Italie). Par contre, éviter 

autant que possible les mots techniques en anglais qui ne sont compris que par une 

minorité. Pour les publicités: aucun mot anglais!!! L'anglais ne sert à rien dans les 

publicités, qui ne sont lues que par des français et pas par des anglophones. 

 

(When a journal deals with a subject related to an English-speaking country, the use of 

English terms is justified [likewise when Italian words are used to talk about Italy]. 

However, avoid as much as possible technical words in English that are only understood 

by a minority. For ads, no English word!!! English is of no use in ads which are read by 

the French and not by English speakers). 

 

 Je suis à l’aise quand j’entends des mots anglais quand quelqu’un me parle en français, 

l’utilisation des mots anglais dans le français est devenue une nouvelle forme de l’argot. 

  

(I feel comfortable when someone speaks to me in French and use some English words; 

using English words in French has become a new form of slang) 

 

 Je suis à l'aise parce que je comprends l'anglais. Mais je dirais que je suis moins à l'aise 

parce que j'apprécie moins cette façon de parler. 

 

(I feel comfortable because I understand English. But I would say I am less comfortable 

because I appreciate less this way of speaking) 

 

Regardless of the reasons behind the use of ELWs, it is not considered useful and hence 

inacceptable unless there are no French equivalents. And just as the adult groups, there seem to 

be doubt that French equivalents don’t exist because the natives all agree that ELWs are used due 

to laziness. Another observation based on the comments is the possible influence that 
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government laws might have had on their attitudes. According to the second comment, English 

words could be used until a neologism replaces it.  This comment seem to indicate that their 

attitudes may be similar to that of the French “intelligentsia” who attempts to keep French from 

foreign influence by creating neologisms to replace borrowed words. Even though very few 

respondents represented the younger age group; the negative trend exhibited by their comments 

are important observations that cannot be undermined.   

Other variables that were taken into account were gender (58% women) and exposure to 

Anglophone environment. Both variables did not seem significant in terms of attitudes. For 

example, 40% natives in France claimed they had never lived in an English-speaking 

environment. Just like the younger group and the other adult groups (with at least 2 weeks of 

exposure in Anglophone environment); attitudes were similar toward the use of ELWs. All these 

participants recognized English as an influential language on the world stage, and as such found 

the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads a normal phenomenon. In most cases, the use of ELWs was 

considered a style or fashion which poses no threat to French language in their opinions. 

However, they also showed concern about the need for French to be protected from English 

influence particularly through their additional comments. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 DISCUSSION 

 

Traditionally, languages borrow as a result of need or prestige. In this study, the 2 

topmost reasons most respondents believe would motivate the use of ELWs are as follows a) - 

English is an international language, b) - one wants to address a younger generation. The two 

reasons seem to be related to the notion of prestige.  The two reasons that would have perhaps 

better supported the need theory are “because very often these words don’t have French 

equivalents and because English is more precise than French”. These reasons were however rated 

by both native groups as beneath average in both FWTs and ads with “because English is more 

precise than French” occupying the lowest position. The lower rating for the latter is quite 

interesting because it seems to reflect the historical image that has always been given to French 

language as the language this is more “precise”.  

This trend seem to support the theory of habitus. When results are compared among the 

two native groups, opinions regarding what motivates the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

appeared similar It is interesting to note though that while majority of natives in France consider 

“because English is the international language” as the biggest reason for using ELWs, natives 

living in the US believe ELWs are used “because one wants to address the younger generation”.  

The two different priorities may indicate that English is perhaps more accepted and more valued 

as an international language among the natives in France than those in the US. This view may be 

reinforced by the other reasons attributed by natives in France to the use of ELWs as fashionable, 
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snobbery or due to linguistic capital. One respondent stated “on ne prend pas la peine de traduire, 

et ça fait cool” “we don’t have to go through the pain of translating, and that’s cool”. 

Nevertheless, both native groups rated the above two reasons high. The reason that seemed not to 

count for both natives is that English is more precise than French.  A native living in the US 

commented that if the question was limited to the use of ELWs in texts on economy, health, and 

computer science, he would respond differently. In other words, natives’ attitudes toward the use 

of ELWs may depend on the context or the type of texts in which they are used. It could also be 

deduced that perhaps in those contexts the use of ELWs may be due to need even though natives 

may perhaps not necessarily agree when asked.  

In the second part of the results where natives rated the usefulness of ELWs in FWTS and 

ads, all the natives were undecided but the degree of usefulness of ELWs in ads was rated the 

lowest among the natives in France. One would have expected perhaps a positive reaction toward 

ELWs in ads and perhaps less negative toward their use in FWTs due to certain formalities 

required with written texts compared to ads. But 68% of natives in France claimed that their 

opinions will not change based on whether one is dealing with text or ad copy which is 

interesting. The trend seems though to reflect results indicated in the Table 4.15 where natives of 

France remain generally neutral to the degree of usefulness of ELWs in either FWTs or ads.  An 

indication that they would perhaps prefer they are not used at all. The comments by the 32% who 

indicated they would change their opinions based on the type of text perhaps believe English is 

may be necessary in certain texts because it may serve a different function.  

The response by the natives living in the US seems different as majority (67%) responded 

they will change their opinions depending on the text type. Below are some reasons that were 

provided.  
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Table 5. 1: Reasons why natives’ (from France Residing in the US) may or may not change their 

attitudes toward ELWs based on the type of text 

Change of opinion based  ELWs in FWTs or ads by natives living in the USA 

1. The use of English can be associated with the nature of the product in an 

advertisement. In the News articles, the translation in French is usually possible. 

2. The use of English words in ads has the upper hand when one wants to impress which 

is not necessarily the case in print media, where one is probably more concerned about 

using concepts and ideas that have been developed in the middle of the Anglo-Saxon 

culture. 

3. Words can correspond to new realities in the news but in advertising, it seems that it is 

mainly to look more modern and to sell 

4.  I would prefer that the press and media in general use French when they  intend to 

inform , the use of English words in ads is a sales strategy considered necessary  

5. For news related to new technologies, in particular, it is sometimes necessary to use 

terms from English.  

 

Even though respondents living in the United States were also neutral regarding the usefulness of 

ELWs in FWTs and ads, their comments appear to be rather positive towards the use of ELWs in 

ads rather than in FWTs. The just provided reasons by the respondents living in the US are 

similar to those of the 32% respondents in France who identify a different role ELWs may play 

in ads compared to FWTs. The majority of respondents in France appear not to consider the 

different roles ELWs may play as necessary as long as there is a French equivalent for the 

ELWs. In a nut shell, there is a tendency for both native groups to remain neutral regarding the 

usefulness of ELWs in FWTs and ads. Even though attitudes fluctuated depending on the 

questions asked, all the natives seemed unaccepting to the use of ELWs unless perhaps the 

ELWs do not have their French equivalents. Putting natives’ attitudes into perspective, it appears 

natives may be predisposed to being positive at certain levels depending on their linguistic 

capital; but overall their habitus seemed not to have been changed. 

In the third part of the results, natives indicated the reasons they believe ELWs should be 

used which is not necessarily the same as the reasons they think people use ELWs. The 3 
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topmost reasons why natives believe ELWs should be used include “sometimes there are no 

French equivalents” which may indicate the need for the use of ELWs. Interestingly, it is the 

topmost reason supported by all natives living in the United States.  As seen earlier, all the 

natives considered the usefulness of ELWs as either average or not useful; but it could be 

inferred that natives in France may be somewhat positive toward the use of ELWs in the first 

three domains. On the other hand, natives in the US may perhaps be more accepting toward the 

use of ELWs when there are no equivalents because it was the only reason that received 100%. 

Furthermore, It could be hypothesized that natives may be accepting toward the use of ELWs in 

oral since more than 80% of natives in France and 71% of those living in the US agree that 

ELWs should be used “because it is part of the trendy language “  and “because the use of ELWs 

has become a new form of slang”.  The mention of these reasons evokes the spoken French 

which may probably receive certain flexibility and acceptability in terms of the use of ELWs. 

The comments below seem to reinforce this argument even though respondents seem to have 

extended the use of ELWs to English language in general:    

Table 5. 2 : Reasons for the use of ELWs by both native groups 

1. “The use of English words shows a certain level of societal success, I am in an 

executive position and I use Frenglish to appear more intelligent and superior”  

 

2. “With globalization, English has become the most shared language »  

 

3. “In France, it is perceived as a cool language” 

 

4. “English is part of everyday language”  

 

5. “English is becoming the language of ‘fashion’ and numerous Anglicisms are used 

daily today ” 
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Comparatively, there seem to be similar reasons why natives believe English should be used in 

FWTs and ads especially since they all consider English use as part of a “a trendy language”. 

However, while the natives living in the US prioritized the use of ELWs when there are no 

equivalents in French, natives in France seem to be leaning more toward the use of ELWs 

because it’s part of a particular language register (although not having equivalents is also 

important to them).  This difference may indicate certain linguistic realities in the communities 

of the natives – perhaps English is being used among certain groups of people that participants in 

France might have observed or participants themselves; compared to natives living in the US 

who have to speak English for their everyday transactions. Altogether, one would expect 

attitudes toward ELWs to be positive when their use is justifiable. That is perhaps when dealing 

with ads or texts considered to be “trendy” or of a spoken register: 

 “lorsque les mots anglais sont justifiés mais écrire en anglais juste pour l'anglais devient 

agaçant”  

 

(when the use of English words are justified; but writing in English just because it is 

English becomes annoying).  

 

 (…je comprends bien l'anglais mais parfois je trouve ça "too much", surtout quand  la 

personne ne sait pas bien pourquoi elle utilise un mot anglais 

 

(…I understand English very well but sometimes I find that “too much” especially when 

the person doesn’t know why he or she is using the English word) 

 

It is important to note however that attitudes may differ even when ELWs are used for specific 

purposes, and that natives may be negative toward the use of ELWs not because of any specific 

role they play but because the loanword are mostly coming from English:  

Je me sens citoyen du monde et je pense que la diversité linguistique est un trésor à protéger 

et à encourager. Plus on parle de langues, mieux c’est! Je ne suis pas contre les emprunts à 

d'autres langues dans la publicité, mais j'aimerai en voir en arabe, chinois, espagnol, italien, 

etc. J'en ai marre de voir des devantures de magasins où tout est écrit en anglais simplement 

pour faire branché et moderne. Cest inutile et une forme de paresse intellectuelle. Au 
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contraire, utilisons les ressources de notre belle langue française et des autres langues pour 

trouver des slogans percutants! 

 

 (I feel like a citizen of the world and I think that linguistic diversity is a treasure to be 

protected and encouraged. The more languages one speaks, the better! I am not against 

borrowings from other languages in advertising, but I'd like to see some from Arabic, 

Chinese, Spanish, Italian, etc. I'm tired of seeing on storefronts where everything is written in 

English just to appear trendy and modern. It's unnecessary and a form of intellectual laziness. 

Instead, use the resources of our beautiful French language and other languages to find 

compelling slogans!) 

 

In the fourth part of the results where natives identified the variety of French that should 

be used, it seemed that natives in France are more tolerant toward the use of ELWs than those in 

the US. Respondents in the US perhaps don’t think only French should be used because they are 

fluent in English as well and they live in an environment dominated by English. Due to the 

higher percentage assigned to “French with a moderate use of ELWs in French” by natives in 

France, it could be assumed that natives in the US appear less positive and more protective of 

French. The latter trend was reinforced by the fact that more than 50% of respondents from the 

USA preferred a very limited number of ELWs to be used in FWTs and ads and about 22% 

chose other (without providing specific varieties). Notwithstanding the trend, the additional 

comments by natives in France seem to indicate otherwise:  

 French is a very rich language and we could sometimes not use English 

 It is more annoying when there is no justification for the use of English words 

 Preserve the particularities of the different languages 

 When one is in the USA, people find it normal that their journals and ads are in French 

right? So here is France and our language, is French not English 

 French is a wonderful language where all words have profound meaning and it’s a pity to 

lose this poetic genre. English is a very simple language with feminine and masculine 

missed together as singular and plural for the adjectives. This could cause a problem 

when assigning gender because it can change the meaning of a sentence 

 French is of course more understood than English.  
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 The use of English in French texts can make people who don’t speak English feel isolated 

Thus the results of natives in France seem to be inconsistent with their comments compared to 

those in the US.  For the respondents in the US, it could be assumed that they may agree or show 

positive attitude when ELWs are used to address younger generation; when no equivalents exist 

in French; or when one is dealing with a text on economy, health or new technology. 

A closer study of these comments seems to indicate other intriguing issues. They show a 

certain level of influence from language ideologies that are perhaps still shared among the 

respondents in France. They believe French language is more rich and sophisticated and it should 

not be destroyed by the use of ELWs. Hence using English words in French written texts or ads 

for no justifiable reason is not welcome. And even when justified (that is when there are no 

equivalents), it should be limited. After all, the use of English words are not indispensable as 

commented above. Even though there was no question about what natives think about 

government laws that protect French language from foreign influence especially, English, 

general comments from both groups seem to indicate such influence. Their desire for French 

language to be kept in its “pure” form or using English, only when there is no French equivalents 

is what is proposed in the language laws. The results is however not surprising considering the 

fact that almost all respondents are scholars in professions where it is likely to be influenced by 

prescriptive ideas concerning the variety of French language to be used.  

It is well-documented that younger generations are more positive about the use of English 

than adults. This perhaps explains why in part 5a, all respondents agree that natives who use 

some English when speaking French are young. Some of the reasons have been attributed to the 

fact that the younger generation are more exposed to English, have a good knowledge of English 

and they may use English to identify themselves with the globalized world where English 

occupies an important position. It is interesting that respondents in the US also agree to the 
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categories “global minded and modern’” while those in France selected “snob”.  The natives in 

the US were neutral regarding the category “more educated’ but those in France selected 

“disagree”. The responses seem to be subjective since natives in the US may consider themselves 

as having the qualities they rated high- which are possible reasons for which natives in France 

may also consider such natives as snobbish. Similarly, respondents in the US maintain a “neutral 

“position while those in France “disagree” with the notion that natives who use English words in 

French are more educated.  This is an observation that is contrary to the previous statement by a 

respondent in France that English is used to sound more intelligent and superior. This is also 

reinforced in the following comments by natives in France:  

“It doesn’t bother me when natives of France speak French with some English words; but it 

can quickly give an impression that the person is exaggerating and portraying himself to be 

some kind of individual…” 

 

”When natives speak in French and used some English words it gives me the impression that 

they want to be seen as more intelligent than he is” 

 

These comments seem to indicate that natives feel “more educated” because they are aware that 

they will be perceived as such even though respondents may not overtly admit. It could be the 

obvious reason why they may be considered “snobbish”- which is also highly rated. Even though 

conclusions cannot be drawn based on these few respondents, findings indicate interesting 

attitudinal trends among natives.   

 In part 5b, based on the assertions prioritized by the two groups, it seems respondents in 

France are more concerned about the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads and perhaps may be more 

likely to show negative attitudes toward such tendency. This can also be inferred from the fourth 

assertion that “the use of English words deform French language” – where even though natives 

are undecided although they rated it slightly higher (3.38) than natives in the US (3). It is also 

worth noting the fact that natives rated “laziness as the main reason for the use of English 
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words”. This argument is supported by the comment that “English is used as an easy way out”. 

One argument that could be made here is that ELWs are used out of necessity because using 

English as an “easy way out” may indicate that French equivalents of these words are not readily 

available to news writers and ad copies. As asserted by another respondent “one doesn’t have to 

go through the pain of translating”.  Another reason could be that natives may attributes their 

attitudes to English speakers to the use of ELWs. One respondent from France made the 

following comment:  “People who speak English do not make any effort to learn other languages 

and the French people have to always speak English to these people even in France”.  

The fact that natives in France agree to the third assertion “French language should be 

protected from English influence” may indicate that they seem more protective of the language. 

However being in the neutral position doesn’t necessarily mean natives in the US are less 

protective either.  It could be assumed that the position of natives living in the US may be related 

to previous recurrent argument and that they may be protective and show negative attitudes when 

ELWs are used while French equivalents exist (which may apply to both groups). Both groups 

however indicate that they “disagree” to the last three assertions. That is they all don’t agree that 

English has become a necessity regardless of an important role they believe it may play. They 

also agree that the use of English words in FWTS and ads doesn’t not pose any threat to the 

French culture or the natives’ freedom of speech.Regarding the sociolinguistic factors that could 

cause change in attitudes, it was expected that the younger the participants were the more 

positive attitudes toward the use of ELWs would be.  

Nevertheless, overall, the sociolinguistic variables didn’t seem to show any distinctive 

pattern among respondents’ perhaps due to a rather limited data and participants used in this 

study. Studies have identified younger age group as more positive towards English and
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Anglophone (especially American) culture in general; but the 5 participants under age 25 

(21-25) in this study show similar negative attitudes toward the use of ELWs just as other groups 

(25-45) and (45-65). It could be said that all participants in this study were adults because none 

was below 18 years of age. The only participant who shown more consistency in terms of 

responses and comments on the use of ELWs was the oldest (76). The participant expressed 

more concern about the use of ELWs as deteriorating to the French language which he 

considered “more rich, poetic and sophisticated” than English language. Similar comment was 

however made by one respondent in the younger group who considered French as more 

“enriched” and hence views the use of ELWs negatively. Thus relatively similar negative views 

were shared by all participants. Although the findings of this study cannot be generalized as 

representing the general attitudes of natives of France toward the use of ELWs, the attitudinal 

trends identified can serve as basis for larger study.
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CONCLUSIONS OF GENERAL RESULTS 

 

The present study examined the nature of ELWs in FWTs and ads; and attitudes and perceptions 

of natives of France toward such usage. Data were gathered from selected French print materials 

(magazines and newspapers) from 2010 to 2015. To examine the attitudes of natives of France 

living in France and in the US, data were collected using questionnaires developed as an online 

survey. The specific research questions examined in this study are as follows:  

Research Question 1: How frequently do ELWs occur in French written texts and 
advertisements? 
 
Research Question 2: What is the nature of ELWs that occur in French written texts and 
advertisements? 
 
Research Question 3: What are natives of France’s perceptions and attitudes toward the 
use of ELWs in French written texts and advertisements? 
 
Research Question 4: Is there any difference in attitudes toward the use of ELWs in French 
written texts and advertisements between natives in the US and those in France?  

 
 
Research Question 1 examined the frequency of ELWs in  four different French journals – two 

magazines Les Inrocks and Paris Match; two daily newspapers -Le Figaro and La Croix. The 

question also examined the frequency of ELWs in the ads found in these journals within the last 

6 year period. In this research, frequency was estimated as the prevalence of ELWs as to total 

number of loanwords divided by the total word count. And for each journal, the prevalence was 

estimated separately for each of the years reviewed to assess trend over time. Results showed 

that the total word count corresponded to 606658 among which about 490 were ELWs in the 

written texts.  On average, we found about 3 words per 1000 words reviewed which is about 3 
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loanwords per page. Les Inrocks had the highest prevalence of the use of ELWs, but there was 

not a significant pattern with regard to trend to make any general conclusions. Due to the focus 

and “liberal position” of Les Inrocks, the higher presence of English was not surprising.  

In ads, frequency was analyzed based on the number of products that used ELWs. Ads on 

automobile related products represented the highest category with most ELWs. The images such 

as modernity, sophistication, higher quality and technological advancement usually evoke by 

English were important factors that explained why ELWs may be used in ads. When journals 

were compared, the magazines seemed to have a higher prevalence of ads with ELWs than the 

Newspapers. The magazine Paris Match is people’s magazine and focuses on celebrity news 

while Les Inrocks is considered a cultural magazine that focuses on especially music.  Both 

domains are generally fertile grounds for ELWs – perhaps due to their entertaining nature or 

Anglophone influence.  Looking at the trend over time, there was a clear contrast between the 

two magazines with an increase of ELWs in Paris Match while a decrease was observed for Les 

Inrocks. One reason for the increase was because majority of the advertised products were 

automobile related. The lowest prevalence of ads with ELWs was found in La Croix. A possible 

reason was attributed to the fact that this is a more conservative journal which may respect 

specific requirements or may want to respond to the needs of its readers.  

Since le Figaro Quotidien is also relatively conservative, it was interesting that it had a 

significant prevalence of ads with ELWs. Notwithstanding these variations, when all journals 

were put together, they all seemed to have decreased during the past 6years. One interpretation 

could be due to the Toubon law that restricts the use of foreign words including English in the 

commercial contexts. Within the last years, France has had series of occasions that celebrated 

French language and commemorated the Toubon law.  These recent events might have increased 
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rigor toward enforcing laws to protect French language from foreign influence and especially 

English. It cannot also be overlooked that advertising and journalistic writing are marketing 

businesses managed by professionals who determine what constitute the successful undertakings 

for the journal companies. The increase or decrease in the use of ELWs could thus be due certain 

unknown internal factors.  

In terms of the nature of ELWs, majority of borrowings were nouns that may be 

considered integral borrowings. The results support previous studies on borrowing in similar 

contexts. Nouns represent content words that are mostly borrowed in casual contact environment 

like France. The ELWs identified were mostly dictionary attested. Hence majority of the ELWs 

already exist in French. Nevertheless, there were some neologisms that were mostly classified as 

hybrid and pseudo-Anglicisms. The latter borrowings may be regarded as lexical creations than 

integral borrowings because they are new words formed either with French and English elements 

or only English elements that are already established borrowings in the French language. The 

hybrid and pseudo-Anglicisms were all compound nouns which constituted a significant number 

of borrowings in this study especially in the ads. Instead of the traditional compounding structure 

often used in French that requires the presence of a relational particle, as in N of N, most 

compounds had the structure of N+N.  Hence this constitutes a deviation from the more analytic 

nature of the French language compounding system. Though there is some historical precedent 

for it, the greatly expanded use of simply juxtaposed compounds (especially N+N binomials) is 

likely influenced by contact with the English. 

When FWTs and ads were compared, compound nouns (especially hybrid forms) 

superseded simple nouns in ads compared to the FWTs. One possible explanation posited was 

that since ads are intended to attract consumers using compounds as adjectives (especially with 
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hybrids) appeared to be the most concise and effective tool to carry a convincing message to 

consumers.  Regardless of the message ad writers want to communicate, compounds were more 

efficient in creating a shock factor for consumers to easily identify products for purchase.  Since 

ad writers have certain level of autonomy to be more creative, it is plausible that more 

compounds (especially hybrids and pseudo-Anglicisms) are expected in French ads.  

ELWs identified in the current corpus usually showed a certain level of morphological 

and phonological features of the French language; whether they were neologisms or already 

established. In other words, ELWs used in FWTs and ads may reflect the morph-syntactic or 

phonological features of French language. The ELWs received gender and plural markings in the 

current corpus. In cases where these features were not assigned, they could still not be 

considered a deviation from the traditional system because bare nouns are not uncommon in 

French language and plurality could be identified based on context. However, gender may not 

always follow the traditional method used to assign gender (le personal appearance) and plural 

may not always be marked (des bowling). Phonetically, the final latent consonant /s/ which is 

usually silent has perhaps led to its omission. Other orthographical variations were also observed 

with some of the ELWs. Variations could be explained based on regular procedure for 

orthographical borrowings, writers’ lack of knowledge of the correct original form or due to less 

attention.  Results may lead to the use of ELWs that may reflect features of both languages in 

contact depending on the type of word, and/or its level of integration. Since most of the ELWs 

are well-established and may not have their equivalents in French, It could be argued that they 

were used in French to fill a linguistic lacunae. There were however other examples that have 

French equivalents proposed by the French government’s terminology office which requires 

more future studies to investigate in order to shed more light on the motivations for their use.  
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Research Question 3 investigated respondents’ attitudes toward ELWs in FWTs and ads. 

Results didn’t seem to follow a specific pattern; attitudes fluctuated depending on questions. 

However, respondents seem to be generally negative toward the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads 

especially when their use is not justified.  Results seem similar to previous studies (Flaitz, 1988; 

Bakke, 2004), on French attitudes toward English in that they reflect the position of French elite 

with a prescriptive idea of keeping French from foreign influence.  Respondents recognized 

English as having become international language whose pervasiveness cannot be reversed; and 

hence the use of ELWs in FWTs and ads seem natural. In most cases, they agreed that such 

usage is as a result of a style or fashion and disagree that it will impact French language 

negatively. The impression was thus more positive. Nevertheless, in their response to the 

usefulness of ELWs in FWTs and ads, all respondents’ ratings ranged from undecided to 

disagree 

 Research question 4 was intended to examine the possible attitudinal differences between 

respondents representing natives of France living in Franca, and those living in the US. Both 

native groups showed some negative and negative attitudes. The  responses of natives in France 

to which language variety to use to address natives of France were highly distributed over “only 

French, French with a very limited English words and French with moderate English words” 

with neither option exceeding 50% .  The natives in the US however preferred using “French 

with a very limited number of English words” This option received the highest percentage (56%) 

and indicates a sense of negativity toward the use of ELWs on the part of the natives living in the 

US. In response to general assertions about French such as “French should be protected from 

English influence”, respondents in France appeared to be more protective of French language 

because majority agreed that “French should be protected” while those in the US remained 
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neutral. Even though being undecided doesn’t mean that native in France agreed or disagreed; 

their previous responses indicated being in favor of ELWs when there are no equivalents which 

could perhaps explain their neutral position in the final question. Natives in France also 

supported this assertion; but they also prioritized using ELWs because it is part of the “trendy” 

language. Thus they may be positive toward ELWs when used in spoken variety. But in their 

comments, they seem not to appreciate the use of ELWs for any reason except when there are no 

equivalents- which is similar to the natives living in the US. Respondents were not asked to 

express their opinions about language law that protects French language; but it appears that their 

attitudes are influenced by such linguistics tendencies. The preference for using English only 

when there are no French equivalents is the same view point of the academicians in France. And 

as one respondent in France commented “I doubt if there are no equivalents”; that is they believe 

neologisms are being created and would prefer their use instead of ELWs. This is perhaps one of 

the reasons why the natives in France all agreed that the use of ELWs is due to “laziness”. The 

only difference observed was that responses of natives in the US were consistent with their 

comments; but that was not the case for natives in France.  

Participants in the study were mostly adult women who are university graduates with 

white collar jobs and a good knowledge of English. Even though the variables such as gender, 

age, profession and level of education could influence attitudes, native groups were not diverse 

enough to make any generalizations.   It is however safe to say that their opinions could be 

expected of educated elite. Previous studies have argued that language and social identities are 

linked (Spolsky, 1998; Romains, 2000). But the relationship expressed between identity and 

native language may not be the same as the link between identity and a foreign language. 

Respondents in the US use English in their daily transactions while those in France may use 
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English with their friends or foreigners. Thus knowing English seem to be beneficial to some of 

the natives but it has less to do with their identities. It is worth noting however that some 

respondents in the US indicated they have double nationalities and hence using ELWs when 

speaking French is part of their identity. Similarly, two of the young respondents in France 

considered using ELWs in French as part of who they are as a 21st century young and educated 

individual. These comments are interesting because to a large extent they delve into a 

relationship that one may have with his or her native language. However, the question of identity 

represents a separate study of its own and was beyond the scope of this research. 

5.1 Limitations 

Data gathering was one of the challenging procedures of this study. Studies that use 

digital corpus mostly use query tools to identify loanwords and calculate frequency. However, 

because the selected print materials included in this study were not available in formats that 

allowed easy export to available language analytic tools, loanwords and frequency had to be 

determined manually. A challenge with such manual enumeration procedure is a lack of 

sensitivity, particularly to detect loanwords that are less obvious, and perhaps leading to a low 

ELWs count. To overcome this potential limitation, each page was reviewed at least twice by 

two independent reviewers and where necessary, a third review was done to resolve 

discrepancies. Such multi-count approach not only enhanced the sensitive or the review process, 

but also ensured that range of ELWs reported could be verified across the independent reviewers.  

Another potential problem with the manual approach for reviewing loanwords is s the inherent 

subjectivity of reviewers, particularly considering that there is was no standardized definition of 

ELWs. The concept of ELWs is   fairly new, particularly to non-native speakers and second 

language learners. It is possible that one’s ability to detect ELWs may be was dependent on their 

levels of competency in the French Language.  Since reviewers with different background were 
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assigned to different pages across the four journals, it is possible that rigor with which journals 

were reviewed was not even across the four journals, a problem that could bias the estimate of 

difference in ELWs across the four journals. To overcome this, a standard operating procedure, 

detailing the stepwise approach to enumerating ELWs and total word counts were developed. All 

reviewers were thoroughly trained in the SOP before the review was initiated. 

A component of this study was to assess the trend in the use of ELWs over time. 

Considering that language change takes decades to occur, studies that attempt to evaluate trends 

in language typically observe trend over a longer period than the period we used in this current 

study. However, because the study required journals to have both online access and specific 

focus, only few journals were eligible for inclusion. In addition, among the journals eligible for 

inclusion, online access had only recently begun for some of them. Thus, we could only examine 

trend over a 6 year period, spanning 2010 through 2015. Hence in that sense, this study is limited 

in its ability to accurately detect a trend in the use of ELWs over a long period of time.  

Considering the dearth in evidence on this issue however, this study has a potential to build 

momentum for the conduct of bigger studies which may be designed to observe trend over a 

much longer time period.  This study also attempted to characterize the perception of natives of 

France regarding the use of ELWs either in oral or written discourses. Unfortunately, this survey 

was completely internet based. A problem with this model is a trend toward exclusion of 

participation of older generation and “uneducated” natives, who may be technologically 

challenged. A better model would have been to develop a replicate model which allows offline 

responses to the survey. 
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In conclusion, in a typical quantitative research, the numeric data represents the 

fundamental evidence based on which conclusions are drawn. While in qualitative research, 

emphasis is placed on how and why of the question. Even though this study presents some 

results in numbers, they are used mainly for qualitative purposes. Quantitative research requires 

larger corpus size and higher number of respondents. It also demands rigorous sampling 

techniques such as using query tools to determine frequency of borrowing in this study. Thus 

statistical analysis has not been the focus in this study. The current study lays no claim of 

representativeness neither in terms of the written text corpus nor in terms of survey participants. 

The written text corpus comes from different domains hence borrowings are not limited to a 

specific domain which is an advantage However, the data is not large enough to make absolute 

generalizations on the frequency and type of loanwords identified. The numbers are only used as 

an indication of certain types of trends in borrowings.  

Thus a more advanced and rigorous research is needed to be able to draw conclusions 

about the frequency and types of ELWs used FWTs and ads. Furthermore, it cannot be claimed 

that participants used in this study are representative for France or for Natives of France living in 

the US as a whole. However, since online survey was used, the 30 respondents who participated 

seem to be representative of educated elite group giving us more insights about the attitudinal 

trends of this particular group toward the use of ELWs. The numbers used to analyze 

questionnaire responses were to determine how the attitudes are the way they are instead of 

making generalizations. It is worthwhile also to note that studies on attitudes can always be 

limited since there is no standard way of measuring attitudes. Garett et al. (2003) argues that 

there is a tendency for responses to be inaccurate due to how respondents may or may not want 

to be perceived. Thus social desirability bias can also not totally by ignored in this study.   
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5.2 Research needs 

The most striking observation gleaned from the analysis on ELWs in FWTs is the 

frequent use of established English borrowings. While it is true that hybrid and pseudo-

Anglicism may be lexical creations being frequently used; one can still recognize that the 

English elements used in these lexical creations are already established forms in French 

language.  It would be interesting to see how borrowings differ in terms of their historical 

periods in which they entered the French language. In addition, considering the language laws set 

aside to specifically reduce foreign influence especially English borrowing in French(such as 

Toubon Law), studying ELWs that appeared before and after the Toubon Law  could give 

insights as to  how these government laws might have linguistically impacted the type of ELWs 

used in FWTs.   

Moreover, majority of natives of France expressed concerned about the use of ELWs 

when French equivalents exist. While it is true that ELWs that have their equivalents appeared in 

the current corpus; most of the ELWs identified were attested borrowings without French 

versions. It would be worthwhile to see how natives react to the use of specific borrowing types 

– thus whether they will be more or less positive towards established loanwords or new comer 

borrowings regardless of the existence of their equivalents. ELWs were mostly dictionary 

attested; examining ELWs based on their usage or familiarity among natives could provide 

precious insights on the type of ELWs and their degree of assimilation which is not limited to 

their dictionary entries. Analysis on ELWs in ads were described in terms of product category 

and journal type that favor the use of ELWs, future study could address more detail areas such as 

whether the different ad companies show difference in terms of frequency and the types of 

borrowings.Studies could also extend how ELWs are perceived by French speakers (of different 
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socio-demographic background). Participants in the present study were dominated by educated 

elite majority of whom were women ranging between ages 30 to 45 and who are language 

educators. Future studies should take into account how other variables such as different age 

groups, socio-economic background, course of education and career may influence their attitudes 

toward the use of ELWs.  

5.3 Summary and Conclusion 

The current research documented both quantitatively and qualitatively, the use of ELWs in 

French magazines, newspapers and ads in France as well as the attitudes of natives toward this 

tendency. The examples of the ELWs used in these selected written texts do not indicate a linear 

pattern in terms of frequency increase; but the prevalence of English borrowings seem to show 

increase in Les Inrocks, the cultural and relatively more liberal magazine.  However, ELWs in 

ads show a clear contrast between magazines and newspapers with the higher prevalence of 

ELWs in the former. In terms of trend, ELWs seemed to have decreased within the last 6 years- a 

trend that is uncommon to that of previous studies on English borrowing and hence merit further 

research.  

Despite the above trend, English remains a popular persuasive language used as an 

effective tool in commercial settings. ELWs in the selected journals and ads were mostly 

established loanwords (dictionary attested or commonly used), borrowings related to specialized 

fields (business, information technology) and brand names.  Lexical creativity is however 

possibly as seen with hybrid and pseudo-Anglicisms. In the selected written texts, simple nouns 

are the most borrowed English items; but compounds exceed borrowing types in ads. One 

explanation for such trend could be attributed to the fact that using compounds as adjectives in 

ads seems to be a more precise and effective way of making a product stand out for purchasing 
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purposes. More lexical creations of Hybrid and pseudo-Anglicisms are therefore expected to 

increase especially in French ads. Most compounds identified in the current corpus use N+N 

structure, a regressive modification model commonly used in English instead of the progressive 

modification that reflects that the analytic French structure N of N. Since majority of compounds 

identified followed the N + N, there is a higher tendency to associate their presence as due to 

contact with English; but since that pattern has existed in French in the past, a study with a larger 

corpus is needed to make possible conclusions regarding this usage. 

The degree of assimilation for ELWs into French language varies across borrowing types. 

Majority of ELWs were dictionary attested while others show phonological and morphological 

features similar to the features in French language. Data from this study could be used to explore 

how borrowings are integrated and also how natives react to specific borrowing examples in 

journals and ads. Most importantly, how these borrowings differ from their government proposed 

equivalents and how they can potentially impact the lexicon of the French language.  

Natives’ attitudes vary across geographical locations. Majority of French speakers in 

France agree that English is an international language, and that ELWs are used in FWTs as a 

style or due to laziness. As a result, they do not see such usage as a threat to French language 

even though they expressed concern that French should be protected against English influence. 

Natives of France living in the US agree that ELWs are used in French texts to address young 

people or when there are no French equivalents; but are undecided on whether French should be 

protected from English influence. On the whole, the data is not large enough to make concrete 

generalizations; but there is a general trend that show both negative and positive attitude towards 

the use of ELWs among all native groups. However, responses of natives in France are 

questionable since they are inconsistent with their comments; and hence require further studies.  
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5.4 Study implications 

Sociolinguistics 

The journalistic writing and ads used in the current study appear to be as a rich data source to 

study a sociolinguistic phenomenon. This data provides a rich linguistic data source to study the 

morpho-syntactic, semantic, and phonological features used in this genre of writing which 

usually doesn’t conform to the conventional written or spoken language.  In an attempt to create 

a particular positive ideology for commercial purposes, ad writers incorporate both verbal and 

non-verbal linguistic forms in a unique discourse that reflects the linguistic creativity and 

dynamism of the French language. This is manifested in the modifications of word order, 

autography and pronunciation, and through the invention of new lexical items and expressions 

whose meaning may not be transparent to speakers of either languages in contact. Even though, 

the journalistic discourse used in the FWTs represents a relatively “standard” French; it also 

reflects the changing socio-linguistic and pragmatic profile in everyday French language due to 

the evolving demands of the global culture. After all, both journalistic discourses are marketing 

businesses that prioritize the needs and interests of specific consumers. Hence they represent 

unique discourses that cannot be undermined in socio-linguistic research. Another important 

aspect of this study is the data documented from questionnaire which represents a quality data 

source to gauge the attitudes and perceptions of natives of France regarding a language contact 

phenomenon such as borrowing. Data provides insight into how attitudes may vary based on a 

particular linguistic culture entertained by specific social groups. It also reveals some challenges 

of language policies that exercise control over linguistic choices, such as borrowing, in light of 

linguistic evolution. Language policy is an important area that has received much attention in 

sociolinguistics. 
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Pedagogical  

In order to better prepare students to meet the challenges of the 21st Century, the American 

Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) identified 5 goals as National standards 

to achieve in Foreign Language Learning. The goal of these Standards are to respond to the 

various reasons that motivate learners to take language courses and to make the language course 

beneficial for everyone to be able to function effectively in a ’’multilingual ‘’ world. The five 

specific goals include communication that is learners should be able to engage in a conversation 

where they can obtain and provide information understandably on variety of topics, express their 

feelings and emotions all in a language other than English.  The second goal, Culture, aims at 

helping students gain knowledge and understanding of other cultures by demonstrating the 

relationship between practices, products and various perspectives of the other culture.  

The third goal, Connections, hopes to lead students to use the foreign language class as a 

channel to connect and further their knowledge of other disciplines. The 4th goal, comparisons, 

is to help learners acquire knowledge about the nature of language and culture by comparing the 

target culture to their own. The 5th and the final goal, Communities, is help students develop the 

act of using the target language outside of the classroom for personal enjoyment and by so doing 

become participants in the multilingual communities at home and around the world.  

These goals are embodied in the concept of ‘’Knowing how, when, and why to say what to 

whom ‘’, all of which could be explored through the data of this study. 

Even though this study is primarily oriented toward sociolinguistics, it provides an 

invaluable pedagogical resource for language professors to explore. All the 5Cs that represent the 

Standards for Foreign Language Learning in the 21st Century can be fulfilled through the data 

from the current study. At an era where language educators are challenged to help language 
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learners go beyond the simple acquisition of skills, ad data may serve as an invaluable source to 

develop their cross-cultural perspectives as they explore the various linguistic and cultural 

practices that embody ad copies.  Through comparative studies as emphasized in the 4C 

“comparisons”, French learners can expand their knowledge on various francophone cultures and 

also their own cultures through the study of French ads.  

Moreover, data on ELWs and attitudes illustrate the variations that exist in different 

registers; the changing profile of French lexicon; and the reactions of natives of France toward 

this trend. These elements just mentioned, are useful tools for learners to know not just about the 

French language but also as the language is used in the real world.  Knowledge of common 

linguistic practices including natives’ attitudes on linguistic choices, their own language, their 

perceptions on other languages and cultures may help better prepare learners to have effective 

communication in their future encounters with natives. Focusing on how French language can be 

used in various cultural contexts “is stressed in the 1C and 2C “Communication and culture”   

requirements of foreign language teaching by ACTFL. The usefulness of ads in language 

classroom, is emphasized by their continuous presence in textbooks. A lot of language textbooks 

incorporate ads in class activities and by experience, using ads in class easily attracts students, 

keeps them engaged and interested in materials introduced.  

In recent times, a lot of language programs have questioned the need to teach French 

language in the US. One way to promote French programs and boost retention is by developing 

French courses that can respond to the needs of specific students who may be in other programs 

such business, politics etc. Data from the current study cannot only be used to motivate learners 

in the French program; it can also help prepare interested students to become successful 

advertising or business professionals in francophone environments such France. This 
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undertaking is recommended in the 3C of the ACTFL guideline “Connections”. With such useful 

fundamentals, it is hoped and expected that learners will extend their learning experiences not 

just to the francophone community but also to the global society where they would become 

lifelong learners as they continue to use French for self-enrichment and enjoyment. The later 

fulfils the 5C ACTFL recommendation, “Communities”. 

Apart from foreign language class, it is hoped that data obtained in this study could be 

used in English language class to explore the historical, cultural and linguistic knowledge about 

ELWs in French and vice versa. Possible activities to share cultural knowledge could be to 

compare the French journals with high prevalence of ELWs to possible English journals that may 

use French words and to examine motivations and attitudes toward these tendencies. Some of the 

borrowings selected by the American students as ELWs are French words borrowed into English. 

Furthermore, it will be interesting for English students to examine the long trajectory of mutual 

influence between the two languages since the Norman Conquest in 1066. And also to trace the 

origins and entry dates and to explore possible meaning changes that might have occurred and 

the level of assimilation (morpho-phonological, currency of use) of these borrowings into 

English. The ELWs could be studied in relation to the proposed French official terms to replace 

these ELWs. Possible questions could be could be related to the practicality of these borrowings 

and their likelihood of being accepted into French. Such discussions could lead to the challenges 

and possible effectiveness of language policies such as the Toubon Law (1994) in relation to the 

sociolinguistic realities of language use.
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APPENDIX A: IRB APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED ISSUE NUMBERS FOR REVIEW 

 

 

 

 

DATES R # PAGE NUMBERS TO REVIEW 

PM290311 1A 13 18 34 46 65 103 104 114 121 132 

PM070313 2A 12 16 23 24 31 39 40 41 60 79 

PM050215 3A 34 42 44 45 60 61 63 71 73 93 

INK290311 4A 1 29 34 43 56 57 58 86 99 108 

INK160113 5C 8 16 21 24 32 34 60 62 74 76 

INK250215 6C 26 28 43 52 56 57 77 88 94 96 

FIG050211 7C 8 10 19 21 25 27 29 30 32 33 

FIG170511* 8C 6 11 15 19 22 26 28(36) 31(39) 33(41) 38(46) 

FIG091111* 9E 2 5 7 11 14 21 28(26) 29(27) 34(32) 37(35) 

FIG120213* 10E 1 7 13 20(18) 21(19) 26(24) 32(30) 35(33) 45(3) 48(6) 

FIG090513 11E 2 3 4 7 8 10 12 19 24 27 

FIG231113 12E 1 5 9 10 11 21 24 26 28 32 

FIG060115 13G 2 4 6 18 20 22 23 24 31 38 

FIG230215 14G 1 6 9 11 13 16 17 18 32 37 

FIG110315 15G 1 2 4 17 18 21 24 27 35 45 

CR150110 16G 2 5 7 10 11 13 19 21 23 24 

CR150710 17I 2 5 7 10 11 13 19 21 23 24 

CR151010 18I 2 5 7 8 10 11 13 19 23 24 

CR140112 19I 4 5 6 11 12 15 16 17 21 26 

CR140712 20I 2 4 7 10 11 12 13 19 23 24 

CR151012 21K 4 5 6 11 12 16 17 21 26 27 

CR150114 22K 4 5 6 11 12 15 16 17 21 26 

CR010714 22K 4 5 6 11 12 15 16 17 19 26 

CR151014 24K 4 5 6 11 12 15 16 17 21 26 
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APPENDIX C: BORROWING IN FWTS 

 
English Borrowing 

 

Type 

 

Frequency 

(tokens) 

1 The 11th Ho ur Auction noun 1 

2 3D acronym 1 

3 une addiction noun 1 

4 ADSL acronym 1 

5 Adventure Line Productions compound 1 

6 Afroman 

(compound) 

pseudo  1 

7 Air France compound 5 

8 Airbnb compound 1 

9 Airbus Helicopters compound 1 

10 All Blacks adj. phrase 3 

11 l'already-made compound 2 

12 American Group compound 1 

13 American Registry for Internet Numbers noun phrase 1 

14 Amnesty International  compound 4 

15 Apple  (noun) brand 12 

16 art school compound 1 

17 baby  noun 1 

18 Baby-blues compound 1 

19 le baby-foot 

compound 

(pseudo) 1 

20 Babyliss for Men 

(noun phrase) 

brand  1 

21 bad boy (record label) compound  1 

22 badge noun 1 

23 Baggy Trousers (album) compound  1 

24 un bar noun 1 

25 Barneys  (noun) Brand 4 

26 baskets noun 1 

27 Beatles (band) noun 1 
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28 le best-seller compound 1 

29 le big boss compound 1 

30 Bird Head Son (album) compound 1 

31 Bird of Paradise (movie) compound 1 

32 son blog noun 1 

33 Blue Note (label) compound 6 

34 le body-shaving compound 2 

35 boogie live compound 1 

36 le booker prize   compound 1 

37 le boom noun  1 

38 Boston Globe (journal) (compound) brand 1 

39 des bowling noun 1 

40 un boxer noun 1 

41 le boy next door (movie) compound 2 

42 le boycott noun 1 

43 BP acronym 1 

44 ce break noun 5 

45 le brief noun 1 

46 British Airways  

(compound) 

Bband  1 

47 British Petroleum (compound) brand 1 

48 British Telecom (compound)brand 1 

49 budget, budgets (2) noun 23 

50 le burn-out compound 1 

51 business noun 1 

52 business angels compound 1 

53 le buzz  noun 3 

54 le buzz media compound 1 

55 un café destroy 

(compound) 

hybrid 1 

56 le cameraman 

(compound) 

pseudo 2 

57 camping noun 1 

58 le campus noun 1 

59 Cardinal American -spelling compound 1 

60 Career Dean compound 1 

61 cash noun 1 

62 Cash-Game compound 1 

63 le cast noun 2 

64 le casting noun 2 

65 Caterpillar (noun) brand 3 
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66 CBS News compound 1 

67 CD acronym 1 

68 la Ceinture biblique (compound)calque 1 

69 un challenge noun 1 

70 chewing-gum compound 1 

71 chic adjective 1 

72 CIA acronym 1 

73 Citigroup  (compound) brand 1 

74 Citizen Kane(movie) compound 1 

75 The City noun 1 

76 Civil Human Rights Front compound 1 

77 un clap de fin compound  2 

78 les cliffhangers compound 1 

79 des clips noun 2 

80 le cloud computing compound 4 

81 club, clubs (5) noun 14 

82 CM-CIC Securities 

(compound) 

hybrid 1 

83 CNN acronym 3 

84 coach noun 1 

85 Coach  (noun) brand 1 

86 le coaching noun 1 

87 Coca noun 1 

88 Coca-Cola (compound) brand  2 

89 un coca-light compound 2 

90 cocktail noun 5 

91 Color Block compound 1 

92 le come-back  compound 1 

93 le concept store compound 1 

94 cool adjective 2 

95 cow-boy compound 1 

96 le crash noun 7 
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97 culturematch compound 1 

98 des cyclones noun 1 

99 dandy noun 1 

100 design noun 9 

101 design classique 

(compound) 

hybrid 1 

102 design graphique 

(compound) 

hybrid 1 

103 design product compound 1 

104 aucun designers, designer(6) noun 10 

105 diagnostic noun 3 

106 dim sum bonds compound 3 

107 le disco noun 1 

108 Disney  (noun) Brand 1 

109 Display 2 noun 1 

110 le DJ acronym 1 

111 des dockers noun 1 

112 dollar, dollars noun 36 

113 double CD 

(compound) 

hybrid 1 

114 downsizing compound 1 

115 le dressing noun 2 

116 des Drives noun 1 

117 drones noun 1 

118 dropped noun 4 

119 du stress noun 1 

120 le studio noun 1 

121 dumping noun 1 

122 duty free compound 1 

123 DVD acronym 1 

124 Eastpark (compound) brand 1 

125 e-mail compound 1 

126 Etsy (noun) brand 1 

127 Events noun 1 

128 executive officer compound 1 

129 EyeSight (compound) brand 7 

130 Facebook (compound) brand 19 

131 fame noun 1 

132 les fans  noun 3 

133 le Far West compound 2 

134 fashion victim compound 1 
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135 Fashion Week compound 1 

136 le fast-food compound 1 

137 FBI acronym 2 

138 le feeling noun 1 

139 ferry noun 1 

140 festival noun 1 

141 Film, films(11) noun 29 

142 Financial times (journal) (compound) brand 1 

143 le Finkler Question (novel) compound 1 

144 fitness noun 1 

145 un flash noun 2 

146 flash mob compound 1 

147 flash-balls  compound 1 

148 flashy adjective 1 

149 Flight(movie) noun 1 

150 le flop commercial compound 1 

151 Flower power! compound 1 

152 les followers noun 1 

153 foot, football(14) noun 16 

154 le foot business compound 1 

155 le forcing noun 1 

156 France Football (journal) (compound) brand  1 

157 free adjective 1 

158 free jazz compound 1 

159 freedom fries compound 1 

160 French fries compound 1 

161 French-American Foundation compound 1 

162 Full Metal Jacket (movie) compound 1 

163 gadget noun 1 

164 gag noun 1 

165 games noun 1 

166 gangs noun 1 

167 gangster noun 2 

168 garage  noun(calque)  1 

169 General Electric  (compound) brand 1 

170 General Motors (compound) brand 5 

171 Glam Rock compound 1 

172 glamour noun 1 

173 glamour adjective 1 

174 GM acronym 5 
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175 Gobal, Social Media Impact Study compound 1 

176 Les go-betweens  compound 1 

177 le gold noun 1 

178 gongs noun 1 

179 Google (noun) brand 1 

180 groove disco compound 1 

181 groovy adjective 2 

182 hall noun 1 

183 handicap, handicaps (3) noun 5 

184 Harper's Baazar (magazine) (noun) brand 1 

185 HBO acronym 2 

186 Heaven's gate noun 1 

187 high-tech compound 3 

188 hip-hop compound 3 

189 Hippie adjective 1 

190 holding noun 3 

191 hot chip new order  compound 1 

192 Human Rights Watch compound 1 

193 humour noun 1 

194 hyjacking noun 1 

195 hype adjective 2 

196 IBM acronym 1 

197 Independent(journal) (noun) brand 2 

198 Instagram  (noun) brand 1 

199 Internet compound 39 

200 interview noun 7 

201 interviewer noun 1 

202 in utero prep. phrase 4 

203 Investment managers compound 1 

204 iPad  (acronym) brand 3 

205 iPhone 

(compound) 

Brand 8 

206 iTV  (acronym) brand 1 

207 iWatch  (compound) brand 5 

208 Jawbone (noun) brand 1 

209 jazz noun 10 

210 jeans, jean(1) noun 4 

211 Job noun 1 

212 Jobs Act  compound 2 

213 Johnson &Johnson (compound) brand 1 

214 un joint-venture compound 2 
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215 joker noun 1 

216 jury noun 1 

217 Kidnappings noun 1 

218 kit noun 1 

219 knickers  noun 1 

220 label noun 4 

221 ladies spécial compound 2 

222 Lakeview gusher compound 1 

223 last but not the least adv. phrase 2 

224 laser game compound 5 

225 LCD soundsystem  compound 1 

226 leader noun 8 

227 leadership noun 2 

228 leggings noun 1 

229 leurs stocks noun 1 

230 like verb 1 

231 live adjective 1 

232 Liverpool Institute for Performing arts compound 1 

233 lobby, lobbys(1) noun 2 

234 LOL acronym 1 

235 The Look (movie) noun 1 

236 losers noun 1 

237 made in (Italy/USA) adjective locution 2 

238 Madness (band) noun  1 

239 magazine noun 4 

240 Magical Mystery Tour (album) noun phrase 1 

241 malls noun 1 

242 management noun 1 

243 manager, managers (1) noun 3 

244 Managing director compound 1 

245 Manchester united  compound 1 

246 manpower noun 1 

247 Manpower Group (compound) brand 2 

248 mariage gay 

compound 

(hybrid) 1 

249 marketing  noun 6 

250 Massachusetts Institute of Technology compound 1 

251 Masters  noun 1 

252 match noun 4 

253 matchdocument Compound 1 

254 McDonald’s (noun) brand 1 
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255 Mediavest (compound) brand 1 

256 Men Expert  (compound) brand 1 

257 mentor noun 1 

258 la messagerie express 

(compound) 

hybrid 1 

259 Mickey brand 1 

260 microblogging compound 1 

261 Microsoft (compound) brand  1 

262 Misfits (rock band) noun 1 

263 missile noun 1 

264 MIT acronym 1 

265 The Mole (reality show) noun 1 

266 monitoring noun 1 

267 mood board compound 1 

268 La musique pop  1 

269 napsack  compound 1 

270 Narco-analysis compound 1 

271 Narrator noun 1 

272 Nasa acronym 6 

273 Nasdaq  acronym 1 

274 National Gallery of Art  compound 1 

275 net (finance) noun 1 

276 Net (web) noun 1 

277 Netflix  (noun) brand 1 

278 New Orleans fever compound 1 

279 News noun 1 

280 news magazine compound 1 

281 Nike  (noun) brand 1 

282 No randomness noun phrase 1 

283 reporter noun 1 

284 Occupy Wall Street (movement) (compound) brand 1 

285 l'off road compound 1 

286 office noun 5 

287 OMG acronym 1 

288 Omnicom (noun) brand 1 

289 On Air prep. phrase 1 

290 On the radio noun phrase 1 

291 Opening Ceremony  compound 1 

292 OpinionWay (compound) brand 1 

293 Oracle (noun) brand 1 

294 l'Outback (compound) brand 6 
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295 outdoor compound 1 

296 la page Facebook compound 1 

297 panorama compound 1 

298 un parfait gentle-man 

(compound) 

calque 1 

299 Paris Match (Magazine) (compound) brand 1 

300 parking noun 5 

301 Park'r (noun) brand 1 

302 Path (noun) brand 1 

303 PC acronym 1 

304 Peace and Love compound 1 

305 PeerReach (compound) brand 1 

306 performances (noun) calque 1 

307 personal appearance 

(compound) 

calques 1 

308 Phillip's noun 1 

309 le ping-pong compound 1 

310 Pinterest (noun)Brand 1 

311 planning noun 1 

312 plate-forme compound 1 

313 playboy compound 1 

314 podcasts compound 1 

315 poker noun 1 

316 pool noun 1 

317 pop noun 1 

318 Power efficient Gas Innovative Ship noun phrase 1 

319 PPP (Pakistan people’s party)  acronym 1 

320 press junket compound 1 

321 private equity compound 2 

322 product managers compound 1 

323 Property of Her Majesty the Queen  noun phrase 1 

324 Prudential (noun) Brand 1 

325 pub noun 1 

326 Pulp Fiction (movie) compound  1 

327 punk noun 1 

328 Pussy riot compound 1 

329 puzzle noun 1 

330 quantitative easing compound 2 

331 radar acronym 3 

332 Rag and Bone  compound 1 

333 raid, raids (1) noun 4 
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334 rails noun 1 

335 ready-made compound 2 

336 record, records (3) noun 10 

337 Red Bull compound 1 

338 Redcats compound 1 

339 reggae noun 1 

340 remix noun 1 

341 reporter noun 2 

342 retail noun 1 

343 revolving noun 1 

344 robot noun 1 

345 rock noun 1 

346 rock 'n' roll compound 1 

347 rock-star compound 1 

348 The Rolling Stones compound 1 

349 Rover martien curiosity  compound 1 

350 Rover Spirit et opportunity  compound 1 

351 Royal College of Music compound 2 

352 Royale Air Force  compound 1 

353 rugby noun 5 

354 rugbymen 

(compound) 

pseudo 1 

355 Rugbyrama compound 1 

356 sales noun 1 

357 sandwichs noun 1 

358 scanner noun 1 

359 scans noun 1 

360 Scissor sisters (pop group) compound 1 

361 scoop noun 1 

362 score noun 1 

363 scrabble noun 1 

364 scrubbers noun 1 

365 Sea Gas compound 1 

366 selfies noun 1 

367 seniors  noun 1 

368 Sentinel Flavor Tabs (compound) brand 1 

369 serial-killer compound 1 

370 serveurs "proxy" compound 1 

371 Sex & The City (TV series) compound 1 

372 sex-tape compound 1 

373 sexy adjective 1 
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374 Shell-Shock compound 1 

375 shopping noun 1 

376 show noun 2 

377 showrooming compound 1 

378 Siri (noun) brand 1 

379 Ska (music genre) noun 1 

380 sketch noun 1 

381 Skype  (noun) Brand 4 

382 sliders noun 1 

383 slogans noun 1 

384 Smartfast (noun) brand 1 

385 smartphone, smartphones (9) compound 18 

386 smartwatch compound 2 

387 smocking gun compound 1 

388 SMS acronym 1 

389 Snapchat (compound) brand 1 

390 snipers noun 1 

391 Social Media compound 1 

392 sodas noun 1 

393 sport, sports(4) noun 12 

394 streetwear compound 1 

395 So French ad. Phrase 1 

396 songwriter  compound 1 

397 soul noun 1 

398 South China Morning (journal) noun 1 

399 Southwest Medical Center compound 1 

400 sport business compound 1 

401 sportswear compound 1 

402 spots noun 1 

403 spread noun 1 

404 standard noun 2 

405 star wars  compound 1 

406 Starbucks  (noun) brand 4 

407 Starcom (noun) brand 1 

408 stars noun 1 

409 starter noun 1 

410 starting-blocks compound 1 

411 start-up compound 1 

412 leurs stocks noun 1 

413 stop noun 1 
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414 stop and start compound 1 

415 street art compound 1 

416 streetwear compound 2 

417 stress noun 2 

418 studio noun 3 

419 studio club compound 1 

420 la sunshine pop compound 1 

421 Super Club  compound 1 

422 Supersport (journal) compound 1 

423 SUV acronym 5 

424 sweat-shirt compound 1 

425 Swimming pool (movie) compound 1 

426 Swinging Sixties  compound 1 

427 Tablet (journal) (noun) brand 1 

428 tablets  noun 1 

429 tablette noun 1 

430 tailoring noun 3 

431 le Talk noun 2 

432 Talk Orange (compound) brand 3 

433 tank noun 1 

434 techno noun 1 

435 tee-shirt compound 1 

436 test noun 11 

437 tester verb 1 

438 think-tank compound 1 

439 thriller noun 2 

440 ticket noun 1 

441 Tiger mouth face compound 1 

442 les top-sponsors compound 1 

443 Toy Story 3 (animated film) compound 3 

444 traders noun 2 

445 transept noun 1 

446 transpotting noun 1 

447 travel retail compound 1 

448 Tree of Life (movie) compound 4 

449 trench-coat compound 1 

450 Trinity College  compound 1 

451 Tripadvisor compound 1 

452 triple play compound 1 

453 tunnel noun 1 
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454 des tweets, tweet (1) noun 11 

455 Le Twitter (noun) brand 50 

456 Twitter verb 4 

457 US Open  compound 1 

458 les utilities noun 1 

459 VIP acronym 2 

460 wagon noun 1 

461 Wall Street compound 9 

462 Wall Street journal (compound)  2 

463 Wal-Mart (Wal mart 2) (noun) brand 4 

464 Walt Disney Concert Hall compound 2 

465 Web abreviation 8 

466 webmaster compound 2 

467 weddings noun 1 

468 

week-end, week-ends (4) weekend (1), 

weekends(1) compound 26 

469 West Forest Medical Center compound 2 

470 Western digital  compound 1 

471 WhatsApp (compound) brand 2 

472 White Bird (album) compound 5 

473 Windows 8  (noun) Brand 1 

474 The wire (drama series) noun 1 

475 Witch Hunt (movie) compound 2 

476 Without a net prep. phrase 2 

477 Wonderboy compound 2 

478 Le work in progress locution 1 

479 World Innovation Summet for Education compound 1 

480 World of Warcraft noun phrase 1 

481 sa wrap dress compound 1 

482 Yankees noun 2 

483 yesterday(movie) adverb 1 

484 Young Leaders compound 1 

485 Young Turks  compound 1 

486 YouTube  (compound) brand 1 

487 ZenithOptimedia (compound) brand 1 

488 Zero Dark Thirty (movie) compound 1 

489 zoom noun 3 

490 zoome verb 1 

   1 
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Expressions 

   

1 Einstein on the Beach  1 

2 go France!  1 

3 we love gege  1 

4 Speak No Evil  1 

5 God save the mini  2 

6 I’m Every Woman   1 

7 My over car is  mini  1 

8 Flying Down to Rio   1 

9 All We Are  1 
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APPENDIX D: SELECTED ELWs IN FWTs 

 ELWs Type Petit Robert 2016 

1 3D Acronym  

2 une addiction  noun 1970 

3 Afroman compound (pseudo) 1971 (afro) 

4 l'already-made" compound  

5 baby (baby Federer) compound (pseudo) 1841 

6 le baby-foot compound(pseudo) 1951 

7 badge noun 14th century 

8  bar noun 1857 

9  baskets noun 
1903 (1898 basket-

ball) 

10 du best-seller compound 1947, spread in 1960 

11 le big boss compound 
1869 (boss) spread 

20th 

12 son blog noun 2002 (1999 weblog) 

13 le body-shaving compound 1975 (body) 

14 le boom noun  1885 

15 boogie live Verb phrase live 1974 

16 Le booker prize   compound  

17 le boycott noun 1888 

18 des bowling noun 1907 spread beg.1950 

19 boxer noun boxer-short 1966 

20 business angels compound  

21 fitness noun 1985 

22 le break noun 1830 

23 le brief noun 1979 (Quebec) 

24 budget noun 1764 (budget) 

25 le burn-out compound  

26 ce business noun before 1890 bizness 

27 buzz  noun 1994 

28 le buzz media compound 1965(media) 

29 le cameraman compound  1919 

30 camping noun 1903 
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31 le campus noun 1894 

32 cash noun 1916 

33 "Cash-Game" compound  

34 le "cast" noun  

35 le casting noun 1972 

36  News noun  

37 CD Acronym 1982 

38 la ceinture biblique noun (calque)  

39 un  challenge noun 1884 

40 un chewing-gum compound 1904 

41 chic adjective  

42 clap de fin compound  1952 (clap) 

43 les cliffhangers compound  

44 des clips noun 1932 

45 le cloud computing compound  

46 club noun 1698 

47 coaching noun 1987 

48 un coca noun  

49 un coca-light compound  

50 cocktail noun 1860 

51 color block compound  

52 le come-back  compound  

53 le concept store compound  

54 cow-boy compound 1886 

55 cool adjective 1952 

56 le crash noun 1956 

57 culturematch compound  

58 des cyclones noun 1860 

59 dandy noun 1817 

60 design noun 1965 

61 design classique noun  

62 design graphique noun  

63 design product compound  

64 aucun designers noun  

65 diagnostic noun  

66 le disco noun 1976 

67 display 2 compound  

68 le DJ Acronym 1973 

69 des dockers noun 1889 (dock) 

70  dollars noun 1730 
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71 double CD compound  

72 downsizing compound  

73 son dressing noun 1875 

74 des "drives" noun 1986 

75 drones noun 1954 

76 dropped noun  

77 dumping noun 1900 

78 duty free compound  

79 DVD Acronym 1995 

80 l'e-mail compound 1994 

81 events noun  

82 executive officer compound  

83 
la messagerie 

express 
compound (hybrid) 1849 (express) 

84 fame noun  

85 des fans  noun 1923, spread 1950 

86 le Far West  compound  

87 le fast-food compound 1972 

88 une fashion victim compound  

89 la Fashion Week compound  

90 le feeling noun 1922 

91 le festival noun  

92 ferry noun 1958 

93 le film noun 1889 

94 fitness noun 1985 

95 un flash noun  

96 de flash balls compound  

97 "flash mob" compound 1918 (flash) 

98 flashy adjective 1984 

99 un flop commercial noun 1952 (flop) 

100 flower power compound  

101 les followers noun  

102 foot noun  

103 le foot business compound 1890 (bizness) 

104 le forcing noun 1912 

105 free adjective  

106 "freedom fries" compound  

107 free jazz compound 1965 

108 French fries compound  

109 un gadget noun 1946 

110 gag noun 1922 
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111 games noun  

112 des gangs noun 1837 

113 un gangster noun 1925 

114 le garage  noun(calque)  1960, 1865 

115 gay adjective  

116 le mariage gay compound 1952 (gay) 

117 
un parfait gentle-

man 
compound  1698 

118 le glam-rock compound  

119 les '"go-betweens" compound  

120 glamour adjective 1970 

121 glamour noun  

122 son gold noun  

123 les gongs noun  

124 groove disco compound 1976 (disco) 

125 groovy adjective 1988 (groove Canada) 

126 hall noun 1672, 1868 

127 un handicap noun 1827 

128 high-tech compound 1980 

129 hype adjective 1980 

130 Le hyjacking noun  

131 Hippie adjective 1967 

132 le hip-hop compound 1986 

133  le holding noun 1939 

134 humour noun  

135 l ‘Internet compound 1995 

136 une interview noun 1891 

137 interviewer noun  

138 Investment managers compound  

139 jazz noun 1918 

140 des jeans noun 1948 

141 un job noun  

142 "Jobs Act" compound  

143 un "joint-venture" compound 1970 

144 joker noun 1912 

145 le jury noun 1790 

146 Kidnappings noun 1935 

147 kit noun 1958 

148 knickers  noun  

149 la label noun 1899 

150  "ladies spécial" compound  
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151 laser game compound  

152 LCD sound system compound  

153 le leader noun 1829 

154 leadership noun 1875 

155 les leggings noun 1858 

156 like verb  

157 "live" adverb 1974 

158 lobby noun 1952 

159 LOL acronym 2000 

160 losers noun 1980 

161 made in  adjective locution 1906 

162 magazine noun 1776 

163 des malls noun  

164 un manager noun 1896 

165 managing director compound  

166 management noun 1921 

167 manpower compound  

168 le mariage gay compound (hybrid)  

169 marketing  noun 1944 

170 masters noun  

171 le match noun 
1819 (rare before 

1850) 
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172 matchdocument compound  

173 mentor noun  

174 microblogging compound  

175 missile noun 1949 

176 monitoring noun 1969 

177 un mood board compound  

178 napsack  compound  

179 narco-analysis compound  

180 le narrator noun  

181 net (finance) noun  

182 La Net (web) noun  

183 News noun  

184 news magazine compound 1973 

185 l ‘office noun 1863 

186 "off road" compound  

187 OMG acronym  

188 l ‘opening ceremony  compound  

189 outdoor compound  

190 page Facebook compound (calque)  

191 panorama noun  

192 un parking noun 1926, spread  1945 

193 PC acronym 1940 

194 des performances noun (calque) 1839 

195 
le personal 

appearance 
compound (calque)  

196 Phillip's noun  

197 ping-pong compound 1901  onomatopoeia 

198 le planning noun 1940 

199 le plate-forme compound  

200 playboy compound  

201 les podcasts compound 2004 

202 poker noun 1855 

203 le "pool" noun 1887 

204 la pop noun 1955  spread  1965 

205 des "press junket" compound  

206 le private equity compound  

207 les product managers compound  

208 des serveurs "proxy" compound 1996 

209 la sunshine pop compound  

210 un pub noun 1925 

211 le punk noun 1973 
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212 pussy riot compound  

213 un puzzle noun 1909 

214 le quantitative easing compound  

215 radar acronym 1943 

216 les raids noun 1864 

217 rails noun 1817 

218 ready-made compound 1913 

219 un record noun 1882 

220 reggae noun 1973 Jamaican English 

221 remix noun  

222 notre reporter noun 1830 

223 le retail noun  

224 revolving noun 20th century 

225 robot noun  

226 le rock noun  

227 une rock-star compound 1741 

228 rugby noun 1888 

229 nos rugbymen compound (pseudo) 1909 (sing.) 

230 sales noun  

231 les sandwichs noun 1802 

232 scanner noun 1964 

233 scans noun  

234 le scoop noun 1957 

235 un score noun 1896 

236 scrabble noun 1962 

237 des scrubbers noun  

238 sea-gas compound  

239 "selfies" noun 2013 

240 les seniors  noun 1884 

241 un serial-killer compound  

242 des serveurs "proxy" compound 1996 

243 une sex-tape compound  

244 sexy adjective 1949 

245 shell-shock compound  

246 shopping noun 1804 

247 le show noun 1930 

248 showrooming compound  

249 sketch noun 1908 

250 sliders noun  

251 slogans noun  
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252 sodas noun  

253 un smocking gun compound  

254 sodas noun  

255 la soul noun 1962 

256 des spots noun 1889 

257 le spread noun  

258 smartphone compound 1993 

259 sa smartwatch compound  

260 un SMS acronym 1996 

261 les snipers noun Mid-20th century 

262 social media noun  

263 le songwriter  compound  

264  le sport business compound  

265 sportswear compound 1962 

266 des spots noun 1889 

267 le spread noun  

268 le standard noun  

269 stars noun 1919 

270 starter noun  

271 les starting-blocks compound 1939 

272 un start-up compound 1992 

273 leurs stocks noun 
1656 hapax, 19th 

century 

274  "stop" noun  

275 stop and start compound 1792/1861 

276 street art compound 1982 

277 

son chic casual 

streetwear 
compound  

278 du stress noun 1950 

279 du studio noun 1829 

280 studio club compound  

281 la sunshine (pop) noun  

282 une SUV acronym  

283 sweat-shirt compound 1939 

284 tablette, des tablets noun  

285 le tailoring noun  

286 le Talk noun  

287 un tank noun 1957 

288 techno noun 1987 

289 un tee-shirt compound 1950 
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290 du test noun  

291 tester verb 1950 

292 un think-tank compound 1980 

293 les traders noun 1980 

294 travel retail compound  

295 TripAdvisor compound  

296 triple play compound  

297 thriller noun 1927 

298 le ticket noun 1727 

299 les "top-sponsors" compound  

300 le transept noun 1823 

301 transpotting noun  

302 trench-coat compound 1920 

303 tunnel noun 1825 

304 tweeter verb  

305 des tweets (un tweet) noun 2009 

306 les utilities noun  

307 VIP acronym 1959 

308 wagon noun 1780 

309 Web abbreviation 1994 

310 webmaster compound 1986 master 

311 weddings noun  

312 

 

le week-end 

(weekend) 

compound 1906 

313 le Wonderboy compound 1943 boy 

314 sa wrap dress compound 1998 

315 zoom noun  

316 zoome verb 1950 
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APPENDIX E: ELWS IN FRENCH ADS 

 Simple  Compound  Product name/artist/slogan 

1 battle 1 Airbags 1 A Diamond is forever  

2 bridge 2 air considitonné 2 ActiVTrades   

3 CAR 3 Application iPhone 3 All skin types 

4 EN CLIC, clics 4 Asset management 4 Android 

5 cosmetics 5  Asset services 5 BlueEFFICIENCY 

6 THE CREAM 6 bi-color 6 BlueMotion Technology  

7 design 7 Black Pack 7 Chronomaster Open 

8 Destockage 8 Bluetooth 8 CLIO  CAMPUS 

9 les docks 9 BFM Business 9 Nouvelle Ebel Classic Sport 

10 Group 10 Business team 10 DEAD CAN DANCE  

11 kit 11 City Safety 11 Deep End 

12 le management 12 Clic Clac (onomatopoeia) 12 Deported from Holland 

13 Managers 13 CONCEPT  CAR 13 EFFICIENTDYNAMICS 

14 NEOLOGY 14 

Technologie ConnectedDrive 

(hybrid) 14 EUROMONEY  

15 now 15 

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIE 

(Calque) 15 European Grand SLAM 

16 Open 16 cross country 16 FACTORY SUB POP WARP 

17 pack 17 Cuir Center   (hybrid) 17 Hold me Tight  

18 parking 18 Cute Cut 18 house for hunger, playbutton  

19 RELAX 19 driver sport 19 HUGO JUST DIFFERENT 

20 SCANNEZ 20 Dynamic Light Assist  20 IT'S YOUR TURN 

21 shop 21 E-CLUB 21 keep exploring 

22 shopping 22 EcoBoost 22  LEXUS HYBRID DRIVE 

23 snatch 23 Executive briefings 23 Masters 

24 les stocks 24 edrive 24 Le MenRedux-complex ™ 

25 en streaming 25 la technologie FullHybrid  (hybrid) 25 

NEW THINKING. NEW 

POSSIBILITIES  

26 tablette 26 e-mails 26 Paraboot 

  27 EUROMONEY 27 PURPLE 

 Prep (by) 28 HOME SPIRIT 28 REVITALIFT 
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 Verb 29 Hotspots 29 Scenic dCi 

 testés, testez 30 Internet 30 seeing is believing  

 ADJ (chic) 31 iPhone 31 Swisslife 

  32 in extenso 32 Taste It. 

  33 Lecteur CD (Hybrid) 33 Timeless is now  

  34 Lifestyle 34 Think blue ™ 

  35 une Livebox 35 TWINGO 

  36 On tour 36 Way of Life 

  37 Open-mic 37 Wear it loud feed the worlds  

  38 Pack sport   

  39 Park Assist  Sentences 

  40 Private banking survey 
1. He is like Bob Dylan meets 

The Arctic Monkeys 

  41 radar de recul 

2. The songs of Brian Wilson 

and The beach boys  

  42 sea island 
3. On Jake Bugg. The future of 

music!  

  43 SITBEST   

  44 smartphone   

  45 les systems Start and Stop (hybrid)   

  46 U snap   

  47 Wealth management   

  48 week-end   

 

 

Acronyms 

LED 

MP3 

USB 

CD 

MIC 

GPS 
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APPENDIX F : QUESTIONNAIRE IN FRENCH 

Les perceptions des francophones- FRANCE 

 Formulaire de consentement Université d’Alabama: Programme de protection des participants 

en recherche humaine Antoinette Afriyie, chercheuse principale de l’Université 

d’Alabama, mène une étude intitulée « les emprunts à l’anglais dans les textes français écrits, les 

publicités et les perceptions du lectorat francophone ». Elle cherche à examiner la fréquence et la 

nature des mots empruntés à l’anglais dans les textes et publicités écrits en français. La recherche 

vise à dégager les facteurs qui contribuent à l’utilisation de ces mots et les attitudes des Français 

envers cette tendance. La participation à cette étude consiste à répondre à un sondage en ligne 

qui prendra environ 25 minutes.  Cette enquête contient des questions sur les raisons pour 

lesquelles les publicistes utilisent des mots anglais dans les textes et les publicités en français, 

des questions sur les attitudes des Français envers cette tendance et des informations 

biographiques sur les participants. Nous assurons votre confidentialité en ne vous identifiant pas 

avec vos informations personnelles. Vos réponses seront anonymes. Seuls la chercheuse et les 

membres de l’équipe de recherche auront accès aux données. Les données sont protégées par un 

mot de passe. Seuls les données résumées seront présentées lors des réunions ou dans des 

publications. Vous ne bénéficierez pas directement à cette étude. Les résultats de cette étude 

informeront les chercheurs, et les professeurs de langue française, et les (socio-) linguistes sur les 

transformations actuelles du lexique français dans le domaine des textes et publicités écrits en 

français. L’étude démontrera aussi le niveau d’acceptation des emprunts à l’anglais qui sont 

utilisés dans la communication quotidienne mais encore proscrits dans les normes écrites.Le 

principal risque est que certaines questions peuvent vous rendre mal à l’aise. Dans ce cas, vous 

pouvez éviter toute question à laquelle vous ne voulez pas répondre. Si vous avez des questions 

au sujet de cette étude, s’il vous plaît contactez _Antoinette Afriyie (la chercheuse) à 

_aafriyie@crimson.ua.edu ou Dr. Michael Picone (le Directeur de la recherche) 

à  picone@ua.edu. Si vous avez des questions sur vos droits en tant que participant à la 

recherche, veuillez contacter Mlle. Myles Tanta (l’agent chargé de la Conformité à l’Université) 

au (205) 348-8461 ou  au  numéro gratuit 1-877-820-3066  Si vous avez des plaintes ou des 

préoccupations à propos de cette étude, déposez-les par  le site Web de l‘IRB outreach ‘ de 

l’Université d’Alabama  à  http://osp.ua.edu/site/PRCO_Welcom e.html. De plus si vous 

choisissez de participer à cette étude, vous êtes encouragé(e), à compléter le questionnaire court 

sur ce site afin de permettre à l’Université d’Alabama d’améliorer la protection des participants 

en recherches humaines.   LA PARTICIPATION EST STRICTEMENT VOLONTAIRE. Vous 
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êtes totalement libre de ne pas participer. Vous pouvez également et à tout moment soumettre un 

sondage incomplet.  Si vous comprenez les déclarations ci-dessus, êtes âgé(e) d’au moins 18 ans, 

et consentez  librement  à participer à cette étude,  veuillez continuer. 

 

Q1 A. Vos informations Votre sexe:  

Homme  

Femme  

Q2 Votre âge:    

Q3 Votre profession ou métier:  

Q4 Votre plus haut diplôme: 

Pas d’éducation formelle  

École primaire  

Lycée  

Université  

Autre (5) ____________________ 

Q5 Indiquez la ville et le pays où vous habitez actuellement.  

 

 

Q6 Depuis quand y habitez-vous? 

 

 

Q7 Avez-vous séjourné dans un pays où la langue principale est l’anglais?   

Non  

Oui (veuillez préciser le pays) ____________________ 

Q8 Si oui, pendant combien de temps? 
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Q9 Votre langue maternelle 

français  

anglais  

autre (veuillez préciser) ____________________ 

Q10 D’autre (s) langue(s) que vous écrivez ou parlez? 

 

 

Q11 Votre niveau d’anglais:  

Aucun  

Débutant  

Intermédiare  

Avancé  

Supérieur  

Langue maternelle 

Q12 Votre niveau de français:  

Débutant  

Intermédiaire  

Avancé  

Supérieur  

Langue maternelle  

 

Q13    B. L'utilisation des mots anglais et sa fréquence dans les textes français.  Êtes-vous 

abonné (e) à un magazine ou un journal français ? 

Oui  

Non  

Q14 Utilisez-vous un matériel avec des étiquettes ou des contenus en français (par exemple des 

livres, des jeux, des films, des journaux etc...) 

Oui  
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Non  

Q15 Si oui lequel (ou lesquels) 

 

 

Q16 Indiquez le degré de fréquence auquel vous remarquez des mots ou expressions de langue 

anglaise dans les textes écrits français? 

 
Dans les actualités écrites dans les magazines et 

les journaux français 

Dans les publicités publiées dans les magazines 

et les journaux français 

 toujours  souvent  parfois  rarement  jamais  toujours  souvent  parfois  rarement  jamais  

le degré 

de 

fréquence 

de mots 

anglais 

que vous 

remarquez  

          

 

Q17 Êtes-vous surpris (e) de votre choix au numéro 16? 

Oui  

Non  

Q18 Veuillez expliquer la raison de votre choix au numéro 17. 
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Q19 C. Motivations pour l’utilisation des mots anglais et vos réactions. 

En utilisant cet ordre 5 à 0 ; 5 = la plus grande raison  et  0 = pas l’une des raisons); pourquoi 

est-ce que l’on utilise quelques mots anglais dans les textes écrits français ((les actualités et les 

publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux français)? 

 

les actualités publiées dans 

les magazines et les journaux 

français 

les publicités publiées dans 

les magazines et les journaux 

français 

 
mots anglais dans les 

actualités  

mots anglais dans les 

publicités  

Parce que très souvent ces 

mots anglais sont compris par 

tout le monde  

  

Parce que l'anglais est langue 

internationale  
  

Parce que très souvent ces 

mots n'ont pas d'équivalents 

français.  

  

Parce que l'anglais est plus 

précis que le français 
  

Parce que l'on veut s'adresser 

aux populations locales et 

aussi internationales.  

  

Parce que l'on veut s'adresser 

aux jeunes  
  

Parce que le texte en question 

n'est pas un français soutenu  
  

Autre (s)  raison(s)    

 

Q20 Connaissez-vous quelques exemples de mots anglais utilisés dans les textes écrits français 

(les actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux 

français)? Veuillez faire une liste de vos exemples et, si possible, des sources: 
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Q21 Quelles images associez-vous immédiatement aux produits dans les publicités françaises qui 

utilisent quelques mots ou expressions anglaises? Veuillez sélectionner des éléments au-dessous 

des produits locaux et importés. 

produits locaux produits importés 

______ sophistiqué  ______ sophistiqué  

______ antipatriotique  ______ antipatriotique  

______ prestigieux  ______ prestigieux  

______ contraire à la culture française  ______ contraire à la culture française  

______ de meilleure qualité  ______ de meilleure qualité  

______ de mauvaise qualité  ______ de mauvaise qualité  

______ de qualité inférieure  ______ de qualité inférieure 

______ ouverts aux autres cultures  ______ ouverts aux autres cultures 

______ non-fiable  ______ non-fiable 

______ moderne  ______ moderne  

______ envahissant  ______ envahissant  

______ branché  ______ branché  

______ nécessaire  ______ nécessaire  

______ inutile  ______ inutile  

______ autre(s)  ______ autre(s)  
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Q22 Indiquez selon vous le degré d’utilité que vous associez à l’utilisation d’anglais dans les 

textes écrits français (les actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux 

français)? 

 

les actualités publiées dans 

les magazines et les journaux 

français 

les publicités publiées dans 

les magazines et les journaux 

français 

 
mots anglais dans les 

actualités  

mots anglais dans les 

publicités  

extrêmement utile  

 
  

modérément utile  

 
  

neutre  

 
  

pas utile  

 
  

complètement inutile    

 

Q23 Est-ce que le degré d’utilité que vous associez à l’utilisation de l’anglais en français change 

quand il s’agit des nouvelles ou des publicités écrites? 

Oui  

Non  

 

Q24 Veuillez expliquer votre choix au numéro 23. 
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Q25 Selon vous est-ce que les mots anglais devraient être utilisés dans les textes écrits français 

(les actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux français) 

 Oui  Non  

Parfois il n’y a pas un mot 

équivalant en français  

 

  

L'anglais est langue 

internationale  

 

  

 

 La plupart des 

Français comprennent 

l'anglais 

 

  

L’utilisation des mots 

anglais dans le français 

montre que les Français ont 

une double identité  

 

  

L’utilisation des mots 

anglais dans le français est 

devenue une nouvelle forme 

de l’argot  

 

  

L'utilisation des mots 

anglais fait partie d'un 

langage branché  

 

  

Autre    
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Q26    Que pensez-vous de l'utilisation des expressions ou des mots empruntés à une langue 

ou à un dialecte autre que l'anglais? 

 

 

Q27 D. Quelle (s) langue (s) à utiliser  

Selon vous quelle langue (ou langues) devrai(n)t être utilisée(s) dans les textes écrits français (les 

actualités et les publicités publiées dans les magazines et les journaux français)?   

Le français exclusivement  

Le français et un nombre très limité de mots anglais  

Le français et un nombre modéré de mots anglais  

Le français et un nombre illimité de mots anglais  

Autre réponse  ____________________ 

 

Q28  Écrivez une raison (ou des raisons) pour votre choix numéro 27. 

 

 

Q29 Est-ce que vous êtes plus ou moins à l’aise quand quelqu’un vous parle en utilisant un 

français parsemé de mots anglais ? 

Oui  

Non  

 

Q30 Veuillez expliquer votre réaction? 

 

 

Q31 Que pensez-vous du mélange des langues dans des communications quelle qu’elles soient?  
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Q32 E. Le français face à l'anglais   

Veuillez indiquer à quel point vous êtes d'accord (ou pas) avec ces déclarations:         

Les Français qui mélangent anglais et français quand ils parlent français sont : 

 
Tout à fait 

d'accord  
D'accord neutre  pas d'accord  

pas du tout 

d'accord  

de  jeunes       

plus 

modernes 
     

des gens 

d'esprit 

mondial ou  

"global"  

     

plus éduqués       

des snobs       

autre(s) 

__________ 
     

 

Q33 Veuillez indiquer à quel vous être d'accord (ou pas) avec ces déclarations: 

 
Tout à fait 

d'accord  
D'accord  Neutre  Pas d'accord  

Pas du tout 

d'accord  

L’on devrait 

essayer de protéger 

le français contre 

l’influence anglaise 

     

L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes français 

déforme la langue 

française  
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L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes  français 

montre que le 

français est en 

danger de perdre 

son statut politique 

international  

 

     

L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes français 

endommage 

l'identité culturelle 

des français  

 

     

L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes français 

est devenue une 

nouvelle forme 

d'argot  

     

L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes  français 

montre que les 

Etats-Unis et 

l'Angleterre veulent 

imposer leurs 

cultures sur la 

France  

     

L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes français 

montre que la 

France perd sa 

liberté d'expression  
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L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes  français 

est devenue une 

nécessité  

 

     

L'utilisation des 

mots anglais dans 

des textes  français 

est une forme de 

paresse  

 

     

Autre 

________________ 
     

 

Q34 Est-ce qu'il vous arrive d'utiliser des mots ou des expressions en langue anglaise quand vous 

parlez français? 

Oui  

Non  

Q35 Si oui, dans quelle situation et en vous adressant à quel genre de personnes? 

 

 

Q36 Quelle(s) langue(s) préfériez-vous parlez couramment et pourquoi? 

 

___________________________________________
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Q37 Selon vous, est-ce que la capacité de parler anglais constitue une partie importante de 

l’identité des Français aujourd’hui?   

Oui  

Non 

Q38 Est-ce que la capacité de parler anglais constitue une partie importante de votre propre 

identité?  

Oui  

Non  

Q39 Veuillez expliquer votre choix aux numéros 37 et 38. 

 

 

Q40 Autres commentaires? 
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APPENDIX G: QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 

HUMAN RESEARCH PROTECTIONS PROGRAM 

 

Research Invitation 

Antoinette Afriyie, the Principal Investigator from the University of Alabama, is conducting a 

study called “English Loanwords in French written texts and advertisements and the perceptions 

of the francophone readership”.  She wishes to find out about the nature of English loanwords 

employed in French print materials, analyzing both linguistic and sociolinguistic factors, and 

examining the French speakers' attitudes related to this usage. 

Taking part in this study involves completing a web survey that will take about _15-20___ 

minutes. This survey contains questions about why advertising companies use English words in 

French texts and ads, _what the potential audiences think about such tendencies, and the biodata 

information about participants.   

We will protect your confidentiality by not identifying you with your information or responses. 

Your responses will be anonymous. Only the investigator and the research team members will 

have access to the data.  The data are password protected.  Only summarized data will be 

presented at meetings or in publications. 

There will be no direct benefits to you. The findings will be useful to researchers, French 

language teachers, and (socio-) linguists by contributing to the awareness of the ongoing, 

changing profile of the French lexicon and the level of acceptance for some English borrowed 

words which are used in everyday communication yet proscribed in written norms. 

The chief risk is that some of the questions may make you uncomfortable.  You may skip any 

questions you do not want to answer. 

If you have questions about this study, please contact _Antoinette Afriyie_____ (investigator) at 

_aafriyie@crimson.ua.edu. If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, 

contact Ms. Tanta Myles (the University Compliance Officer) at (205) 348-8461 or toll-free at 1-

877-820-3066.  If you have complaints or concerns about this study, file them through the UA 

IRB outreach website at http://osp.ua.edu/site/PRCO_Welcome.html. Also, if you participate, 

you are encouraged to complete the short Survey for Research Participants online at this website. 

This helps UA improve its protection of human research participants. 

mailto:_aafriyie@crimson.ua.edu
http://osp.ua.edu/site/PRCO_Welcome.html
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YOUR PARTICIPATION IS COMPLETELY VOLUNTARY.  You are free not to participate or 

stop participating any time before you submit your answers. 

If you understand the statements above, are at least 21 years old, and freely consent to be in this 

study, click on the CONTINUE button to begin.  

 

 

1. Are you subscribed to any French magazine or newspaper? 

a. Yes  b. No 

 

2. Do you use any product whose labels or contents are in French (for example, books, films, 

newspapers, etc.?) 

 

a. Yes  b. No 

If yes, which one (ones):  

 

 

3. Have you noticed the use of English words or expressions in French written texts (news 

items and ads published in French magazines and newspapers? 

a. No  b. Few   c. A lot 

 

4. Does it surprise you? 

  

a. Yes     b. No 

Please explain your choice. 

 

 

5. Why do you think marketing professionals might use some English words or expressions 

in French written texts (news report and advertisements in French magazines and 

newspapers)?  

 

 

6. What do you think about marketing professionals who use English words or expressions in 

French written texts (news articles, published ads in magazines and French newspapers)? 
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7. What effects do French written texts (news report and advertisements published in French 

magazines and newspapers) that have some English words or expressions have on you? 

 

 

 

8. Do you know some English words or expressions used in French written texts (news report 

and advertisements published in French magazines and newspapers)? Please make a list of 

your examples and if possible the sources of the texts that used the English words and 

expressions: 

 

 

9. Do you know of some French advertisements with some English words that you like or 

dislike? Please make a list of your examples: 

 

 

Please write a reason (or reasons) for your reaction. 

 

 

10. What positive images do you immediately associate with products in French 

advertisements that use some English words? 

 

 

11. What negative images do you associate immediately with products in French 

advertisements that use some English words? 

 

 

12. What degree of importance do you associate with the use of English in French written texts 

(news reports and advertisements published in French magazines and newspapers)? Please 

select and write your choice: 

1-5   (1=not at all useful 2=not useful 3=neutral 4 =useful 5=extremely useful) 

_________________________________ 

13. Does the degree of importance that you associate with the use of English change in relation 

to the type of French written texts? Please explain your response: 
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14. Do you think English words should be used in French written texts (news reports and 

advertisements published in French magazines and newspapers)? 

 

a. Yes  b. No 

Please write a reason (or reasons) to justify your choice. 

 

 

15. What language (or languages) do you think should be used in French written texts (news 

reports and advertisements published in French magazines and newspapers) targeting 

French speakers in France nowadays? 

 

 

 Please give a reason (or reasons) for your answer. 

 

 

16. Are you more or less at ease when someone speaks to you using French but with some 

English words? Please explain your reaction: 

 

 

17.  What do you think of the mixing of languages in any type of communication? 

 

 

18. What images do you associate with French people who mix English with French when 

speaking French? 

 

 

19. Do you sometimes find yourself using English word or expressions when you speak 

French?  a. Yes  b. No 

 

If yes, in what situations and when addressing which category of people? 

 

 

 

 

20. In your opinion, should French language be protected from English influence? 

a. Yes   b. No   
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Why? 

 

 

 

21. Have you lived in an English-speaking country or environment before? 

a. Yes   b. No 

 If yes, where? _____________ for how long? ____________  

 

Do you remember any memorable linguistic experience? 

 

 

22. Which language (s) would you prefer to speak fluently?  

 

 

Why?  

 

 

      23. Does the ability to speak English constitute an important part of the French identity 

today?  

a. Yes      b. No 

 

Why? 

 

 

How about your own identity?   

 a. Yes  b. No       

 

Why? 
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About You 

1. Your gender: (Please tick) M________ 

       F________ 

2. Your  age: ________ 

 

3. Your Profession: ________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Your level of education  (Please tick): _____No formal education ____ primary school 

___high school ____university  ____Other (please indicate) __________________ 

 

5. Your current place of residence__________________  

 

How long have you been living there? _____________________ 

 

6. Have you spent some time in a country or environment where English is the main language 

of the population?  

 

a. Yes     b. No   

 If Yes,   Where? _____________ for how long? _____________ 

 

7. Your mother tongue: 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

8. Other languages you speak: _________________________________________________ 

 

9. Your level of English language: 

 

a. Beginner b.  Intermediate  c. Advance d. Superior  e. mother tongue 

 

10. Your level of French language: 

 

a. Beginner   b.  Intermediate c. Advance d. Superior  e. mother tongue 

 

Thank you for participation! 


